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Selected As A Best All Round Kentucky Community Newspaper
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TWO SECTIONS TODAY
Today's edition of the Ledger
& Times includes a 16-page
regular section
of
the
newspaper plus an 8-page
tabloid section for Kroger.
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Around
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In Our 93rd Year

Coach Preston `Ty' Holland
To Step Back From Sidelines

We have always been amused
at the short sightedness of local
school officials who, when they
have a decent story, release it
to the Courier-Journal and SunDemocrat before they do it
locally. We used to get mad.
There is hardly a segment of
our local community which
receives more publicity free of
charge, than do our local
schools. Our cooperation is
constantly wooed and publicity
is constantly requested. We do
cooperate and do give publicity.
We have complained for
twenty-five years about 'this
unfair releasing of news stories,
but as yet it has born no fruit.
We carry news stories about
the advancements in education
in local schools, the addition to
new equipment and teachers,
new departments, and the
achievements of students and
departments, in fact every
phase of the school activity is
carried in the Ledger and
Times, as well as all sports
activities.
Yet, if a single large news
story such as the one on Ty
Holland's retirement as head
football coach comes up, this
story is released first to the SunDemocrat and the CourierJournal, then we are allowed to
publish it a full day late.
We do not understnd the
thinking of the school officials in
dealing us this foul, but we must
say that we do not appreciate it
in the slightest.
Fair play can affect every
phase of ow- lives, and is not
soniething that is done today
and not tomorrow. It is an integral part of the human personality.
These same school officials
are greatly distressed if we fail
to publish something about their
personal achievements or
honors received, then turn right
around and deal the same blow
to us.
We have never understood
human nature. and probably
never will.
Getting a news story at the
same time or "besting" other
newspapers to it, is just as
iinportant to a newspaper as a
high school band winning top
honors
is to a school.
Newspapers seek achievement
too and getting news stories on
time or first is important to
them.
the CourierIf news in
Journal or Sun-Democrat is
more important to local school
officials than it is in the Ledger
and Times, they should say so,
since this would save us a lot of
time in covering all of the
events which occur in the local
school system.
It is our opinion that local
people are more interested in'
news which appears in the
Ledger and Times than that
state
occurs
in
which
newspapers. If this were not
true their circulation would
equal ours which it does not by a
long shot.

The Weather
Occasional rain beginning
tonight and continuing most of
Thursday. Low tonight in the
low 40s, High Thursday in the
mid 50s. Friday considerable
cloudiness and mild.
Mostly cloudy and unseasonably warm Friday and
Saturday and partly cloudy and
slightly cooler Sunday. Chance
of showers on Friday and Saturday:Highs Friday and Saturday in the mid to upper 50s and
in the low 50s Sunday. Lows
Friday and Saturday in the low
to mid 40s and low to mid 3135
on Sunday.

Murray, Ky., Wednesday Afternoon, December 20, 1972

Coach Preston "Ty" Holland
..Announces Retirement

Preston "Ty" Holland, head
football coach at Murray High
School, has announced his
retirement from that position
after 43 seasons on the sidelines.
Holland plans to continue his
duties as Assistant Superintendent, athletic director and
government teacher in the
Murray City School System.
Known as "The Dean of
Kentucky High School Football
Coaches," Holland may have
set a nation-wide record as the
longest running head coach of
any high school in the country
and rolled up a won-lost-tied
record of 249 wins, 159 losses
and 28 ties during his 43 years
as the Tigers' mentor.
Holland's teams at Murray
High School have always been
contenders in the conference
championship races and won
the Class A State Championship
in 1961. Holland's Tigers were
runnersup in the state championship in 1960 and won the
Region I, Class A, championship in 1963, 1964 and 1965.
In earlier years, Holland led
his teams to championships in
the West Kentucky Conference
in 1932, 1946, 1951, and 1953. In
1967, the Tigers were cochampions of Region I.
Coach Holland, a native of
Murray, was honored in 1967 by
the National High School
Coaches Association as one of
(Continued on Page Sixteen)

Apollo Voyagers Sailing Toward
Home and Holiday Family Reunion
ABOARD
USS
TICONDEROGA (AP) — Back
from the moon, their adventure
behind them and history made,
the men of the last Apollo are
sailing toward home and a reunion with their familes four
days before Christmas.
The flight of the last, most
perfect Apollo mission is over,
after a space journey of 13
days.
Apollo 17 astronauts Eugene
A. Cernan, Ronald E. Evans
and Harrison H. Schmitt rode
the command ship America
through a fiery entry into the
earth's atmosphere Tuesday
and a bobbing parachute fall to
a perfect landing within sight
of recovery ships.
Plucked from a life raft and
whisked to this carrier by helicopter for a bands-and-speeches
welcome, the astronauts spent
their first hours back on earth
undergoing physical examinations by a team of space
agency doctors.
After a quick check, Dr.
Charles K. LaPinta, the medical team leader, said, "I am

very pleased with their condi- "Certainly that crew was the
best crew we've ever flown"
tion — they look fine."
In a statement on the corn.)
Navy chefs aboard the
Ticonderoga prepared a huge pletion of Apollo, President
welcome-aboard cake and din- Nixon said the flight "marks
ner in the officers' mess for the the end of one of the most sigastronauts, the ship's officers nificant chapters in the history
and Navy brass and congress- of human endeavor."
Apollo 17's landing in the Pamen and senators on hand to
cific 400 miles southeast of
watch the return of Apollo 17.
After a day and a night Samoa was like the rest of the
aboard the Ticonderoga, the as- mission since launch — flawtronauts will fly from the car- less.
A team of recovery experts
rier to Pago Pago, in American
Samoa. There they will board helped to unload the command
another plane for a flight to El- ship America after it too was
aboard
the
lington Air Force Base, near hoisted
the Manned Spacecraft Center Ticonderoga. Among its cargo
outside of Houston, Tex., where were 259 pounds of moon rock
their families await them. — more than returned on any
previous lunar mission — and
While the astronauts contin- about 3,000 photos taken on the
ued the cruise toward home, of- moon by Cernan and Schmitt.
ficials at the space center in
Also on board the America
Texas praised the flight as the were almost two miles of film
most perfect of America's six taken by Evans from lunar ormoon landings.
bit as Cernan and Schmitt wal"I've never seen a more per- ked the dusty surface of the
fect mission than was flown on moon below,
this flight," said Dr. Christopher C. Kraft, director of the
Manned Spacecraft Center.

Investigation Expected
Today On Eddyville Fire
EDDYVILLE, Ky.(AP)—Officials are expected to visit the
Kentucky State Penitentiary at
Eddyville today to investigate a
fire that claimed the lives of
two inmates and caused damage of more than $100,000.
Prison Supt. Henry E. Cowan
said the fire was accidentally
started by an inmate, Stanley
Delk, 42. who lit a welding
torch in a section of the prison
furniture factory where prison-

Send Card To Man
Serving Country
L-Cpl. Ronnie L. Boyd
401-72-7113
MASS. - 1 M.A.C.G.
28 (COMM.)
2nd M.A.W. M.C.A.S.
Cherry Point,
North Carolina 28533

ers had been using cleaning
fluid.
Cowan said some 60 persons
were in the plant when the
flames flared up. Forty managed to flee thrugh the front
door, while 18 more escaped
through a hole knocked in the
back section of the plant by
rescuers.
Delk, who was serving a 10year term from Campbell Circuit Court for armed robbery
and carrying a concealed wepon, was pronounced dead at
Caldwell County Hospital soon
after fire erupted in the concrete block building.
(Continued on Page Sixteen)

Senior High MYF Will
Meet Here Thursday

The Senior High Methodist
Youth Fellowship of the First
United Methodist Church will
GETS LICENSE
Larry D. Wright, 508 meet Thursday, December 21,
Richardson Drive, Murray, has at 5:30 p.m, at the church to go
received his salesman's license Christi ias Caroling.
All members are urged to
from the Kentucky Real Estate
attend.
Commission.

10* Per Copy

Funeral Homes To Stop
Ambulance Service Here
New Law Effective July 1 Will Force Discontinuance
Local funeral homes will not
provide ambulance service in
Murray and Calloway County
beginning July 1, 1973, according to an agreement filed
with County Judge Robert 0.
Miller, and signed by the three
Murray funeral homes.
Representatives of the
Blalock-Coleman, J.H. Churchill, and Max Churchill
Funeral Homes signed the
agreement which provided for a
$1,000 fine for any of the homes

which breached the contract, to
be paid to either or both of the
other homes not breaching the
agreement.
A preface to the agreement
stated that "Due to the new
laws, rules and regulations of
the United States Government,
the new Federal Highways and
Safety Act of the United States
Congress, and the Kentucky
Emergency Care Services Act
pursuant to the authority of
KRS 216.425, the following

contract.. is hereby made."
The Miller Funeral Home of
A representative of one of the Hazel was not included in the
local homes said that new agreement, but Cy Miller,
regulations had made continued owner of the firm said that "I
operation of ambulance service will not leave Hazel, and the
finacially impossible.
people I know, without an
Federal regulations provide ambulance service."
for a minimum of two trained
Miller went on to say that he
personnel for each ambulance would use his own judgement in
vehicle, to be maintained 24 deciding whether or not a
hours per day, in addition to patient's condition warranted
setting forth the minimum immediate emergency tranquantities of supplies, and new sportation. Miller sd that if he
specifications for each vehicle. felt that the condition of the
Vehicles must be of the panel person was not cirtical, he
truck or van type, or the raised- would call on another service,
roof Cadillacs, either of which such as a county service in
runs into considerable expense, Murray, if one is formed.
a spokesman for one of the
Miller, who has been in the
homes said.
ambulance service for 27 years,
County Judge Miller had no said that he would only answer
official answer to the problem calls in Hazel and the Hazel
completion of Course III this yet, but said he "assumed some community.
spring.
type of joint city-county service
Murray City Mayor Holmes
Roberts is the son of Hoyt and would be provided." He added Ellis was out of town this
the late Minnie Roberts. Hoyt that such speculation was morning, and was not available
Roberts was instrumental in subject to discussion and ap- for comment. The next meeting
organizipg the local board, and proval of both the fiscal court of the city council will be next
has been an active member of and the city council.
Wednesday and Thursday.
the board since its formation,
Spokesman for the local
A three-man-committee was
and has also served as president funeral homes stressed the fact
that the only reason for the formed by Mayor Ellis at the
of the board.
Ray Roberts is active in all action was the lack of feasibility last council meeting, to inreal estate matters; appriasing, financially. Each vehicle would vestigate the situation, together
aunsitm
y ilar committee from
selling, and managing. He is a be required to have an six-man ssithco
the
crew,
with
two
men
on
each
of
member of the local, state, and
Melvin Henley, a member of
three eight-hour shifts. New
national Boards of Realtors.
vehicles would also have to be the city committee, said this
purchased to comply with the morning, that work had begun
on seeing what would be
new regulations.
to fulfill federal
The homes indicated that they necessary
simply could not comply with regulations and provide an
the new regulations and hope to adequate ambulance service for
the city and county.
break even financially.

Ray Roberts Named Head
Of Local Realtor Board

Ray Roberts was installed to
his third term as president of
the Calloway County Board of
Realtors in a meeting of the
board Tuesday night.
Roberts has been associated
with his father, Hoyt Roberts, in
the real estate business for the
past ten years.
Roberts served his first two
terms as head of the group in
1968 and again in 1971. He also
served as director of the
Kentucky Association of
Realtors in those years, and will
serve in that capacity during
this term.
Roberts has been active
cornniunity affairs,as president
of the Murray Baseball
Association, president, vicer
president, and secretary of the
Murray State Thoroughbred
Club, vice-president of the
Optimist Club, Calloway County
A Christmas program will be
Tax Appeal Board, site selection committee for the new presented by the Youth
Murray High School, and has Department of Calvary Temple
been active in the boys summer First Pentecostal Church of
God, U.S. Highway 691 South, on
baseball program locally.
Roberts is married to the Friday. December 22, at 7:30
p.m.
former
Ramona
Tooke,
Christmas recitations and two
daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Lawerance Tooke of Trigg three act plays will be featured.
County. They have two The first Christmas play conchildren, Robin, and Raysha. cerns teenagers realizing
Both Mr. and Mrs. Roberts Christmas is not only Christmas
are graduates of Murray State trees and gifts and is titled
University, and Roberts is a "Christmas In Deed."
graduate of Murray High
The second play, -Call To All
School. The Roberts are People," speaks about an unmembers of the Cherry Corner wanted guest at Christmas
Baptist Church, where he
time that cenews a family's
teaches the Goodfellowship weakened faith in God.
Sunday School Class for median
At the conclusion of the
adults.
Roberts
has completed program, refreshments will be
Course II of the Graduate served in the Fellowship Hall.
Realtors Institute and will The public is invited to attend,
receive that designation upon according to Paul Wanger,
pastor of the church.

Youth Christmas
Program Planned
At Calvary Temple

Rainey T. Wells Was Born
On Christmas Day In 1875

By L.J. Hortin
The story of Dr. Rainey T.
Wells, founder of Murray State
University, began almost 100
years ago on Christmas Day.
On December 25, 1875, a son,
Rainey Thornton, was born to
Mr. and Mrs. J.K.P. Wells at
their modest home in the New
Hope community about four
miles southeast of the countyseat town of Murray, Kentucky,
The Christmas star under
which he was born inspired Dr.
Wells to achievement seldom
equalled in Kentucky or in the
nation:
1. He founded, located, and
became president of Murray
State
University.
2. He prepared and secured
enactment of a revenue bill that
made possible the growth of all
state colleges and universities
in Kentucky.
3. He successfully defended
fraternal benefit insurance
societies from state taxation.
4. He located the State Capitol
Building at Frankfort.
Dr. Wells was deeply
religious. He was once asked by
this writer: "How do you plan to
(Continued on Page Sixteen)
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Above are pictured Dr. and Mrs. Wells when they attended a
dinner on the campus after Dr. Wells' retirement. At the time—
probably in the fifties—they were living In their beautiful
Southern Colonial Home on the south side of Murray. They were
married. Dec, 31, 1896.

Plans Are Completed For
Shrine Christmas Service
Jack Persall, president of the
Murray-Calloway County
Shrine Club announced that
plans are complete for the
Christmas service being
sponsored by the club on Friday
evening, December 22.
The public, including entire
families, is invited to attend the
program at 7:00 o'clock to be
held in First Presbyterian
Church, at Main and 16th
Streets.
Mr. Persall, who will preside,
announced the following personnel who will be leading this
Christmas workship service.
Mrs. Donald Burchfield will be
the organist and assisting

Firemen Answer
Three Alarms
The Murray Fire Department
answered three calls Tuesday,
with two of the fires out on the
arrival of the firemen, and the
third caused by a mouse.
A mouse was labeled as the
culprit at a fire at the home of
Judy Adams, 714 Olive. The
mouse had apparntly chewed
the insulation off an electric
fire, causing a hort. Twenty
men and three trucks answered
the alarm.
Other fires were reported
Tuesday at 7th and Main, to a
car owned by Mark Hendricks,
and at 108B Williams, to the
home of Gerald Stewart. Both
fires were out when the firemen
arrived..

Knights Templar will be. Sir
Knights Kent Berkley and the
Rev. J.C. Hicks from the
Mayfield Commandery;
William E. Moffett from the
Benton Commandery; James C.
Williams, Norman A. Klapp,
and the Rev. R.A. Stinker, from
the Fulton Conunandery. The
devotional message will be
brought by Sir Knight the Rev.
Henry McKenzie, a member of
Toledo Cornrnandery,
A brief message about the
DeMolay organization for
young men will be presented by
C.E. Divine, DeMolay Dad of
the Poplar Bluff, Missouri,
DeMolay Chapter, who was
named outstanding Dad of
Chapters in Missouri for 1972.
Members of that Chapter will be
present to demonstrate the nine
o'clock ritual of their Order
which includes the Flower Talk
to be given by Mike Pope, of
Fisk. Missouri, winner of the
outstanding Master Councilor
trophy in the State of Missouri.
Another portion of the service
will include the Ordinance of
Baptism to be conferred by the
Rev. McKenzie, assisted by Dr.
A.H. Kopperud.
Preceding the service, individual Shrin Club members
will be supper hosts to members
of the visiting DeMolay Degree
Team.

Nixon Undergoes
Annual Physical
Examination Today

FREK.PUPPIES
WASHINGTON ( AP)
Six adorable white and
spotted puppies, about two President Nixon had his annual
nionths old, half Collie, are free hospital physical checkup today
to persons for good homes. Call and emerged joking,"They told
me I feel fine."
489-2548 for information.
Nixon spent two hours at the
National Naval Medical Center
COURTHOUSE CLOSES
All of the offices in the in suburban Bethesda, Md., unCourthouse will close on Friday dergoing an exam that has beafternoon, December 22, 1972 at come a Christmas season habit
3:00 p.m. and will be closed with him.
Air Force Maj. Gen. Walter
until
Tuesday
morning,
December 26. The courthouse R. Tkach, his personal physiwill also be closed Friday, cian, who accompanied him on
December 29, at 3:00 p.m. and his helicopter journey to the
will be open Tuesday, January, hospital, repined the chief ex2.
ecutive was in excellent health
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Christmas Can Be Lonely
An editorial in the Hopkinsville New Era this week
pointed out that although Christmas should be an
especially happy time of the year, it will be a lonely
time for many people.
The editorial points out that many older people are
lonesome the year round, but on Christmas it hurts
more becatis
—e- during the holiday season they are
tortured by memories of the past.
Those in hospitals and nursing homes feel keenly
the absence of loved ones. There is a tendency, the
writer continues, for a person to make excuses for
not visiting in hospitals and nursing homes because
it makes them depressed. We know that local nursing homes and the hospital will try this Christmas
to make the day as enjoyable as possible for their
patients, but nothing will bring happiness like the
visit of a loved one.
We know this Christmas that many will feel pangs
of sadness because of the loss of a loved one in recent
days before Christmas. This too makes for a lonely
day which is hailed over the world as a day of joy.
This brings us to the point that each person must
adopt a philosophy or an outlook which will help to
make the day of loneliness into a day of contemplation of what Christmas really is.
Christmas is the day that we observe the birth of a
person who promised each human being a life with
out pain, without sadness, without burden, without
troubles and without death. This life comes to us
when we leave this troubled earth with all its
heartache, loneliness, frustration and unanswerable
questions.
The only requisite for this life of perfect peace and
light, is that one believes in Jesus Christ "the
Perfect Man."
If those who are lonely this Christmas because
they are all alone in a nursing home or hospital, or
because they have lost loved ones in recent weeks,
can remember that we observe Christmas Day as
the birthday of Jesus Christ, with all that He
promises, perhaps the day will be less lonely. The
knowledge that a loved one is in a place of peace
where absolute peace of mind has been achieved,
will go far in alleviating the sadness and deep felt
hurt which will be in the hearts of many this
Christmas.
To the unbelieving, we can only say; do you have a
better philosophy with which to face tragedy and
the heartaches of life?
Down through the years Christmas has come to
mean more than just the birthday of Jesus. It is the
gathering time of scattered families. It is a time to
bring happiness to children. It is the time for observances, initiating of sales campaigns, year end
bonuses, etc.
Perhaps if we return to the central theme of
Christmas and the real meaning, the hearts of all
can be lifted, no matter what our circumstances.

Ten Years Ago Today
LEDGER * TWE8 PILL

Rev. A.G. Childers, age 66, retired Methodist
Minister, died this morning at the Murray Hospital.
"Business is brisk" is the word in Murray this
week, according to spot check among merchants
over the city.
Dr. Frank Steely, professor of history at Murray
State College, spoke on "The Condition of World
Affairs Today" at the meeting of the Murray State
College Newman Club.
James Neale, Bob Wright, Hafton Garner, Red
Doherty, U.L. Knight, Paul Ragsdale, Dennis
Barden,Jerry Jones, Noble Knight, Wyvan Holland,
Ross McClain, Ronald Pace, and Bill Wyatt had the
top ten individual averages in the Kentucky Lake
Bowling League this week.

20 Years Ago Today

MAYBE I'LL QUrr TOMORCZOW

YOU AND
THE DRAFT
BY
COLONEL TAYLOR L. DAVIDSON

FRANKFORT, Ky.—We
recently received four questions
-from one of our readers which
we feel might be of interest to
all Kentucky draft registrants.
The questions and our answers
follow.
According to a news release
about next year's draft, about
10,000 men will be called. What
will be the highest lottery
number reached out of those
drawn on Feb. 2, 1972
registrants born in 1953)?
Where will the other numbers to
be used come from?
If the U.S.. Department asks
for 10,000 men to be inducted
during the period of FebruaryJune, Kentucky would have to
furnish approximately 200
men.
Currently there are enough
registrants in the Extended
Priority Selection Group ; born
prior to 1953; to satisfy this
requirement. Assuming we are
required to induct men born in
1953, what would be the highest
number reached?

Retail
Sales
Rise

By JOHN DORFMAN
AP Business Writer
NEW YORK (API — The
happiest face in the Christmas
shopping crowd this year may
belong to the retailer.
An apparent rise of 5 to 10
per cent in Christmastime sales
throughout the nation is bringing good cheer to local merWhen will the next lottery be chants and executives of major
held? What birth year will it department-store chains.
affect? Will any of these
With 10 days to go before the
numbers be used in 1973?
holiday, exact results still are
(uncertain. Some business
From the latest information Ianalysts spoke of a "frenzy
of
available, the lottery will be buying"
gripping the nation.
held within the next 90 days or
However, the National Retail
roughly in January, February Merchants
Association, which
or March. This lottery will
represents 26,000 stores, said
determine the order of selection sales for
the three weeks ended
for those men born in 1954. None Dec. 9
were up only 2.1 per
of these numbers will be called cent from
last year's pace.
in 1973.
Last December, retail sales
I have been thinking of • totaled an estimated $42.6 biljoining the Air Force since lion.
school closed last June, but I
The NRMA blames bad weadon't
like the four-year ther
for holding down the inenlistment period. Can I
crease so far but believes that,
volunteer for the draft, take two
before this year's Christmas
years in the Air Force and still
season is over, last year's figbe guaranteed the kind of
ures will be surpassed by about
training I want if I qualify?
6 per cent.
One factor is the requirement
that a young man must be given
30 days notice from the date he
receives his induction order
until he actually enters the
service. Therefore. Selective
Service, must work 45 to 60 days
in advance.

We have a potential of 145
A registrant may volunteer
registrants with numbers
for induction at any time,
between one and five; 129 with
provided he meets the physical,
numbers between six and 10:
niental and moral requirements
and 138 men with numbers
and has passed his 17th birbetween 11 and 15.
thday. He must, however,
It appears the number volunteer for the Army, since
reached would not be very high, we are inducting only to fill
however, some of those men requirements for the Army at
will fail to qualify when in- this time.
duction day arrives.
If we were inducting for the
Why won't there be any
other services, he could
drafting in January, 1973?
volunteer for such services.
There will be no inductions However, he could mit,volunteer
simply because the Defense for two years induction into the
Department did not ask for Air Force.
delivery of any men during that
eity of Shreveport, La.,
:»onth.
%sas fininded in 1837.

Pocket calculators, hot combs
and microwave ovens were
some of the newest sales sizzlers which Associated Press
correspondents found around
the country.
More traditional big-price-tag
as stereos,
items such
televisions and cameras also
were reported selling well.
A check of major stores
around the country showed:
—In Ohio, department stores
are reporting the best Christmas shopping season ever.
Newspapers are carrying ads
for additional sales help; and,
in some cities, stores are staying open on Sunday — something which never was done before.

Bible Thoughtfor Today

—In Boston, Jordan Marsh
Co. said it expected a sales
gain of 8 to 10 per cent, though
sales so far had been "inhibited
by the weather."
—In South Dakota,sales were
up despite a subzero cold spell.
The manager of a J. C. Penney
store described business as
"tremendous" and credited improved income for farmers this
year as a major factor.
—In Los Angeles, Broadway
Department Store said its sales
• were about 10 per cent ahead of
last year's.

They that wait upon the Lord shall renew their
strength; they shall mount up with wings as eagles;
they shaltrun, and not be weary; and they shall walk
and not faint.—Isaish 40:31.
Strength comes to those who wait on the Lord in
prayer and the study of His Word.

LEDGER & TIMM FUJI

Chief of Police A.H. Webh_resigned as Chief of
Police of the City of Murray in a statement released
to the City Council today.
The Murray State College Thoroughbreds barely
lost to the University of Houston Cougars 70 to 66 in a
very close basketball game up to the closing minutes
of play.
-Mr. and Mrs. Grogan Roberts announce the
marriage of their daughter, Charlotte, to James
Wallis Parker,son of Mr. and Mrs. Hafford Parker.
The vows were read on December 20 in Owensboro.
?lowing at the Varsity Theatre is "Pony Soldier"
with Tyrone Power, Carmeron Mitchell, Thomas
Gome, and Penny Edwards.
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Isn't It The Truth!
by Carl Riblet Jr.
THE SINNERS OF YESTERDAY MOSTLY
SINNED AMONG FRIENDS OR IN SECRET.
Today's sinners are mostly show-offs. They want
public disapproval of their indecencies because they
aon't sin for the pleasure of it, as people used to, but
to prove something---that they can!
"He that falls into sin is a man,
that grieves at it is a saint,
that boasteth of it is a devil.
—Gnomologia

The Northeast was lagging
behind other areas in sales, the
NRMA found. For the three
weeks ended Dec. 9, sales in
the West, Central and Southeast
states were up from 4 to 5.3 per
cent, while sales in the Northeast were down 7.6 per cent.

Ethiopiis has at
least 1.100 no•ilie%al chorr114,.

Intensified Bombing Turns Back
Diplomatic Clock Eight Months
By SPENCER DAVIS
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON AP) — By
resuming the intensified bombing of North Vietnam, President Nixon has turned back the
diplomatic clock by eight
months.
The White House said Monday the Vietnam peace talks
are "still wide open." But it
was also made clear that
bombing will continue north of
the 20th parallel of North Vietnam "until such time as a settlement is arrived at."
Last May 8, Nixon announced
that North Vietnamese ports
would be mined and rail and
communication lines leading
from China would be heavily
bombed.
As the secret peace talks between presidential adviser Henry A. Kissinger and North Vietnam's Le Duc l'ho seemed to
make some progress, Nixon ordered the bombing restricted to
the area below the 20th parallel, still in North Vietnam, but
close to the border with South
Vietnam.
The effect of Monday's announcement then is to move the
U.S. position back to May when
Nixon said the talks in Paris
had drawn from the North
Vietnamese only "bombastic
rhetoric and a replaying of
their demand for surrender."
Then, as now, the public defense of the bombing was presented as a means of saving
the lives of U.S. pilots and other Americans still in Vietnam.
White House Press Secretary
Ronald I,. Ziegler said Monday,
"We will not let peace talks be
used as a cover for another
Communist offensive."
Nevertheless,
diplomatic
sources do not believe that the
U.S. talks with Hanoi are completely washed out or broken
down beyond repair. They use
the term suspension rather
than breakdown_
But it appears clear that the
same issue which has always
dogged the peace talks has
again come between peace and
an end to the fighting: the political future of South Vietnam.
In the agreement that Kissinger and Tho were preparing,
for example, the future role of
the demilitarized zone at the
17th parallel, the future of
North Vietnamese troops in the
South, the infiltration of the
South, the sovereignty of the
Saigon government below the
17th parallel and the diplomatic
standing of South Vietnam in
the world were all issues.
Sen. George McGovern hit
upon the political issue in criticizing the bombing renewal as
evidence the administration "is
chained to a government in
South Vietniim that is determined to sabotage any chance
for peace."
Both McGovern and the National League of Families of
Prisoners of War said Kissinger
and Nixon had raised false

hopes for saying "peace is at
hand," a remark Kissinger
made Oct. 26 when a cease-fire
agreement seemed near.
Noting hopes had been raised

that some prisoners would be
home by Christmas, the League
said, "It is a bitter prospect
and the disappointments and
frustrations are severe."

The NCVA Needs You
By FRANK MACOMBER
Copley News Service
Some of the National Football League's best bonecrushers are off-the-field
crusaders as well. The Los
Angeles Rams' fighting defensive end, Merlin Olsen, is
battling pollution when he's
not in uniform. The San Diego
Chargers' quarterback, John
Hadl, works with American
Indians and Charger running
back Mike Garrett teaches
kids about life and helps to
keep them out of trouble.
If you're a weekend pro
football fan you recognize
these players as members of
the National Center For Voluntary Action iNCVA ). The
NFL every week sponsors
"spots" during their televised
games so 24 players from both
conferences can reach into
your living rooms with this
slogan:
"What we need, money
can't buy. We need you."
The goal line in this game is
guidance for those who are
having trouble finding the in
way into the mainstream of
society, explains Douglas K.
Kinsey, president of NCVA.
"A lot of youngsters are
hung up one way or another,
either on drugs,the emotional
impact of being the child of a
broken family or maybe just a
feeling that nobody really
cares about them," he said.
"All-ciVi-r the country we are
finding out that many adults
are running into the same
kinds of trouble — dissatisfaclion with their jobs, their
lives, the world in general.
"Well, these football players with their TV pleas and
the red heart, our NCVA insignia, are enlisting a virtual
army of volunteers who want
to help such folks.
"At first we were getting
about 10 to 20 letters a day
from people who wanted to
help in any way they could.
Now we are receiving from
200 to 300 a day from volunteers who want the names of
those in their communities
who need a little boost to get
them back on the track.
A youth counselor when he
isn't backing up the Rain line,
Howard says he is more interested in the less gifted young
PeoPle.
—The best athletes and the
best students have a chance
for direction in their lives,"
Gene explains. "But 9)) per
cent of the kids in school don't
fall Into either one of these
categories

"They don't know what to
do with their lives and they're
out of school before they have
a chance to find out the right
kind of work for their abilities.
"They'll turn the wrong
corner, and I don't necessarily mean they go bad. They
just wind up in some job they
don't like because it's not in a
line where they can do best.
Everybody has some special
ability in something, I believe. But too many don't use
it because no one has helped
them to show them how they
can."
Howard wants to be a youth
counselor full-time when he
has ended his pro football career.
-Men and women, young
and old, have volunteered
their time, their typewriters
and their talents," Kinsey
wrote in a letter of thanks to
Pete Rozelle, NFL commissioner. "One 13-year-old volunteered to type anything at
his top speed of 25 words a
minute.
"The most heart-warming
thing about this whole volunteer program is that it proves
people still care about other
people if you just let the fortunate know about the less
fortunate and what they can
do to help out."
Kinsey figures that 83 per
cent of the naUon is being covs
ered by the NFL's volunteer
public service announcements each Sunday. In the
other 17 per cent where there
are no volunteer programs„
NCVA is writing to community leaders with instructions on
how to develop volunteer
projects.
Typical of NFL players
working to help others is Gene
Howard, a Ram cornerback
who has earned the nickname
of Captain Crunch with his
tough defensive game.
To this end he returned to Langston University, Okla.,
last year to complete studies
for his degree in history, then
with his wife, Bobbie, and son
Gene, 4, went back to Little
Rock, Ark., his hometown, to
work in the off-season for the
city's recreation department.
"I enjoy working with
young people and hope to be
able to help them direct their
lives along the guidelines of
their own abilities," he explains.
And that really is what the
National Center For Voluntary Action is all about. If you
want to help, too, just write to
Volunteer, Washington, D.C.
20013.
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Dear Editor:
The expiration date of my
subscription to the Ledger and
Times indicates that I have
been negligent in sending the
money for another year of
"letters from home."
Yes. I look forward to each
issue for the hometown and
Calloway
County
news.
Acutally, I enjoy all the items.
Your continuation of front page
stories on the back page makes
for definite convenience and
facility in reading the paper. I
like that feature—don't understand why more newspapers
fail to use it. The Norfolk papers
are often such a "mess" in
locating the remainder of articles. We, also, have so many
different editions (for sections
(if Tidewater) that one has to
search for the section carrying
the local news items of interest.
Since I work in Portsmouth, I
trade off my "Norfolk" news for
"Portsmouth" news
then
there are Virginia Beach,
Suffolk, and North Carolina
sections.
A check for $18.00 is enclosed
for next year's payment.
Sincerely,
HI.. Hughes
P.S. Your column "Seen and
Heard Around Murray" keeps
us posted on the bird life over
there.
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By Abigail Van Buren

DEAR ABBY: I have lived with my daughter and her
husband and their children for more than 20 years. fI am a
widow.] Whenever they are invited to a dinner given by her
inlaws, and my name is not mentioned in the conversation
over the phone, I do not go. These inlaws irksist that I am
part of the family, and I don't require a special invitation,
but I feel if it's too much effort for them to say, "Bring
Sarah," I am really not wanted.
A neighbor sent a graduation invitation to my daughter
and
and her husband, addressed "Mr. and Mrs.
Family." I didn't go. My daughter insisted that the "and
family" included me. I say it meant her children, as my
name is entirely different from theirs, and if it was too
much trouble to write my name on the envelope below my
daughter's, I stay home.
Do you think I am right or not?
HAVE FEELINGS, TOO
DEAR HAVE: I think you are right. Merely sharing a
home with your daughter does not automatically include
you In her invitations. I hope you are doing all you can to
develop a social life of your own. You will be much happier, and so will your daughter and son in law.
DEAR ABBY: I am a piano teacher and would like to
know what I should say when people ask me how many
pupils I have. It's a business with me, and I feel it is
nobody's business but my own how many pupils I have.
I &ail want to seem rude, yet we tea?hers never ask
PIANO TEACHER
that of each other. Thank you.
DEAR TEACHER: Simply smile and say, "Oh, that's
classified iniormatioa." [You can get away with almost
anything il you're pleasant and good-humored about it.)
DEAR ABBY: I sin a bald bachelor who is considering
having a hair transplant because I think it will make me
more appealing to women Several of my male friends
have told me that baldness is now considered a sign of
virility and the baldheaded men get all the girls.
What is your understanding on this subject?
M. K. A.
DEAR M. K. A. The hairier the man, the more virile
be appears, but hair has absolutely nothing to do with a
man's sexual performance. There are plenty of men who
have a head full of hair—and all they get is dandruff.
Problems? Trust Abby. For a perineal reply, write to
ABBY, BOX 49700, L. A., CALIF. WOOD and enclose a
stamped, addressed envelope.
For Abby's booklet, "How to Have a Lovely Wedding,"
send St to Abby, Box 69700. Los Angeles, Cal. MO.
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PARK BOY
Mr. and Mrs. Arwood Park,
Pine Crest Drive, Benton, are
the parents of a baby boy, Casey
Wood, weighing seven pounds
seven ounces, born on Monday,
November 17, at 3:07 p.m. at the
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
They have two other sons,
Kelly Gordon, age nine, and
Phillip Lee, age three. The
father is employed with South
Central Bell Telephone Company.
Grandparents are Mrs. Ola
Park of Benton and Mr. and
Mrs. Grady Gordon of Benton
Route Three. A great grandfather is John McElrath of
Benton Route Three.

Thursday, December 21
Members of the Murray
Kiwanis Club and their wives
will attend a buffet dinner at
the home of Dr. and Mrs.
Harold Eversmeyer.

Saturday, December 23
Murray-Calloway Country
Club dance for youngsters ninth
through 12th grades. Music by
the ''Crossroads." Admission
$1.50 per couple. For members
and their guests. Formal dress.

DEAR ABBY, Yesterday morning a brush salesman
rang my bell and I invited him in because I
wanted to see
his catalog.
have done business with this company for
years, and they always gave me excellent service.)
During dinner, my husband asked me what my day was
like and when I told him that I had invited this brush
salesman into the house, he hit the roof, yelling and shouting that I was "no good" and had no right to have "other
men" in our home while be was at work. He asked me how
many other men I had let into the house and he went on
and on like a madman. He even swore at me and called me
terrible names.
I was so nervous and upset, I slept on the couch last
night. My husband was angry and kept coming out, trying
to get me to come to bed and have sex with him, but I was
so upset, I just wanted to be left alone. Then he accused
me of having sex with this brush salesman, and after that I
just couldn't bring myself to give in to him.
Abby, I am a good, clean woman. I love the Lord and
read my Bible every day. 1 pray and ask God's help in all I
do, but I do not feel that God wants me to live this way.
My husband is so jealous he has forbidden me to visit with
my neighbors, and he wants no company in our home. I am
34 and he is 49 and we've been married for 10 years. We
have no children because he has wanted none. What shall I
do?
TORMENTED IN ALBUQUERQUE
DEAR TORMENTED: Your husband is a sick man. No
rational man behaves this way. Insist that he see a doctor.
If he refuses, go to your pastor and tell him your story.
There is no reason for you to tolerate such abuse.

Golden Anniversary Planned

Friday, December 22
The Poplar Bluff, Mo.,
Chapter of DeMolay will
present a program at the First
Presbyterian Church, Murray,
at seven p.m. sponsored by the
Murray-Calloway County
Shrine Club, assisted by
Commandery Masons. The
public is invited.
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Mr. and Mrs. Clarence I.
Horton will be honored at a
reception in celebration of their
50th wedding anniversary at the
Murray Woman's Club House
from two to five p.m.
Mr. and Mrs. Clyde Phelps of
Murray Route Three will be
honored with an open house for
their 50th wedding anniversary
at the Masonic Hall at Aurora
from two to four pin.

(Wilson Woolley Photo)

Mr. and Mrs. David White Poynor
Miss Anita Gayle McDowell,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Bobby
McDowell of Murray, became
the bride of David White
Poynor, son of Mrs. Prather
Poynor and the late Mr. Poynor
of Hickman, on Wednesday,
November 22, in a candlelight
ceremony in the sanctuary of
the First Baptist Church.
Rev. Richard Walker performed the double ring
ceremony at six o'clock in the
evening before an altar graced
with arched and spiral brass
candelabra holding' ivory
burning tapers and twin
arrangements of autumn
flowers on each side of a satin
covered pier. The family pews
were marked by clusters of
autumn leaves and gold velvet
ribbon.
A program of nuptial music
was presented by Richard
Jones, organist.
Bride's Dress
The bride, escorted by her
father and given in marriage by
her parents, wore a formal
gown of candlelight angelskin
overlaid with re-embroidered
Chantilly lace. The princess
style featured a Victorian
decollalage and long tapered
sleeves both edged in double
ruffles of illusion. Tiny silk and
lace buttons accented the
sleeves and front of the dress
from the neckline to the hem,
bordered in lace and extending
into a full chapel train.
Her mantilla of matching
chantilly lace was encircle with
a lace border and attached to a
lace covered camelot crown.
She carried a cascade bouquet
of orange delight roses, bronze
daisy porn poms, brown straw
flowers, and dried baby's
breatii—with autumn velvet
leaves, As she approached the
altar, the bride presented her
mother with a rose, and as she
left gave her mother-in-law a
rose.
Attending the bride as matron
of honor was her aunt, Mrs.
Mike Staley of Lexington. Her
formal gown of cafe au lait
velvet was princess style. Tiny
ivory lace edged the rolled
neckline and long tapered
sleeves. She carried a nosegay
of autumn flowers encircled
with an ivory lace border
matching the bride's gown and
wore a cameo pendant, gift of
the bride.
The bridesmaids were Miss
Jennifer Trotter of Murray and
Miss Jeanie McMullin of Hickman, niece of the groom. Their
gowns, bouquits, and cameo
pendants were identical to that
of the matron 6( honor.
Harry Poynor served as best
man. Groomsmen were James
White and Rick White of Hickman, all cousins of the groom.
Alcolytes and ushers were
Dwight McDowell, brother of
the bride, Ellis Falkoff and
Mark Runifelt of Hickman.
Mrs. McDowell, mother of the
bride, selected a formal ensemble of burgundy heather
with matching accessories.
Mrs. Poynor, the groom's

mother, wore a floor length
shirt waist gown of ivory crepe.
Both wore shoulder corsages of
orchids.
The grandmother of the bride,
Mrs.
Bennett
Belt
of
Providence, chose to wear a
beige dress, while the grandmother of the groom, Mrs. W.A.
White of Hickman, wore a green
street length dress. Their
corsages of bronze baby
chrysnathemums were tied
with green velvet ribbons.
Reception
Immediately following the
ceremony a reception was held
at the Holiday Inn.
Assisting in the serving were
Mrs. James Armbruster, Mrs.
George Hodge, Mrs. Thomas
McDaniel, and Miss
Cindy
McDaniel.
The couple left for a wedding
trip and are now at home in
Murray. She is a junior
majoring in accounting an he
is a senior ,majoring
marketing at Murray State,,
University.
Prenuptial Events
The groom's mother, Mrs.
Prather Poynor of Hickman,
entertained with rehearsal
dinner on Monday evening,
November 20, at six o'clock at
the
Colonial
House
Smorgasbord. Thirty persons
were present.
Mrs. Rex Thompson and Miss
Jill Thompson entertained with
a kitchen shower at their home
on
Hermitage Drive. The
honoree was presented a corsage of yellow mums. Refreshments of spiced tea, co/fee,
nuts, and cake squares were
served to the twenty persons
present.
A bridal breakfast was held at
the Holiday Inn with Mesdames
George Hodge, Joe Pat James
James
Armbruster, Nix
Crawford, Bob Melugin, Ivan
Rudolph, and Thomas McDaniel as hostesses. The
honoree wore a red and black
pant suit and was presented a
corsage of red carnations tied
with black ribbon by the
hostesses who also gave her a
red mixer as a wedding gift.
Thirty persons were present.

Sunday, December 24
Mr. and Mrs. Dock Boggess of
Murray Route Three will be
honored at a reception in
celebration of their 50th wedding anniversary at the Murray
Woman's Club House from two
to four p.m.
Mr. and Mrs. Noble Hopkins
will be honored by thier
children with a reception in
celebration of their 50th wedding anniversary at the dining
room of the Triangle Inn from
two to four p.m.
Sunday, December 31
Mr. and Mrs. V.O. Shelton
will celebrate their golden
wedding anniversary with an
open house of their foster son,
Jimmy Wilkinson and wife, at
51$ Shady Lane, Murray, from
two to five p.m. All friends and
relatives are invited. No gifts
please.

50th
anniversary
The
celebration of Mr. and Mrs.
Clyde Phelps of Murray Route
Three will be held Saturday,
December 23, from two to four
o'clock in the afternoon at the
Masonic Building at Aurora. All
relatives and friends are invited
to attend.
Mr. and Mrs. Phelps were
married December 24, 1922 at
his father's „homeplace near
Friendship Church of Christ
with Bro. Gus Brown officiating. Their attendants were
Talmadge Erwin and Doris
McClain.
A retired farmer, Mr. Phelps
is the son of the late Thomas
Andrew Phelps and Della
Starks Phelps. Mrs. Phelps, the
former Jewel Walker, is the
daughter of the late John
Bunion Walker and Liza Ann
Smith Waker. They attend the
Friendship Church of Christ.
They have one son, John
Thomas Phelps of Louisville,
and three grandchildren, Mrs.
Sandra Denise Norvel, Terry
Brian Phelps, and Laura Ann
Phelps, all of Louisville.
Another son, James Vernon
Phelps. died at the age of two
months.

PALMER BOY
Michael Linn is the name
chosen by Mr. and Mrs. David
Palmer of Almo Route One for
their baby boy, weighing five
pounds 24 ounces, born on
Wednesday, December 13, at
5:38 p.m. at the MurrayCalloway County Hospital.
They have another son.
Charles Allen, age two. The
father is self employed as a
farmer.
Grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs. Baron Palmer of Alino
Route One and Mr. and Mrs.
Hobart Brandon of Murray.
great grandparents are Mr.
and Mrs. Lowell Palmer of
Kirksey Route One, Mr. and
Mrs. Clarence Cluver of Almo
Route One, and Mrs. P.H.
Brandon of Murray.

(Love Studio Photo)

Mr. and Mrs. V. 0. Shelton
Mr. and Mrs. V.O. Shelton will celebrate their golden wedding
anniversary on Sunday, December 31, in the home of their foster
son, Jimmy Wilkinson, and his wife, Jean, at 515 Shady Lane,
Murray.
No invitations are being sent and all friends and relatives are
invited to call between the hours of two to five o'clock in the afternoon. The family requests no gifts.
The couple was married December 25, 1922, by Justice of the
Peace W.P. Erwin in the court house at Paris, Tenn. Mrs. Shelton
is the daughter of the late Wiley Houston and Parmelia Haynes
Dowdy. Mr. Shelton is the son of the late George Elmer and Ellen
Barnett Shelton.
Mr. and Mrs. Shelton have two foster children, Jimmy R.
Wilkinson of Murray and Mrs. W.J. ( Wilma Kay) Deicken of
Tujunga, Calif., and two grandchildren, Jennifer Lynn Deicken
and Trina Michelle Wilkinson.
The 50th anniversary couple reside on Murray Route Five.
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Golden Age Club Hears Program By Mrs.
Joan Bowker And Girls Ensemble At Meet
Members of the Golden Age Roberts, and Miss Erwin
Club held their annual pre- Montgomery.
Christmas party on Friday,
Following the program, O.C.
December 8, in the social hall of McLernore. club president, held
the First United Methodist a short business session and
Church.
announced that the club
its
The hall was beautifully meeting will go back to
first
decorated with a large regular meetings on the
month. He
Christmas tree and other Friday in each
Bowker
for the
Mrs.
thanked
decorations carrying out the
and
Christmas cheer. Members of beautiful 'program
the Aldersgate Youth Class of presented her with a gift.
the church were in charge of.
An exchange of . Christmas
decorations. Special gifts followed. Mr. McCLemore
decorations were by Mr. and presented Paul Kingings, club
Mrs. Henry Kunath of the Art chaplian, with a gift from the
Department at Murray State club.
University.
Guests attending were Mrs.
A bountiful potluck luncheon
Inez Taylor, Chuck Guthrie,
was served at noon with turkey
Mrs. Bowker and her group.
and dressing being furnished by
Members attending were
the club. Preceding the lunKingins and
cheon a silent prayer was given Paul
Otis
Messrs
in memory of one of the club's Harrison;
and
beloved and devoted members, Mesdames Jack
Attkisson,
Mrs. Virgie Clark. The in- WO. Vaughn, Clarence Horton,
vocation was given ,by Chuck 0.C. 'McLemore, Norman
Guthrie, youth director of the Klapp, Joe Gertzen, Vernon
Roberts, and Bryan Tolley;
church.
Mesdames Lula Dunn, Merne
The long luncheon tables
Mattingly,Lela Shackelrod.
covered in white were each
Agnes Maier, Elsie Lovett,
centered with Christmas Edna McReynolds, Gussie
arrangements flanked by
Adams, Robbie Harrison, Ruby
lighted red cnadles.
Harrell, Lillie Outland, Ruby
Following the luncheon a Barnes. Gussie Geurin, Mary
beautiful Christmas program Lamb, Gladys Hale, Mary
was given by Mrs. Joan Bowker Louise Baker, Nihau Hicks,
and the Girls Ensemble of Clara Todd: Olive Hagen,
Hildred Sharpe, Connie Jones,
Murray High School.
The ensemble, accompanied Katie Overcast, Helen Peebles,
by Miss Annelle Parrish of Birdie Parker, Sadie Harrell,
Murray State University on the Ploy Caldwell, Eva Hilt, and
piano, sang "AngelsaWe Have Miss Erin Montgomery.

MU,* CIFIStnig
a gift for her
lifetime—and her
children's, too...

piano
Give a Wurlitzer Piano, and you
give a lifetime of pleasure and relaxation. The Wurlitzer is built to
give you endless years of finest per.
formance ... exclusive WurIltzer design, the result of more than a century of experience in musical instruments, assures you the ultimate in
fine piano tone, beauty and performance. Because they deserve the very
best, nothing less than a Wurlitzer
is good enough for your children
for their life-long enjoyment.

Heard," "Christmas Is A
The next regular meeting will
time," "Bring A Torch.", be held Friday, Jannary 5, 1973,
"White Christmas," and "The with a potluck luncheon at noon.
Lord's Prayer." A novelty skit
entitled "Making A Fruit Cake"
was presented by some of the
girls.
The program closed with Mrs.
several
Bowker -:singing
beautiful'musical selections
while accompanying herself on
the autoharp. Her last two
numbers were "Silent Night"
and "Joy To The World" with
the members and visitors of the
club joining her in singing.
ROSE BOY
Members of the Girls EnA baby boy, Jody Scott, semble were Nancy Spann,
weighing six pounds fourteen Rene Taylor, Kathy Halford,
Open Daily 9:00 to 8:00
ounces, was born to Mr. and Willie Nell Reed. I,isa Winters,
Until Christmas
The Couples Bridge of the Mrs. Joe Rose of Benton Route Beverly Rogers, Mona McOaks Country Club met for its Three on Sunday', December 17, Cuiston, Susan Hopkins, Carol
December meeting on Satur- at 2:12 p.m. at the Murray- Jewell, and Nancy Fitch who
day, December 16, at seven Calloway County Hospital.
along with Mrs. Bowker and
The new father is employed Miss Parrish were guests for
o'clock in the evening at the
with
Products and the luncheon.
Air
club house.
Three tables of bridge were Chemicals, Calvert City.
Mrs. Vernon Roberts was
The paternal grandparents Chairman for the arrangements
played with high lady's prize
going to Mrs, Peggy Brown and are Mr. and Mrs. J.P. Johnson for the day. Table decorations
high men's prize going to Doyle of Route Two, Calvert City, and were by MesdameS Lela
Knirk, a new member of the the maternal grandparents are Shackelford, Merne„Mattingly,
faculty in the Special Education Mr. and Mrs. Harold Hamlett of and Robbie Harrison.
Department at Murray State Benton Route Two.
Luncheon hostesses and
Great grandparents are Mr. assistants were Mesdames
University.
Host and hostess for the and Mrs. Rollie Hamlett, Mr. Bryan Tolley, O.C. McLemore,
occasion were Mr. and Mrs. and Mrs. Walter Wood. and Ruby Harrell, I,ula Dunn,
The Christmas Mrs. C.T. Wyatt, all of Benton. Clarence
Paul Sturm.
Horton, Birdie
theme was carried out through A great great grandfather is Parker, Mary Lamb, Helen
Other Wood of Benton.
the evening.
Peebles, W.O. Vaughn, Vernon

Couples Bridge Is
Held At Oaks Club

The Wurlltzer Plano is surprisingly low
in coal. Come in today, and see how easy
it It to own • superb Wurlitzer Piano
Wurlitzer has the way to
teach you to play. Come
I,, anti oak us how you can
learn to play—quickly and
easily.

SAVE '200
Reg. '695 Now '495

1 B MUSIC
Dixieland
Chestnut St., Murray
Phone 753-7575

a quick memo from.,

igurkinglytm
igaH•?:th.
Dixieland Center
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Bert Jones Near Cinch To Be Top Racers To Be Idle Until Bruins Take Win
December 28 In Buffalo Over Penguins
Choice In Pro Football Drafting
By HUBERT MIZELL ...
Associated Press Sports Writer
Pro football's beef merchants, preparing marketing
lists for next month's college
draft, put a passing strongboy
from ISU and a 280-pound defensive monster from Purdue
on top.
Heisman Trophy winner
Johnny Rodgers isn't so highly
regarded One personnel director said "to take him is a
gamble, something only a wellstocked team can afford."
Bert Jones of Louisiana
State, 6-foot-3 son of former
Cleveland Browns pass-catcher
Dub Jones, is a near cinch to
be the first quarterback
plucked by the National Football League.
"You've got to look to the big
boys early, too," said a Minnesota Vikings spokesman. "A
tough, agile 270-pounder won't
be available for long."
Among undergraduate giants,
scouts look heaviest upon Boilermaker bouncer Dave Butz.
He stacks that 280 pounds on a
6-foot-7 frame with an extra
blessing of quickness.
An Associated Press survey
of National Football League
talent procurers, coaches and
front office operatives showed
varying thoughts on the elusive,
but small Rodgers.
"He's an offsizer at 171
pounds," said one. "Rodgers
has some great abilities, but I
look for the wave of big guys
and a few other offensive backs
to go before him."
But, another personnel chief
called the Cornhusker sensation, ''a man whose talent overrides his lack of size. I'd probably take him if he was available when Our turn'cOmes."
The general opinion was that
the 1972 crop of seniors is excellent overall, especially in big
blue-chip linemen. There are
good bets at quarterback, but a
shallowness in runners and
wide receivers.
Gary Huff of Florida State is
a strong No. 2 choice behind
Jones among quarterback prospects. You hear the names of
Virginia Tech's Don Strock, Arkansas' Joe Ferguson and Utah
State's Tony Adams from
sonic.
Otis Armstrong of Purdue appears destined to be the first
running back selected in the
NFL draft Jan. 31. Few scouts
seem high on Greg Pruitt, a
176-pound yardage gobbler
from Oklahoma who was second to Rodgers in Heisman

Lanky Chuck Foreman,6 feet end who went to the Buffalo
3 and 215 from Miami, Fla., is Bills as the NFL's No. 1 choice
among the most treasured run- of last January.
ning backs but many teams are
Popular cornerbacks with the
interested in him more as a pros, although not expected to
wide receiver.
go instantly in the first round,
There's always a little-known are Florida State's James
small college ace picked early Thomas,Texas Southern's Mike
in round one. The best bet this Holmes and Burgess Owens of
time is 6-foot-5, 45-pound Wally Miami, Fla.
Chambers, a defensive end
At linebacker, Steve Brown of
front Eastern Kentucky. .Also Oregon State and virtuallykeep an eye on 6-foot-7, 276paind John Matuszak of
Tampa.
Offensive Honors
When it conies to tight ends,
the scouts turn almost unanimously to 6-foot-4, 230-pound
Charlie Young of No. 1-ranked
Southern California.
"If we needed a tight end,"
said an NFL club spokesman,
"I'd snatch Young because he
just might start from the day
his rookie season begins."
Big offensive linemen are
precious items with pro teams
and the current crop has more
than its share. Several names
popped up at every turn of the
talent survey.
There's Paul Seymour, 250pound Michigan offensive
tackle and brother of Chicago
Bears receiver Jim Seymour. A
converted tight end, he has
been a fortress in the Wolverine line.
Jerry. .Sisernore of Texas, 6feet-4 and 255, was called "a
beast, a tough sob." by one
personnel man and "certain to
go in the top six" by another.
Alabama's John Hannah, 6feet-3 and 275, was called "the
best offensive lineman I've
had" by Coach Paul Bryant
and the Bear gets no arguments front the pros.
Somewhat surprisingly, many
NFL experts not only hesitated
on Heisman man Rodgers' future, but also tread softly on
Maxwell Trophy winner Brad
Van Pelt of Michigan State and
Outland Trophy recipient Rich
Glover of Nebraska.
Glover, at 234 pounds, is felt
to be too small for where he's
excelled in college-as middle
man in the defensive line. A
shift to linebacker is probable
and resulting doubts cut Glover's chances of going high in
the first round.
Van Pelt, a dazzling safety at
6-feet-5 and 230, is sidestepped
among top first-rounders only
because he is so athletically
blessed that a rich baseball
contract may also be ahead.
Greg Marx is in the same
category with Butz as a super
defensive line prospect. The 6foot-5, 240-pound Notre Darner
is touted as a better pass rusher than Walt Patulski, an Irish

uknown Jim Youngblood of
Tennessee Tech are hot bets.
One possibility of early selection is rangy, 6-foot-4 Southern
Mississippi linebacker-kicker
Ray Guy. The 194-pounder led
the nation's punters with 46
yards a kick with boots that average hanging in the sky over
4.5 seconds. He also knocked
through a 61-yard field goal and
excels as a safetyman.

Brodie Earns Honors
As Offensive Player
By ERIC PREWITr
.
Associated Press Sports Writer
SAN FRANCISCO 1API The San Francisco 49ers' fans,
yelling the unfamiliar words,
"We Want Brodie!" made their
old pro quarterback feel like a
rookie again.
"Hey, it's been some time
since I've come off the bench to
beat somebody," 37-year-old
John Brodie said after passing
the 49ers to a 20-17 victory over
Minnesota last Saturday.
Brodie threw two touchdown
passes in the last 6,2 minutes
against the Vikings, sending the
49ers into the National Football
League playoffs and earning
the quarterback The Associated
Press Offensive Player of the
Week award.
Brodie has been a starter
most of his 16 seasons in the
NFL. On his bad days, he's
heard the fans chanting, "We
Want Kilmer, We Want Waters,
We Want Mira," etc.-for
whomever was the second
string quarterback.
Last Saturday, Brodie was
the second string quarterback.
Steve Spurrier became the
starter after Brodie injured an
ankle Oct. 15 and kept the job
when Brodie returned to uniform Dec. 4.
But with Minnesota ahead 176 in the third quarter, the fans
and Coach Dick Nolan remembered Brodie.
Nolan stuck with Brodie
through two interceptions, and
the quarterback delivered by
taking the team on touchdown
drives of 99 and 66 yards. The
winning score came on a short
pass to Dick Witcher with 25
seconds remaining.
Nolan hasn't announced yet
whether Brodie will be back in
the starting lineup for Saturday's playoff game here

Season's Greetings
Gordon's Fruit Market
HIGHWAY 94, EAST OF MURRAY

"A Good Place To Go for All Your Christmas
Fruits, Candy, Nuts"
Several truck loads being hauled fresh for Christmas! I have
bought at a lower price this year, so I'm offering my fruit
at a bargain price to you!
Here are just a few of the prices for this week:
Big, Beautiful Vine-Ripened

TOMATOES 15
I ave many ot er bargains, suc as these:
Big Selection
of Big

NAVEL ORANGES - PONKANS
GRAPEFRUIT (Pink 11 White)41PPIES (Various Kinds)
TANG ELOES
You Can Buy Any Of
This By The Bushel or Box At A
Greater Savings!!
WE MAKE FRUIT BASKETS BY ORDER
You Can Save Here This Year!!

Open Till 9 p.m. Till Christmas

against Dallas. But the old
pro's credentials-10 completions in 15 attempts for 165
yards against the Vikingsmake it likely.
Brodie said the last time he'd
come off the bench to take the
49ers to victory was as a rookie
in 1957.
"We were behind Baltimore,
and Y. A. Tittle got hurt. I
completed my first pass, and
then Hugh McElhenny came
back to the huddle and said he
could beat his man. I hit him
for a touchdown on the next
play," Brodie recalled.

Thursday's
College
Basketball
By The Associated Press
EAST
Army 73, Kings Point 50
Yale 99, Brown 88
Temple 10, West Chester 46
Manhattan 101, Wagner 55
Harvard 91, Holy Cross 80
Brandeis 99, WPI 68
Maine 76, Rhode Island 69
Providence 73. Oregon 60
St Bonaventure 99, Ashland

SOUTH
SE Louisiana 75, McNeese
N C. St. 103, Davidson 90
Virginia 106, So Australia 94
Missouri 94, So. Ala. 66
MIDWEST
Purdue 119, San Jose St 11.5
Wisconsin 77, West Virginia
59
Iowa St 96, N.D. St 67
Minnesota 78, San Francisco
St. 38
Xavier, Ohio 67, Auburn 60
Illinois 86. Furman 81
De Paul 89, San Diego 75
SOUTHWEST
Trinity, Tex. 92, Southwestern
86
Concordia, Minn 73, Valley
City 70
FAR WEST
West
Montana 82, Vaughn
.Realty 75
Montana 75, Calif Hayward 62
Colorado St 77, Stanford 72
Nevada Reno91, Chico St. 64
St Mary's, Calif., 79, UC
Davis 77
Tournaments
Michigan Invitational
Championship
Michigan 101, Toledo 65
Consolation
West Mich 76, Morehead St
74
Nassau Classic
First Round
3 Jacksonville 92, Oral Rob
erts 89
Long Beach State 93, Hofstra
44

Sports
In Brief

Murray State's Racers beat a
tough Jackson State team 83-76
Saturday to wind up their preChristmas schedule. With a 4-2
record, the Racers will be out of
action until Dec. 28 when they
play Fairfield in the Queen City
Tournament in Buffalo.
Coach Cal Luther lauded the
Racers for "a fine game against
a talented team." "I thought
they played exceptionally well
on both defense and offense," he
said, "and the only disappointing phase of their game
was ball handling. But Jackson
State should be credited for
most of our floor mistakes.
They were extremely quick and
aggressive."
Luther termed Les Taylor's
game as super and said Darnell
Adell had his best game of the
season. Taylor hit 12 of 17 field
goal attempts and 5 of 7 free
throws for 29 points. Adell, the
team's leader in assists, had a
sparkling passing game and
also contributed 8 points to the
Racer cause.
Mareelous Starks and Mike
Coleman had their usual steady
games and Phil Melillo, Jesse
Williams, and Mark House
came off the bench to perform
well as they have all season.
Starks, who ranks fourth in the
nation in field goal percentage
1.709), hit 7 of 12 attempts and
had 8 rebounds. Coleman hit 6 of
12 and had 13 rebounds.
Taylor is averaging 21.2
points for the season. Starks is

Kentucky High
School Scores
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
Governor's Invitational
First Round
Betsy Layne 80 Elizabethtown
63
Woodford County 60 Frank
fort 45
Cumberland
Invitational
Fir
Cumberland 55 Everts 37
Lynch 58 Cawood 45
Russell Invitational
Quarter Finals
Russell 82 Lewis County 41
Wurtland 68 McDowell 55
Cloverport 58 Hardinsburg St.
Romuald 44
Hopkinsville 89 Clarksville
(Tenn.) 86
Leslie County 87 LeatherwoOd
/1
Whitley County Invitational
Semifinals
Williamsburg
50
Jellico
(Tenn.') 48
Whitley
County
89
Lynn
Camp 69
Ashland
Holy
Family 66
Greenup 60
Owensboro
91
Whitesville
Trinity 52
Washington
County
61
Greensburg 51
Hart County 63 Marion Coon
ty 60
Allen Central 6.4 Prestonsburg
63
Bardstown 71 Caverna 53
Dawson Springs 85 Drakes
boro 71
Greenville 92 Ft Knox 70
Hiseville 76 Metcalfe County
64
Paducah Tilghman 86 Livingston Central 56
Warren East 79 Allen County
64
Louisville Butler 56 Louisville
Doss 47
Campbell County 93 Ludlow
63
Daviess County 65 Leitchfield

averaging 16.8, Coleman 13.8,
Adell 9.5, Steve Barrett 6.8, and
T. C. Jamison 4.8. Coleman
leads in rebounds with 11.5 a
ganie. Starks is averaging 11.3,
Jamison 6.8, and Taylor 6.1.
Adell has 15 assists, Barrett 11,
and Taylor 9.
As a team, the Racers are
averaging 82 points and 50.2
rebounds to their opponents'
71.8 points and 35.8 rebounds.
They have hit 50 percent of their
field goal attempts and 65
percent of thir free throws.
As a teani, the Racers are
averaging 82 points and 50.2
rebounds to their opponents'
71.8 points and 35.8 rebounds.
They have hit 50 percent of their
field goal attempts and 65
percent of their free throws.

Bowling
Standings
Dinar or Dollar
Bowling League
Team
W..L
Strike Outs
38
18
The Daisies
30
26
GO Getters
29
27
The Flubbers
27
29
Goo Dooda's
26' 7 29'4
Pin Drops
26
30
The Friendly Four
26
30
Gamma Gamma
2)' 2 341,2
High Team Game (SC)
The Daisies
620
The Flubbers
594
Pin Drops
562
High Team Game (HC)
The Daisies
792
The Flubbers
784
Gamma Gamma
768
High Team Series (SC)
The Daisies
1694
The Flubbers
1665
Pin Drops
1662
High Team Series (HC)
The Flubbers
2235
Strike outs and Pin Drops
2211
The Daisies
7710
High Intl Game (SC)
Jane Buchanan
215
Mray Smith
212
Glenda Hill
179
High Ind Game (NC)
Jane Buchanan
243
Mary Smith
241
Peg Moffett
217
High Ind Series (SC)
Mary Smith
529
Jane Knight
508
Jane Buchanan
482
High Ind Series (NC)
Mary Smith
616
Gayle Egnor
609
Jane Knight
601
High Averages
Glenda Hill
161
Jane Buchanan
160
Mary Smith
159
Bobbie Garrison
158
Jane Knight
156
Margaret Morton
1.17
Hilda Bennett
147
Pat Scott
143
Kay Addison
140

Max Nichols, president of the
Baseball Writers' Association
of America with the
Minneapolis Star, was the master of ceremonies at the 1972
Hall of Fame inductions at
Cooperstown. N.

By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS.
The missing second turned
into a missing goal for the
Pittsburgh Penguins.
As a result, the Boston
Bruins made off with a 3-2 victory in the only National Hockplayed
ey League game
Tuesday night, breaking a tie
with the New York Rangers in
the Fast Division and climbing
within one point of first-place
Montreal.
The costly second disappeared late in the game.
With eight seconds remaining,
Pittsburgh's Bryan Hextall and
Boston's Phil Esposito faced off
but the over anxious Hextall
knocked the puck from the
linesman's hand before it was
dropped.

push the button after he sees
the puck over the goal line."
In the World Hockey Associ.
ation, it was Houston 7, Los Angeles 5; New York 7, Philadelphia 2; Quebec 7, Ottawa 3;
Minnesota 7, New England 5:
Chicago 6, Cleveland 1.
Houston's Brian McDonald
scored four goals against Los
Angeles, two of them just 10
seconds apart in the third period, as the Aeros moved into a
fourth-place tie in the West Division.

New York blasted seven
straight goals past Philadelphia
goalie Bernie Parent, two each
by Gene Peacosh and Bobby
Sheehan, aind routed the Blazers.
Quebec broke open a tight
The official properly called
for a new Pittsburgh player to game against Ottawa with four
take the faceoff but, the Pen- goals in a nine-ininute span of
guins charged,their tiniekeeper the third period. The scorers
improperly ticked off one sec- were J.C. Tremblay, Pierre
Guite, Main Caron and Mike
ond on the clock.
Finally, Hextall flipped the Rouleau.
Wayne Connelly's 18th and
puck into the net after a
goalnaiuth scramble but he was 19th goals of the season paced
a split second too late. The Minnesota over New England
ganie-ending horn automatical- and Jan Popiel scored twice as
ly tripped a mechanism that Chicago whipped Cleveland.
prevented the red goal light
from flashing when the goal
CAMBRIDGE, Mass.
judge threw the switch.
-The clock never should have It'PI - Popularit), of skiing is
indicated in ski sales in the
moved one second when Hextall t liked
States which b the
was moved from the faceoff winter season of 1975 should
and a substitute sent in for exceed 2 million pair, compared
him," Coach Red Kelly com- with about 1.4 million pair in
plained. "There should have 1971, says the research arid
been eight seconds remaining. management consulting firm of
Arthur I). Little,
If we had the extra second, we
would have had a goal and the
score would have been 3-3 ...
North Carolina State guard
and that's not counting the goal Bob Blanchard lives in High
judge's reaction time it takes to land Park, N.J

10
11"
Corner of 4th & Elm
Murray, Ky.

Big Shipment of Fish Has Just Arrived!

HOLIDAY SPECIAL
Gold Swords
Reg. 69'

Neons
Reg, 59'

Football helmets go back to
the scarlet turbans wrapping
thick heads of hair worn by
Rutgers College players in the
1870s

4/$ 1

* MUCH MUCH MORE *

53
Warren Central 76 Temple
Hill 73
Louisville Fairdale 75 Louis
vine Valley 71
Louisville Ballard 61 Louis
ville Eastern 57
Boone County 78 Newport 75
Carroll County 80 Bullitt Cen
Ira) 74
Gallatin County 78 Eminence
61
CovingtOn Holmes 73 Dixie
Heights 71
Boone County 78 Newport 75
Dayton 77 Lloyd 75
Newport Catholic 71 St Hen
ry 67
Connor 76 Belview 70
Pineville 81 Corbin 69
Rockcastte-. 62
_r
_McCreary
County 56
Anderson County 54
Boyle
County 48
Covington Catholic 73 Coy
ington Holy Cross 42
McKinney 71 Kentucky Si hoot
for the Deaf 36

By The Associated Press
SKIING
SAALBACH, Austria - Defending world cup champion
Annemarie Proell won the women's downhill ski race here
today and surged into the lead
in the World Cup standings.
MADONNA DI CAMPIGLIO,
Italy - David Zwilling of AusMontgomery
County
53
tria won the men's slalom after Georgetown
rrodsburg 56
Pa
4
a
5
Sunday's leader, Jim Hunter,
Richmond Madison 77 Dan
fell near the end of the second ville 62
Louisville Seneca 63 Louis
run and spoiled his bid to beville Waogener 58
come the first Canadian ever to
Louisville Jeffersontown 58
Louisville Southern 49
win a World Cup race.
Scott County 71 Owen County
FOOTBALL .
38
MIAMI - University of
Estill County 90 Clark County
Miami football Coach Fran 72
Ft Thomas St Thomas 70 Ft
Curd resigned and accepted a Thomas Highlands 66
Harrison County 89 Pendleton
five-year contract for the same
job at the University of Ken- County 46
Central
entral 64 Prestonsburg
tucky.
63
Paul Blazer 54 Ironton (Ohio)
IRVING. 'rex. - Hayden
53
Fry, recently fired after 11
Laurel county 60 Harlan 55
Richmond Madison 77 Dan
years as head football coach at
vine 62
Southern Methodist, signed a
Lexington Lafayette 87 Madi.
four-sear contract to become con Central 67
head coach at North Texas 44Paintsville 81 Menifee county
State University.
Louisville Fern Creek 55
MIAMI- Pete Elliot, former Louisville Moore 54
head coach of Nebraska, CaliCHICAGO (LPN
fornia and Illinois, was named
to replace Fran Curer as head Fi•rguann Jenkins of the
Chicago Cubs has won 20 or
football coach at the University nuirr games in six consecutive
of Miami,
%comma.

2/s 1
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Win Ove
By HAL BOCK
Associated Press Sports
Pile souse cold cuts,
and other assorted good
roll and you have a
sandwich. Put the concia,
Joe Cafferky'S t11111111y an
submarine you.
Cafferky has a distinct
ness for those great big
wiches and Davidson sh
distinct weakness for
Carolina State's Calle
college basketball T
night. The 6-foot-1 senior
hero, scoring 25 pot
cludiag a clutch basket
final minutes that hel
fourth-ranked Wolfpack
Davidson 103-90.
Three other members
Associated Press Top I
also played and won
Tuesday night. Fifth
Minnesota routed San
cisco State 78-38, No.
Beach State wallopc
matched Hofstra 93-44
opening round of the
Classic, and 10th-rank
66
sou
. ri ripped South Ala
Cafferky, called "Ho
by his teammates
his taste for those hug
led the hot-shooting
against DavidsOn. N
hit a red-hot 60 per
the field but the Wilde
tough and were wi
point at 72-71 with nine
remaining when Caffe
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Pack in control.
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front 7-foot-4 Tonuny
who had 19 points
rebounds.
Minnesota used
height advantage to
San Francisco State
must have stiff
from looking up at
8-foot-7, Clyde Turne
Brewer, and 7-foot
Barker.
Turner had 20 poin
16 points and 16 reii
Barker, a freshman
first start, 13 poin
rebounds. San Franc
tallest starter was
Schaffer.
I, Lang Beach State
!8-2 lead io the first
arid coasted past H
American Ed Ratlef
and Ernie Douse I
• Beach attack with
each. John Farmer
took ganie honors w
Istnill
OralwhRi
v,
16th-crankied
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Beach State for
title tonight.
Missouri got a ca
points from junior
to defeat South Ala
The 10th-ranked
off 16 straight poin
nal five minutes
half
m. to take control
and run their seaso
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.3ashion with the
comfort of Roblee's
new two-tone A qualitycrafted oxford that combines
soft

patent and suede atop a taller

heel. Try a pair. It's the perfect ending
for your flares
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SHOE STORE
Downtown Murray
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tiloagy Joe' Leads Wolfpack To
Win Over Davidson Last Night
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By HAL BOCK ...
Associated Press Sports Writer
Pile some cold cuts, cheese
and other assorted goodies on a
roll and you have a Nagy
sandwich. Put the concoction in
Joe Cafferky's twiany and he'll
submarine you.
Cafferky has a distinct weakness for those great big sandwiches and Davidson showed a
distinct weakness for North
Carolina State's Cafferky in
college basketball Tuesday
night. The 6-foot-1 senior played
hero, scoring 25 points including a clutch basket in the
final minutes that helped the
fourth-ranked Wolfpack defeat
Davidson 103-90.
Three other members of The
Associated Press Top 10 teams
also played and won easily
Tuesday night. Fifth-ranked
Minnesota routed San Francisco State 78-38, No. 6 Long
Beach State walloped overmatched Hofstra 93-44 in the
opening round of the Nassau
Classic, and 10th-ranked Missouri ripped South Alabama 9466.
Cafferky, called "Hoagy Joe"
by his teammates because of
his taste for those huge heroes,
led the hot-shooting Wolfpack
against Davidsetri. N.C. State
hit a red-hot 60 per cent from
the field but the Wildcats hung
tough and were within one
point at 72-71 with nine minutes
remaining when Cafferky hit a
clutch basket that kept the
Pack in control.
Cafferky had plenty of help
from 7-foot-4 Tommy Burleson,
who had 19 points and 12
rebounds.
Minnesota used its huge
height advantage to wear out
San Francisco State. The losers
must have stiff necks today
front looking up at the likes of
6-foot-7, Clyde Turner, 6-9 Jim
Brewer, and 7-foot Tommy
,Barker.
Turner had 20 points, Brewer
16 points and 16 rebounds, and
Barker, a freshman making his
first start, 13 points and 10
'rebounds. San Francisco State's
tallest starter was 6-foot-4 Pat
Schaffer.
Long Beach State raced to an
2 lead in the first 11 minutes
- nd coasted past Hofstra. All
American Ed Ratleff, Len Gray
and Ernie Douse led the Long
- Beach attack with 14 points
each. John Farmer of Hofstra
took game honors with 16.
Jacksonville, which whipped
, 16th-ranked Oral Roberts 92-89
in the second game of the Nassau Classic, will play Long
Beach State for the tourney
title tonight.
Missouri got a career-high 31
points front junior Al Eberhard
to defeat South Alabama.
The 10th-ranked Tigers reeled
off 16 straight points in the final five minutes of the first
half to take control of the game
and run their season's record to
8-0.

Michigan got 30 points from
Campy Russell and 28 more
from Henry Wilmore to slain
defending champion Toledo and
take the Michigan Invitational
Tournament.
Marvin Barnes scored 23
points and dominated the backboards, leading Providence to a
73-60 triumph over Oregon.
Barnes grabbed 18 rebounds
and Ernie DiGregorio had 22
points for the Friars.
Jim Rippe had 16 points and
seven steals, pacing Xavier to
a 87-60 victory over Auburn.
Rippe tied the game at the
half, stealing a ball and scoring
the basket. Then he scored the
opening points of the second
half, moving the Musketeers
out in front.
Illinois got 29 points from
Jeff Dawson to defeat Furman
86-81. Roy Simpson had 22 for
the losers.
Bobby Sherwin reeled off 11
straight points midway through
the second half and Army
trounced King's Point 73-50.
Sherwin hit seven of 10 field
goal attempts and finished with
17 points.
Wisconsin blew most of a 19point lead but then pulled away
to whip West Virginia 77-59.
The young Mountaineers, who
started three sophomores and
two freshmen, fell behind 37-18
but ratite roaring back to chop
the Badger lead to 55-51 midway through the second half.
But then Wisconsin turned on
the attack and pulled away for
the victory. Leon Howard's 16
points paced the winners.
Clint Harris' 27 points led
Iowa State to an easy 96-67 victory over North Dakota State.
Bill Benson added 18 for the
winners.
Purdue outscored San Jose
State 16-1 in the first four min-

OVC Games To
Be Televised

utes and rolled to a 119-86 victory. Frank Kendrick hit 27
points for the Boilermakers,
who scored 19 consecutive
points at the start of the second
half to clinch the victory.
Johnny Skinner of San Jose
State led all scorers with 33
points.
In other games, Yale defeated Brown 99-88, Harvard
took Holy Cross 91-80, Manhattan slugged Wagner 101-55, Colorado State whipped Stanford
77-72, and DePaul defeated San
Diego 89-75.

Compiled by Mike Brandon
County Scoring Leaders

By HERSCHEL NISSENSON.
Associated Press Sports Writer
Four more colleges-Brown,
Kentucky, Miami, Fla. and
North Texas State-named
head football coaches Tuesday
while a fifth-the University of
Cincinnati-lost a coach it
thought it had.
This was the way it went;
-Fran Curci, citing a longtime desire to coach at "a
large, state-supported school in
the Southeastern Conference,"
left Miami to replace the
ousted Johnny Ray at Kentucky, long an SEC doormat.
promptly named
Pete Elliott, its assistant athletic director and former head
coach at Nebraska, California
and Illinois, to succeed Curci.
-North Texas State tapped
revenge-minded Hayden Fry,
fired by Southern Methodist
earlier this month,as successor
to Rod Rust, dismissed following a 1-10 campaign. North
Texas plays SMU in 1974 and a
bitter Fry, who remarked after
being fired that "somewhere
along the line I'll pay them
back for what they did to me
and my assistants," admitted
that the 1974 meeting was a
little motivation" in his taking
the North Texas job.

Other major head coaching
jobs still open are at Iowa
State, Northwestern and Utah
State.

Conference
TP Avg
363 36.3
233 23.3
76 19.0
171 17.1
148 14.8
144 14 4
139 13,9
137 13.7
135 13.5
131 13.1
124 12.4
121 12.1
120 12.0
119 11.9
101 10.1

Futrell(Kirksey)
McCuiston( New Concord)
Wells) Alrno)
Batrett( Hazel)
Beach( Kirksey1
Martin(Lynn Grove)
Kirk(Faxon)
Stone )Lynn Grove)
Stubblefield( Almo )
Morris( Faxon)
Lockhart Lynn Grove)
Miller ( Almo)
Chavis( Lynn Grove)
Gibson(New Concord)
I.ovett Kirksey )

Overall
TP Avg.
428 35.7
259 23.5
76 19.0
180 16.4
158 13.2
168 14.0
162 13.5
161 13.4
135 13.5
149 12.4
143 11.9
121 12.1
138 11.5
127 11.5
9.4
113

Final Elementary
School Standings
County
Overall
WL
W
L
I.ynn Grove
9 1
11
1
9 1
Kirksey
9
3
New Concord 5 5
5
6
Atha)
3 7
3
7
Hazel
28
2
9
Faxon
2 10
2 8

Four Schools
Name Coaches

NASHVILLE, Tenn. (AP) Ohio Valley Conference basket-Brown, which has won only
ball games will be televised be12
games in the last eight years
ginning Jan. 13 under a contract worked out by the presit_ and hasn't had a winning seasince 1964, hired John Andents of OVC schools and MM -ton
derson,
a former assistant at
Productions, Inc., of Bowling
Dartmouth and Boston College,
Green, Ky.
Under the proposal, an "OVC who led Middlebury to an 8-0
Game of the Week" will be record in 1972. He succeeds Len
televised in Nashville, Knox- Jardine, who resigned last
ville and Kingsport, Tenn.; month.
Louisville, Paducah, Lexington
-In a stunning development,
and Bowling Green, Ky.; and Dan RadakovIch, a Colorado
Huntington, W. Va., on Satur- assistant who was named head
day afternoons.
coach at Cincinnati last week,
The productions will be put phoned athletic director George
together by Marvin Mews of Smith and turned it down, citBowling Green, a production ing "a personal and a family
manager for an educational problem."
television station and instructor
in the mass communications
department at Western Kentucky University.

County Elementary Statistics

Defensive Player

Oiler Performance
Nets Parrish Honors
By BRUCE Lown-r
Associated Press Sports Writer
NEW YORK (AP) - "It's a
dog-eat-dog world out there,"
said Cincinnati cornerback Lemar Parrish, who chewed up
Houston like a hungry hound
with a pound of hamburger.
Parrish intercepted three
passes, running two of them
back for touchdowns to lead the
Bengals to a 61-17 stampeding
of the hapless Oilers Sunday.
It brought the third-year pro
from Missouri's Lincoln University the selection today as
The Associated Press Defensive
Player of the Week in the National Football League.
Also nominated was the entire Pittsburgh defensive unit,
which intercepted four San
Diego passes and recovered
three fumbles, limiting the
Chargers' total offense to 172
yards en route to a 24-2 victory
and the Steelers'. first divisional
title in 40 years.
The Bengals, who held a 16-10
halftime lead, widened it to a
not-necessarily insurmountable
33-10 after three periods. Then
the roof fell in on the Oilers
with Parrish leading the demolition.
In the fourth quarter, following a Cincinnati score, he
picked off a pass by young
quarterback Ed Baker and
scampered 25 yards for a
touchdown.
And on Houston's first play

after the kickoff, Baker tried to
pass again-and Parrish picked
it off again, this time going 33
yards for the score. The Bengals had put 21 points on the
board in barely a minute and
Parrish's two touchdown interception returns had tied an
NFL record.
"I was reading the flow of
the backs and going for the
ball," said the 5-foot-11, 184pounder who had picked off a
pair of passes in a game
against the Oilers a year ago.

Miami Places Nine Players On
Pro Bowl Squad Of Conference
By HUBERT MIZELL ...
Associated Press Sports Writer
NEW YORK (AP) - Unbeaten Miami has placed nine
players including fullback Larry Csonka and wide receiver
Paul ViTarfield on the Pro Bowl
squad of the American Football
Conference.
Oakland grabbed eight spots
on the 40-i Ian roster announced
today for the National Football
League's all-star game scheduled Jan. 21 at Texas Stadium
near Dallas.
Pro Bowl participants are selected by NFL head coaches.
Still to be announced are the
National Conference selections.
Dolphins named along with
Csorika and Warfield were offensive tackle Norm Evans, offensive guard Larry Little, safetytiten Dick Anderson and
Jake Scott, defensive end. Bill
Stanfill, middle linebacker Nick
Buoniconti and kick returner
Mercury Morris.
Seven of Oakland's eight
picks were offensive stars including wide receiver Fred Biletnikoff, tight end Ray Chester, offensive tackle Art Shell,
offensive guard Gene Upshaw,
center Jim Otto, running back
Mary Hubbard and quarterback
Daryle Lanionica.
Lone selection from the Raiders' defense was cornerback
Willie Brown.
Pittsburgh, the Central Division winner, grabbed four spots
while "wild card" playoff team
Cleveland failed to dent the Pro
Bow: roster.
Rookie running back Franco
Harris headed Steeler picks
and was accompanied by placekicker Roy Gerela, defensive
tackle "Mean Joe" Greene and
outside linebacker Andy Russell.
Other wide receivers chosen
were Otis Taylor of Kansas

SEARS BEST 4-PLY
NON -BELTED TIRE

Randy Wright
Richard Scott
Bob Hargrove
Phillip Adams
Charles Parker
Doug MC Cann
Paul Holland
Beverly Rogers
Danny Futrell

4-PLY CRUSADER ...Sears lowest-priced v.-Li
new tire ... MOUNTED on your car ZVZ,

4 fOr

PA. hr•

Catalog Sales Office
Sears
Southside Shoi ping
Center, Murray-Phone 753-2310

The Pro Bowl AFC Squad
OFFENSE
Wide Receivers-Fred Biletnikoff, Oakland; Gary Garrison, San Diego; Otis Taylor,
Kansas City; Paul Warfield,
Miami.
Tight Ends-Rich Caster,
New York Jets; Ray Chester,
Oakland.
Evans,
Tackles-Norm
Miami; Winston Hill, New York
Jets; Art Shell, Oakland.

Guards-Larry Little, Mianti
Walt Sweeney, San Diego;
Gene Upshaw, Oakland.
Centers-Bill Curry, Baltimore; Jan Otto, Oakland.
Quarterbacks-Dary le I a ionica, Oakland; Joe Nainath,
New York Jets.
Running
Backs-Larry
Csonka, Miami; Franco Harris,
Pittsburgh; Mary Hubbard,
Oakland; O.J. Simpson, Buffalo.
DEFENSE
Ends-Elvin Bethea, Hous
ton; Deacon Jones, San Diego;
Bill Stanfill, Miami.
Tackles-Joe Greene, Pitts
burgh; Mike Reid, Cincinnati,
Paul Smith, Denver.
Outside Linebackers-Bobby
Bell, Kansas City; Ted Hendricks, Baltimore; Andy Russell, Pittsburgh.
Middle
Linebackers-Nick
Buoniconti, Mianii; Willie Lanier, Kansas City.
Cornerbacks-Willie Brown.
Oakland; Robert James, Buffalo; Enunitt Thomas, Kansas
City.
Safeties-Dick
Anderson,
Miami; Ken Houston, Houston;
Jake Scott, Miami.

SPECIALISTS
Punter-Jerrel Wilson, Kansas City
Placekicker-Roy
Gerela.
Pittsburgh
Kick returner-Mercury Morris, Miami.
EAST LANSING, Mich.
UPII -The crowd of 77,828
that saw Notre Dame play
Michigan State in football at
East Lansing in 1972 was the
second largest to see the Irish at
Spartan Stadium. Tops was the
80,011 who witnessed the
"Battle of the Century- in
1966.

and the splendor
of a snowy countryside
bring you happy joys and
a memorable Christmas.

145
139
137
135
134
134
126
124
119
rill(' tire

Four hefty nylon cord plies and extradeep tread for long mileage, excellent
traction and protection from impacts
and road hazards.

City and Gary Garrison of San
Diego. The other tight end was
Rich Caster of the New York
Jets,
Winston Hill t)1' the Jets was
selected at offensive tackle and
San Diego's Walt Sweeney won
nomination at a guard spot.
Baltimore's Bill Curry joins
Otto at center.
Joe Nantath of the jets was
named by thc AFC head
roaches to share quarterback
duties with Lamonica while
Earl Morrall, leader of unbeaten Miami, was overlooked.
The coaches picked the four
1,000-yard ground
gainers,
tabbing Buffalo rushing king
O.J. Simpson along with
csorika, Hubbard and Harris.
Other defensive ends were
Elvin Bethea of Houston and
Deacon Jones of San Diego.
Cincinnati's Mike Held was
named as a defensive tackle
along with Paul Smith of the
()zit) Broncos.
The linebacking corps for the
AFC Pro Bowlers will include
Willie Lanier and Bobby Bell of
Kansas City and Ted Hendricks
of Baltimore.
Rounding out the cornerbacks
will be Robert James of Buffalo
and Kansas City's Ermitat
Thomas. Kenny Houston of the
Houston Oilers joined Miami's
Anderson and Scott at safety.

Bowling
Standings
AJBC JR -SR.
Bowling League
Team
The Men
36/
1
2 IS 2
Fighting Four
34
18
Pin Cushions
31'? 20'
Glory Stompers
791
/
2 72' 2
Wild Ones
75
27
Be bops
26
26
Head Pins
28'.
73'
High Ind Game (SC)
Richard Scott
210
Garry Evans
)80
Bob Hargrove
163
High Ind Game (HC)
241
Richard Scott
Garry Evans
202
Danny Futrell
196
High Ind Series (SC)
Richard Scott
468
Randy Wright
431
Paul Holland
426
Doug McCann
426
High Ind Series I HC)
Richard Scott
561
Rusty Moore
561
554
Connie Lyons
Paul Holland
549
High Averages
Garry Evans

SILENT GUARD 1

St A5. NOILSUCk AND CO

WEDNESDAY-PECEMBER 20, 1972

hank's homers
ATLANTA IUPII - Hank
Aaron of the Atlanta Braves
will start the 1973 baseball
season with 673 career
liorners.-4I fewer than Babe
Ruth's all-time major league
re(tor&
PITTSBURGH 1UPII It oberto Clemente of the
Pittsburgh Pirates has won
four National League batting
titles (hiring his career.
General Manager Bob Sc hefting of the New York Mets managed the Detroit Tigers to 101
victories in 1961.

grateful le

James W. Parker
John Ff. Parker
Joe Parker
Mac Tucker
Judy Hughes
Shirley Hulths
Amanda Crittenden
Janice Graham
Jerry Grahan
Wells Overbey

Corner of 7th & Main

Olfr 4ya

Tilghman Barrow
J.D. Robinson
James Scott
Nlichael Barnett
William Morris
Thomas Thorn
Ronnie I A1V ins
Pat Watkins
Jackie Kimbro
Fred Herndon

clIsfoilicrs

for tle patronage sliewn

J.D. Morris
Hayford Henry
Dan Grimes
Harold Chrysler
Kenneth Norsworthy
Alton Collins
William Barnett
Johnny Herndon
Rex Parker
Rudy Barnett

1152

John Hudson
Jerry Stone
Glenn Card
Carlos Jones
Ed West
Jimmy Morris
Toth Bell
David Parker
Stanley Scott

Phone 753-5273
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Guidelines
given for
holidays

Angina Pectoris Now Considered
Warning Signal Of Heart Attack
By Sam Hensley
FRANKFORT, Ky.—The
town hens the town character,
the stranger just passing
, throughjsnone of them is likely
to- draw much attention away
front a burning building, but
sometimes
should.
they
Sometimes, it is one of these
who started the fire.
A fireman risked his life
iiiany fillies during the course of
an apartment house fire. He
brought people out of the flames
when it seemed impossible,
after others would no longer
enter the building. Later, a few
pieces of circumstantial
evidence showed that he might
have set the fire. He confessed.
The town character happened
to be seen at a series of fires,
but when state arson investigators mentioned him as a
possible suspect they "were
almost laughed out of town." He
too confessed.
The stranger who was "just
passing through" had left town
hours before the fire started,
but he could have described it to
you in detail. Setting fires and
explosions was his profession.
Like the hero and the
''character", he was an arsonist.
Fir the past 20 years Bill
Young has been trying to find
which of these appearances
deceives. He is chief of the state
Arson Bureau.
The three arsonists above all
made the same mistake: they
thought all the evidence goes up
in snaikeafter the fire. Trained
arson investigators know
better.
"Even when a building has
burned to the ground, we can
still come up with a pretty good
case," said Young.
He and the bureau's 15 investigators know many of the
arsonist's tricks. The burned
timbers of a building point like
arrows toward the source of a
'structural fire. When an "accelerant" such as gasoline is
used, some suspicious things
.s f

))10

happen, like fire burning
downward instead of upward.
Spectrographic analysis can
plainly detect a petroleum
product in fibraus debris.
Young and his investigators
believe they can solve a high
percentage of the cases where
arson actually is a factor in a
fire, burned evidence or not.
They don't investigate all fires;
but where there is a strong
suspicious
tiltitive,
circumstance, or no apparent
cause; they go to work.
"Often," said Young, "the
biggest problem is to prove a
crime has been committed in
the first place. But, when we
believe there is arson involved,
we can start with the
possibilities, and come up with
a good case."
An arm of the state Fire
Marshal's Office, the Arson
Bureau uses a polygraph (liedetector) as well as its investigators. The polygraph
helps eliminate or identify
suspects for further investigation.
Young says investigating
fires is a time consuming
business. "In some cases we
may be lucky, and go in and
solve it in a week, but many
tunes we wind up going back
and forth for six months to solve
a single case. Even if a man
confesses, you have to prove
he's telling the truth," said
Young. "Arson investigators
must corrobarate every confession with material and
circumstantial evidence. In
many cases this involves many
miles of travel and hours of
overtime.
Young once worked for five
years on a case involving a
professional arsonist. The man
used a timing device and a
gasoline-filled wading pool to
burn buildings, but finally one
of them didn't go off and his
time was up.
"Professional arsonists
aren't rare," said Young.
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"There are quite a few of them,
and they're good, they're experts." Tchy are hard to catch,
he says, because they mas
come from out-of-state, set a
timed 'bomb or incendiary
device, and leave the state
before the fire starts.
Often, the professional is
employed by an organized
criiiie syndicate. However, the
bureau's files contain cases cif
arsonists being hired for as
little as 810 of $100, or even a
case of beer.
Young also can tell stories of
cases that did not involve
priifessionals.
In one instance, a man
wanted to burn a building with a
concrete-block exterior. He
soaked the structure thoroughly
with gasoline, then tried to light
it front the outside. The resuting
explosion caused a wall to fall
on the amateur arsonist. He
survived, and, as you might
suspect, wasn't hard to catch.
According to Young, every
arson case is different, yet the
motives fall into categories
without a lot of coaxing. He said
about one-third of the crimes
are committed for revenge, onethird for financial gain or to
satisfy a mental need, and
about one-third are used to
cover up other crimes, such as
murder or theft.
That iiiiddle third includes the
"pyro". All pyromaniacs are
arsonists, but not all arsonists
are pyromaniacs. The difTerence is that the "pyro" is
mentally ill; he sets fires to
express rebellion or because of
what 'night be described as a
dislocated sexuality. They
usually cannot help themselves
and will continue to set fires
until they are caught.
-It's like looking for a needle
in a haystack," said Young.
You just have to start looking
for all the possiblilities. See if
the owner of a building has any
enemies, check on debts, find
out if there was a break-in, or if
there could have been another
crime thefire was intended to
c•• ver up."
When a good case is finally
put together, Young says it's
-just like a story." Each investigator is working on about
20 cases at any given time,for a
total of about 200 arrests a year.
Alarge proportion of those
"stories" lead to convictions.
Young says there are as many
convictions in arson cases as in
other types of crime. Like the
glitter that isn't gold, all that
burns doesn't go up in smoke.
Evidence is often fireproof.
Instant cocoa mixes are usually a blend of cocoa, sugar.
flavoring and sometimes nonfat
dry milk.
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"Hello" to our many friends and neighbors
who have done much
to make the
past year a
memorable one
for us, we
thank you
most heartily.
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By CLAIRE COX
NEW YORK — The strains
of Christmas carols are already wafting across village
greens. Creches are being assembled in public places to
depict the birth of Jesus.
Schoolchildren are rehearsing
for religious pageants to mark
the holiday season.
These are some of the inevitable signs that Chirstrnas —
and Hannukah — are soon to
be celebrated.
There are other harbingers
of the holidays that are just as
inevitable. These are the outcries of opponents of the observance of religious holidays
at the expense of taxpayers,
particularly in schools.
They are becoming increasingly vocal in their insistence
that Christmas has no basis
for celebration in the public
schools. The same may be
said for the-Jewish festival of
Eights, which falls during the
same season.
There is agreement among
many Christians and Jews
that public schools should
limit their acknowledgement
of religious holidays to educating youngsters to have increased understanding of the
various faiths and eliminate
entertainments and programs
featuring the rituals and
sacred music of Christmas
and Hannukah.
In other words, while it may
be the season to be jolly, the
essence of the occasion should
be expressed in church and
home, certainly not in school.
Two formalized efforts to
set forth guidelines for public
schools on religious holidays
have been made, one by the
Long Island Interfaith Council
representing Protestants, Roman Catholics and Jews, the
other by the Massachusetts
Department of Education.
Both pronouncements are
being distributed as a public
service by the American Jewish Congress, accompanied by
legal arguments against the
singing of Christmas carols
and the presentation of Nativity pageants in schools.
The two sets of guidelines,
similar in philosophy and content, agree that public schools
should be religiously neutral,
refraining from promoting
any and all religions. The
Long Island group, representing the Catholic Diocese of
Rockville Centre, the Long Island Council of Churches and
the Long Island Council of
Jewish Organizations, puts it
this way:
"The celebration of religious holidays in the public
schools has elftn teen the
source of fretful irritafion
among major religious
groups, creating needless religious offense. Rather than
promote interfaith understanding, these celebrations
have frequently brought
about divisive religious
tensions."
In urging religious neutrality, the council ruled out any
hint of worship services of
any kind in schools, along
with religious exhibits or displays unless they are an integral part of the study of a subject such as art and history
"with no intent to indoctrinate."
The council also advised
against the presentation of religious music as a "devotional
exercise."
It found equally objectionable the substitution of
"winter" or "spring" seasonal celebrations for Christmas
or Easter programs on the
grounds that they would constitute a secularization of
-what is truly a period of relisignificance
gious
for
Christians and Jews."
Just what can be done in the
schools'
The council recommended
the teaching of mutual understanding and respect for
racial and religious differences. In so doing, public
schools "may take cognizance
of the fact that religious holidays are observed differently
by
different
religious
gaups," it explained.
"Such teaching, if presented, should be factual and
not devotional, and avoid any
doctrinal impact or any implication that religious doctrines
on which such holidays are
based have the support of
state authority," the council
said.
The Massachusetts guidelines followed the same general pattern, adding emphasis
on the fact that while the U.S.
Supreme Court has approved
teaching about religion in
schools, it has ruled as unconstitutional anything hinting of
worship or indoctrination.
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Informal Hearings Speed Kentucky Juvenile Cases
Ky.--In
S'RANKFORT,
recent years a great deal of
criticism has been directed at
the criminal justice system in
the United States, with the
courts being among those institutiiins conking under attack.
While judges complain about
overcrowded dockets, social
scientists maintain that, in
many cases, the courts are
likely to do more harm than

Mort Stamm, a Child Welfare
legal consultant, said the
department believes the best
interests of bath the community
and the child are better served
if a child's case is handled
outside a formal court setting.
-The Court really creates
titore probleil is that it solves,"
Stasiiiii claimed. He said this
oteurs because a child, facing a'
judge and asprosecuting attorney, often feels threatened
and defenseless and begins to
"think criminal things about
himself." increasing the
likelihood he will commit
another offense.

A number of Kentucky county
judges, however, have found a
way of satisfying both sides in
the continuing dispute—at least
on the juvenile court level.
The inethod they are using is
Staiiiiii
argued
the "informal hearing," a
at
system by which a complaint proceedings in juvenile court
against a juvenile is arbitrated -often are "arbitrary" because
between the parties involved the judge usually does not have
without the powers of the court the time to consider all factors
in the case, nor the expertise to
being brought to bear.
What this means is that a insure that a jevenile's conjuvenile would have his case stitutional rights are fully
settled outside the normal court protected as is now required of
setting by smite person or group a formal hearing by Kentucky
other than the jevende judge, law.
This, he said, is the beauty of
without a prosecuting attorney,
the informal hearing. Since it is
and with the truth of falsity of
the allegations against himi voluntary and there is no
inandah•ry court order, conusually not being in dispute.
The hearings are entirely situttional rights issues are not
voluntary on the part of the ••f paramount importance. Also,
juvenile and his parents so they time is not a major c(inare free, as is the complaining sideration in an informal
parts, to have the case moved hearing, so more effort can be
back to juvenile court if thty spent trying to determine the
are unhappy with any decision best course of action for the
made concerning the child, child and the court's time is
Usually these decisions involve freed to consider more serious
having the juvenile make offenses,
Although Stamm said sonic
restitution to the complaining
party or having him accept juvenile courts—he rnintioned
counseling to try to insure that those in Covington, Newport,
he does not commit another Louisville and Lexington—have
used informal hearings for a
•ifiense.
number of years, other courts
only recently have instituted the
practice with passage of new
legislation.
He said the reason more
judges don't use informal
beca etihes y 'n'ddon'
oft
know they have this kind
discretion under the law."
Stamm pointed out that
Kentucky legislation not only
FROM FINGERS TO FINpermits juvenile judges to use
GER BOWLS; by Helen
bearings,
but
Walker Linsenmeyer; UnioD- informal
Thbune Publishing Co., San recommends it as well.
KRS 208.060, subsection 3,
Diego, Calif.; 142 pages;
states -Before conunencing a
$9.50.
hearing to determine the truth
or falsity of 'the allegations
Reviewed By
brought against a juvenile),
JOHN C. MOON
Copley News Service

the court shall decide whether
tir not the best interests of the
child indicate that the petition
should be disillis.sed and the
child's case adjusted informally
among the parties. All petitions
brought ( before juvenile court)
shall receive this consideration
b% the court."
Those judges wlui do utilize
the informal hearing use differeilt approaches,
Judge Wilson Shearer in
Wayne County, like many other
judges in Eastern Kentucky,
has the Child Welfare juvenile
counselor in that county investigate most juvenile cases
brought his court. He then
usually follows the counselor's
recommendations as to what
should be done with the child.
The eounseltir, Jim Guffey,
said less than five per cent of
the ctimplaints brought to
Wayne County juvenile must
iire heard formally.
In Scott County, as in
Somerset a and a few other
communities, the juvenile court

judge has appointed a citizen's
panel to hear cases informally.
Scott County Judge Charles M.
Brooking said he appointed the
citizen's panel to hear cases
because he was "bothered with
so many behavior problems" he
didn't have tinie for them all.
Besides, he said, the juveniles "Heeded more counseling than
court attention."
Judge Brooking also said the
citizen's panel helps th community in become more aware
of juvenile problems. He said all
truancy 'eases, -domestic and
behavior
problems
and
misdemeanor offenses are
turned over to the citizen's
panel.
Asked if he felt the community and the child weere
served as well by the citizen's
panel as by a formal court
hearing, Judge Brooking
responded, "In all probability
they are better served because
they are getting the follow
through the (lest can't offer
because of time restraints."

MOVE TO

HIGHER EARNINGS
IN JANUARY

California cookery is portrayed to the world in slick
magazines and quickie cookbooks as a dollop of wine, a
slice of Hollywood, a touch of
Mexican or Italian sauce and
a bit of greenery from the
truck farms.
Not so, writes Helen Walker
Linsenmeyer in her new book,
"From Fingers to Finger
Bowls."
Instead, she says, modern
California cookery evolved
from a blending of influences
given to it by Indians, Spaniards, Mexicans, South Americans, Russians, French,
Scandinavians, Hawaiians,
Armenians, Chinese, Japanese, American pioneers and
early seamen.
This book is soundly researched and lavishly sprinkled with unique period prints
and sketches,many of them in
color.
Edited by Richard F.
Pourade, the history of California cooking is being presented as a California contribution to the Bicentennial of
the United States, 1776-1976.
The author's bibliography
of old-time California cooking
includes diaries of pioneers,
seamen, Gold Rush miners,
and excerpts from old newspapers, magazines and history books.
And in chronological chapters, she traces California
cooking from Indian acorn
mush to the '49ers' boiled bear
claws and on through succeeding eras to modern
cookery.
Origins of the many recipes
are given, wherever possible,
in this authentic kitchen's-eye
view of California history.
This mixture of food and
fact about the Golden State is
most enjoyable.
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Store apples in perforated
plastic bags in the refrigerator;
they should keep well for at
least three weeks

FEDERAL SAVINGS & LOAN
Murray Branch

100% POLYESTER
YARN DYED FANCY

99

DOUBL
E KNITI
remarkable

Y0

A
uuy on yarn dyed
fancy 100. polyester double knits,
so" wide and on bolts This group
includes jacquards, tone on tones,
lido -colors and many more Macnine wash & dry and perma-press

FELT

Regular
'3.99 yd

SLEEPWEAR

SQUARES

A blend of 50'. rayon & 50°.
wool
9" x 12" in size Choose from
several colors for those creative holiday decorations

FLEECE
Beautiful array of both solids
and
Prints 100 nylon fleece,
45- wine.
machine wash & dry.

77..
Many holiday uses. 100%
nylon in
MI the latest fashion
colors. 72"
wide aid mealtime washable,

19s

YD.
METAL

BELTS

A perfect Christmas gift. Choose
from gold and silver metal belts.
Both narrow and wide in chain or

tassel styles.

$2 &

$3

SATIN

Ideal for formals,
pillowcases &
linings. 45" wide
& on tubes. 100'.
texttued acetate.

Lfabrite 4:0
FABRIC CENTERS

Values
to

if on bolts

BURLAP

Decorate with burlap from
wide, made of 100% jute India. II"
and on rolls.
Wide range of coletit.

Reg.
'1.19
yd.
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LAST MINUTE
REMINDERS
FROM FABRIFIC

Reg.
29'
d.
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California
Cookery
History Told

Clifford Ray
Of Social Se

YD'
CUTTING

BOARDS

A big 40" x 12" cutting surface
that is ruled in 1" squares for your
convenience Board folds for easy
storage.

si 77

72" FELT

Perfect for skirts.
tablecloths & ether
uses. 72" wide, 50%
wool & 50. rayon.

99

Reg. '2.49

YD.

Uncle Jeff's Shopping Center
Daily 9-9
SUNDAY 12:30-6:30
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Clifford Ray Named Manager
Of Social Security Office
The appointment of Clifford
Ray as District Manager of the
Paducah Social Security Office
has been announced by the
Regional Office in Atlanta.
The announcement of Ray's
selection as Manager was made
by Wardell K. White, Regional
Representative for the eight
state Atlanta Region. He stated
that the District Manager is
responsible for administering
all phases of the Social Security
program in the district. He
went on to state that the
Paducah district is composed of
eleven counties (Ballard,
Calloway, Carlisle, Crittenden,
Fulton, Graves, Hickman,
Livingston, Lyon, McCracken,
and Marshall) with a population
in excess of 190,000 people.
About 40,000 of these people
receive benefits of about 41
/
2
million dollars per month.
Annual medicare payments on
behalf of area beneficiaries
amount to about 61a million
dollars.
These figures, according to Mr. White, will increase dramatically as the 1972
Amendments to the Social
Security Act take effect. He also
noted that currently on a
statistical performance index
;
asuring quanitity and
Bitty of several items,
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Area Future To Rely On Small Business Firms

: In the future,as in the present technological development, representing an industry in
ich approximately 85 percent
and the past, the well being of a such as solar heating systems,
the members are incommunity. will depend on it will still be the independent
Paducah ranks first amoung 104 small
independent sales and services organization dependent business people, has
and
District Offices and 73 Branch business.
that the community will rely embarked upon a public service
Offices.
program to inform the public of
This is the theme of the new upon,
the importance of sin‘ll and
Ray started his career in public service outdoor display
Corbin, Kentucky, as a Claims approved by the Outdoor AdThis is the fourth year that tlei independent business to the
was vertising
Association
of Outdoor AdvertisinA American economy, and
Representative and
promoted
to
a
Field America in cooperation with the Association
Americie especially employment.
of
Representative in that office. nation's 6,000,000 strong in
Later, he became a Supervisor dependent business community
in Richmond,Va. He has served through.
National
the
as Assistant District Manager Federation of Independent
in the Paducah office since 1966. Business.
Recognizing the current crisis
Several awards and letters of
recognition have been given being created by environment
Ray for his special assign- control and by the world-wide
ments, suggestions, and per- energy shortage, the illustrated
formance.
message of the 24-sheet poster
Ray is a native of Livingston, points out that whatever the
Tennessee and a graduate of future brings in changes, the
Tennessee Polytechnic people of any 'community will
University at Cookeville. He is a continue to look to the inmember and past chairman of dependent entrepreneur for
the Paducah
McCracken confort, health and safety.
To put,aeross this message
County Resource Workers
Development Committee, home heating is used as the
serves as an instructor in the vehicle, illustrating that while
Community Service Program at yesterday the independent
PCC, and is interested in all firms supplied cast-iron wood
area programs and activities and coal stoves, today the inwhich involve the social and dependent firm manufactures,. Students 31 the fourth grade at Almo Elementary School are
economic welfare of area installs and services modern shown wowing on reading problems with the remedial reading
citizens. He and his wife, Nelda, heating equipment and if the teacher, Dirs. Jennie Crittenden.
along with their two children, future
brings
a
new
Danita and Greg, reside at 1114
Markham Avenue. They are
members of Inunanuel Baptist
Church.

by Laurence M Hursti, M.D.
Consultant, National Dairy Council

CHEESE A FESTIVE FOOD
The Holiday season is certainly
one of the times when cheese is at
its height of popularity.
In fact, it's hard to find someone who doesn't like cheese. This
may be because there are so
many kinds'and flavors of cheese.
And prices, too.
There's an old saying that
"there's a cheese for every taste
and every pocketbook."
A Year 'Round Food
Somehow, too, though cheese is
a year 'round food, it never loses
its special delight as a seasonal, a
holiday delicacy. My, how good it
looks under candlelight! And it
lends itself to dips, hot delicacies
such as cheese fondue, slices of
cheese on trays, or as a substitute
for meat in almost any meal. But
most of all it is nutritionally
sound. It gives you a lot for your
money, a lot of nutrients per
calorie.
What is cheese, really?
It's a concentrated form of milk.
A medium slice or cube (1 ounce)
of American cheese contains about
the same amount of calcium and
protein as three-fourths of an 8ounce glass of milk. Comparing
other nutrients in cheese with
their presence in the mother product — milk — depends upon the
kind of cheese. But the values are

Your Individual Horoscopef
E,-

Remedial read* teachers of Calloway County High School met recently at Almo School to discuss
problems preview to participation in a workshop in Paducah. They are, left to right, Lashlee Foster,
Linda Smotherwan, Margaret Sims, Margarette Winchester, Randa Cunningham, and Jeannie
Crittenden.
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VIRGO
(Aug. 24 to Sept. 23)
The impact of your words will
be notable, so choose them well.
You may face some conflict
between conservative and
radical elements. YOU be the
one to mediate
LIBRA
Sept. 24 to Oct. 23)
Avoid tendencies toward
haste, emotionalism. Study
proffered plans, proposals, etc.
New advances indicated. Do not
lose interest in slow-moving
projects.

A-r1

SCORPIO
'
(Oct. 24 to Nov. 22) nVeli5
You may be caught in a fire of
cross-purposes. Don't become
anxious: find out where, how
you stem..., Be objective,
studying as you go. Profitable
bids await the taking.
SAGITTARIUS
( Nov. 23 to Dec. 21)
Make an extra effort to get
things off to a better start for a
much improved work week.
• Attitude, system and tact will
count.
CAPRICORN
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 20)
Examine your inner feelings
to determine your true sentiments and sense of values.
You may now be misled by your
emotions. Don't overlook
HIDDEN opportunities.
AQUARIUS
Jan, 21 to Feb. ;91
With your personality and
persuasiveness, you can be an
effective influence in areas
where stumbling blocks have
been raised. Your spirit of
enterprise stimulated now.
PISCES
(Feb. 20 to Mar. 20)
Pull down
undesirable
barriers; recognize real obstacles. With everything in

A "Storage Food"
A popular food for thousands of
of years, cheese serves as a -storage" food, one that retains the nutrients of milk and has been used

Cheese is most mellow' and at
its best flavor at room temperature. So, except for cottage
cheese, take cheese from the refrigerator 30 to 60 minutes before
serving

Roasting turkey" A meat
thermometer inserted into the
center of the meatiest portion
of the thigh can be a great help
in determining doneness
Farmer cheese has a higher
fat content than regular cottage
cheese The curd is pressed into
a flat package so that the
cheese may be sliced eat! ,Intl
neatly.

MURRAY Mlleet SERVICE

Guaranteed Mufflers at Economy Prices!
7th & Maple St.
Phone 753-9999

WE RESERVE THE RIGHT

EAST SIDE OF THE StillAfIF

TO LIMIT QUANTITIES
&lie Star's %'..e.dnesciay

Murrtly

Enck Srlturtiay

MINT FLAVORED

PHILLIPS'
8

AGNC

TABLETS
aZMIT
MarITiOi.startfult
.....

Phillips'
MILK OF
MAGNESIA
TABLETS

Fast relief from upset stomach,
indigestion, heartburn. 75 tablets.

SYLVANIA

SYLVAN IA

FLASI-ICUBES

BLUE DOT
FLASH CUBES

HIGH POWER
CUBES

2 Cubes - 8 Flashes
Reg.
81
W'se 7
'1.39

12th & Sycamore

Phone 753-7101

DEmsCHOCOLATES
1-lb. Box
Sale
89c

STOP, SHOP,
AND
SAVE
HAI KARATE

AFTER SHAVE
LOTION
Bottle

Choice of Iced or Regular.

3-lb. Box

Sale

$ 1 99

5-1b. Box

Sale

$379

General Electric Custom Electric

CAN OPENER
Fingertip control- pierces cans with ease.

95

White. Model EC-18.

$6
So

, DIAL DRY
ANTI-PERSPIRANT

Reg.
89'

&U. I t.Vrt

(Murray

COLONEL SANDERS' RECIPE

to

Regular
3.99 yd

Cheddar is the most popular
cheese in America and it is commonly known as American cheese.
It got its name from the village of
Cheddar in Somersetshire. England. where it was first inacle. It
is a hard cheese, made usually
from sweet, whole cow's milk If
it is made from skim milk it must
say so on the label.

ALL DAY THURSDAY

FOR THURSDAY, DECEMBER 21, 1972
- Look in the section in which clear focus, you can then reap
your birthday comes and find fine gains.
what your outlook is, according
YOU BORN TODAY, a
to the stars.
Sagittarius-Capricorn
cuspal
• born at the change of Signs),
ARIES
•( Mar. 21 to Apr. 20) TIA are a highly competent inBetter than ordinary ad- dividual. There is a certain
jnantages, but don't force issues. dualism in your nature. On the
In all things, look below the one hand, you are sensitive,
and
highly
surface. Don't be taken in by visionary
imaginative; may have to
superficialities.
discipline yourself severely to
OfAURUS
Apr. 21 to May 21) 17-Ski, keep your feet on the ground; on
Day could find you the the other, you are enterprising,
recipient of some special ambitious and marked with a
.recognition, perhaps a gift or relentless drive which helps you
-bonus of some kind. Whatever, to overcome all obstacles in
there is definite public reaction your climb to success.
Birthdate
of:
Benjamin
to your efforts.
Disraeli, Brit. statesmen;
E411NI
Albert Payson Terhune, Amer.
12 to June 21)
You are now at a point where author
you can assert your views and
succeed at pioneering efforts.
Many are receptive and gain is
indicated.

CC

And as we said earlier, cheese
is a good meat substitute. Equal
weights of these two foods supply
about the same amount of highquality protein in your meals.

* SPECIAL *

Frances Drake

CANCER
(June 22 to July 23)
Several money-making ideas
may come to you now, but be
selective. You can't do
everything at once. Choose the
best, then go ahead—with enthusiasm.
LEO
(July 24 to Aug. 23)
Look for some unusually
pleasant communications from
those at a distance; also new
contacts which could prove
invaluable in a business way.

by armies from ancient to modern
times in rations for soldiers. The
many varieties of cheese have
been developed in varying localities, often by Trappists Monks,
becoming known by their areas
such as Cheddar, Stilton, and Roquefort

favorable which means cheese is
a nourishing food indeed. Cheese,
for example, offers significant
amounts of vitamin A, thiamin,
riboflavin, and niacin equivalents.

LAROID FILM
Reg. '5.69

2:281 Choice of Regular or
Reg, Unscented. 6-oz.

Sale $375
Reg. '3.30
107 Black & White

8
6
sate

cbal

'1.29
(froetripaof

PEARL DROPS
emoves stubborn
tea and tobacco stains.POLIS
Polishes teeth squeaky clean.
Choice of reg. or new
spearmint
Reg. '1.59

TOOTH

va

KODAK FILM
CX126-12 Color
Reg.
1.40

Sale

sd.89

A

6
2.75g
1

PROTEIN 21

13 oz

'Profiin

d

.(9rAo
Ts

HAIR SPRA

99

Choice of Reg.
or Extra Hold.
Reg. So‘e

J '2.35

PRINCE ERIC
SUNBEAM SHAVE MASTER

ELECTRIC SHAVER
With Sideburn Trimmer Six high carbon
steel blades precision ground and selfsharpening. Instant
action barber type
sideburn trimmer.
Push-button head
release. Beautiful
gift case.
Model SM7.
Reg.
'33.50

Ingraham

108 Color

MIXED NUTS
13 oz Can
S°Ne

54

LADY VANITY

ELECTRIC KNIFE

Electric
Alarm
Clock
Astra No. 49-009

$288

sole
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LYNN GROVE
Grade A Large

WIN FREE CASH

Treasure CI
This
Week
Win

BEL-AIR SHOPPING CENTER
Limit: 2 dozen vs th 7.50 additional purchase, excluding
tob, to and dairy products.

Prices Good thru December 26th

$10

Last Week's $500.00 Winner:
We Will Be ...
OURY KING

We Reserve the Right to Limit

Open Christmas Day

Murray, Ky.

8 a.m. till 8 p.m., for your shopping convenience.

Armour Testender Country Fry

Pure Vqgetable

Steak

CRISCO

FRYER!

78

3-11).
Can
45?
'40\
?As.

CUT-UP FAMILY PACK

Breast
Legs
Thighs
Wings

(Limit: 1)

Stokley

0 $1 00

Tomato Sauce 0 mil

I
‘
s SSkI

49
lb 45
lb 39
lb 29

Armour Testender Blade Cut

Chuck Rbast

HYDE PARK

BREAD
$100

tkIN'

MAXWELL HOUSE

COM

20-oz.

Loaves
15-02CaAs

eas

Miracle

Rock Cornish

Margarine

1-1b. Tub

39'

Hen

20-oz.

MAXWELL HOUSE

COFFE

TOWELS
S oo

sls_otcao

Ate‘VIS

Rolls

12-oz.
Jar

I
00
$

SAVE $4.8

COMI1
Coupon
Limit 1 per Family

Coupon
Limit 1 per Family

Maxwell House

Maxwell House

COFFEE
1-1b. can

COFFEE

79c

I2-oz.

jar

Expires 12-26-72
Good Only At Storey 's

$119

Expires 12-26-72
Good Only At Storey's
-

COUPON
Limit one per family

Maxwell House

—

( ;Ripon
Limit 1 per Family

Northern

COFFEE TOWELS
lib.
bag

69c

Expires 12-2642
Good Only At Storey's

3 79
roils

Expires 12-26-72
Good Only At Storey's

—
Coupon
Limit 1 per Family

Coupon
Limit 1 per Family

Aurora

Robin Hood

Pruf

SOFT

FLOUR

SPRAY

Coupon
Limit 1 per Family

PRINTS

.)/39t

2-roll
pkg. L

Expires 12-26-72
Good Only At Storey's

5-lb. bag

59t

Expires 12-26-72
Good Only At Storey's

STARCH
15-oz.
can

25t

Expires 12-26-72
Good Only At Storey's
—

Coupon
Limit 1 per Family

—

Coupon
Limit 1 per Family

King Size

Sara Lee

FAB

CHEESE
CAKE

99C

C

Expires 12-26-72
Good Only At Storey's

Coupon
Limit 1 per Family

Coupon
Limit 1 per Fa

Reveal' Chef

79
79c
C

Expires 12-26-72
Good Only At SIoreY's

ROASTING
WRAP
Reg.
Size

29t

Expires 12-26-72
Good Only At Storey's

PIZZ
13-oz

6

Expires 12-26-7
Good Only At Sto
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Emge Smoked

FREE CASH!!

PICNIC
HAMS

ure Chest
'100"

his
eek
in

Fully Cooked

BEL AIR SHOPPING CENTER

lb.
0 Winner:
Emge Boneless

Ham

Ky.

Fine for

FRYERS
49
lb 45
lb. 39
lb. 29

Baking

62

lb.

118

fla#1

69!

Pork Chops
Fresh Frozen

ck !Mast

Baking Hens

MAXWELL HOUSE

COFFEE

8t

1-1b.
lb.

Bag

Swift's

Swiss Steak

ock Cornish

en

290-oz

Gold

t
soistastiog
urkeys
Crest

Armour Testender

With Coupon Below)

99!

Elm Hill True Value

MAXWELL HOUSE

BACON

COFFEE
19

12-oz.
Jar

One Lb. Pkg.

With Coupon Belo'.)

With

;AVE $4,81

Th se
Coup
. ons
_

Coupon
Limit 1 per Family

Coupon
Limit 1 per Fa mil %

Reveal

Chef

ROASTING
WRAP

Coupon
Limit 1 per Family

13-oz,

Size
.....

69t

Expires 12-26-72
Good Only At Storey's

Coupon
Limit 1 per Family

Bakers Angel Flake

PIZZA COCONUT

29,

Expires 12-26-72
Good Only At Storey's
-

nib%8
ofie,
,ess

Sirloin

mour Testender Blade Cut

Reg.

Sba/74

Pork Chops

9

CUT-UP FAMILY PACK

east
gs
iighs
ings

lb.
$129

End Cut

our Testender Country Fry

teak

Center Cut

14-oz.
pkg.

65t

Expires 12-26-72
Good Only At Storey's

Glad

SANDWICH
BAGS
150

ct box

49t

Expires 12-26-72
Good Only At Storey's

Emge Polly
* Cooked or Reelfoot
hole
Smoked

38;

Fresh Ovsteis

ams
H
14

to

..-

Coupon
Limit 1 per Family

Coupon
Limit 1 per Family

Coupon
Limit 1 per Family

Coupon
limit 1 per Famiiy

Glad

TRASH
BAGS
ct IL

65'

Expires 12-26-72
Good Only At Storey's

Gt Size

GLAD WRAP GLAD WRAP
100 ft roll

25t

Expires 12-26-72
Good Only At Storey's

200 ft roll

45t \

Expires 12-26-72
Good Only At Storey's

DUZ,.

7§C

Expires 12-26-72
Good Only At Storey's

Coupon
Limit 1 per Family

Coupon
Limit 1 per Family

Coupon
Limit 1 per Family

Dixie 5-oz.

Dixie

King Size

REFILL
CUPS

RIDDLE
CUPS

LUX LIQUID

50 ct.
box

35,

Expires 12-26-72
Good Only At Storey's

100

c, 69t

32-oz.

Pkg.
Expires 12-26-72
Good Only At Storey's

59,

bot
_

Expires 12-26-72
Good Only At Skfty;s
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Proposals Says Vitamin Excess
Can Be Harmful To The Health

Hypertension

There is no
real cure
BY GAY PAULEY
NEW YORK (UPI): Cool
it the slang term could be
one of your hest protections
against and treatment for an
ailment that affects an estimated 20 million to 25 million
adults in the United States.
The ailment can become a
killer too, especially in the
setting it provides for atherosclerosis, a kind of hardening
of the arteries that leads to
coronaries In all its ways.
it's an element in the death of
as many as 750,000 Americans
a year.
THE UGLY medical term
for it is hyptertension. Or,
call it high blood pressure. Its
causes could be many—and
yet doctors really haven't
zeroed in on conclusive answers.
its treatments also are
many but there is no real
"cure" for it, although therapy including a whole arsenal
of drugs can keep the hypertension in check.
These points on hypertension are among those made in
"Watch Your Blc -d Pressure."
a new publication of the nonprofit educational public affairs committee, headquartered in New York
Author is Theodore Irwin,
who has written extensively
on health and social problems.
ONE STRONG point Irwin
makes in his review of knowledge to date is: "Have you
. been overly tense, perhaps
worrying too much? You can
do much to ease nervous tension by reviewing the way
you've been living and applying moderation whenever and
wherever possible

"Get members of your
family to cooperate by explaining what you have learned about the factors that
could adversely affect your
blood pressure Your spouse
and children should not create
explosive situations that bring
on emotional storms. . ."
IRWIN ALSO recommends:
Cooperate all the way with
your doctor. Take your medication faithfully and stick
with the special diet (it'll
probably be low in fat and
salt).
Cut cigaret smoking. Irwin
writes that smoking constricts
blood vessels which boosts
blood pressure Drinking?
While some persons react
negatively to alcohol, he says,
a moderate amount may release nervous tension and
help lower blood pressure
Don't try quick remedies,
the writer advises. Once you
have chosen a qualified doctor, rely on him.
THE PUBLICATION says
the chief danger of hypertension is in the toll it takes on
vital organs of the body—particularly the heart. brain and
kidneys. Stroke is one of the
real hazards, but fortunately
it is not 4nevitable.
Irwin notes that in its early
stages high blood pressure is
difficult to detect, which is
why the disease is sometimes
labled the "silent killer
Some symptoms you should
Niteek with your doctor; occas nal, bothersome headaches
particularly in the back of the
head tind upper part of the
neck, dizziness, shortness of
breath, excessive flushing of
face, fatigue or insomnia
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Lassiter & Frankhouser Glass Co.

In Uncle Jeff's Shopping Center
Completed by
Lassiter 8 Frankhauser Glass Co.

Christmas Celebration
Sale
GIFTS * GIFTS * GIFTS * GIFTS

* DOOR MIRRORS *
20x68 Bevel Edged Sale
Price 20•00

*ASSORTED FRAME MIRRORS k
Reg. Price
'22.95
'19.95
15.50

Sale Price

$1995.
16.95
$12.50
* OVAL FRAME MIRRORS *
Reg, Price '30.75
Sale Price '18.00
* SMALL ANTIQUE LOOKING
MIRRORS *
Reg. Price '7.98

Sale Price

$4.98

* Reflect Your Christmas Giving with Our
Lovely Mirrors *
Check Now About Our Sale On
STORM DOORS and STORM WINDOWS
Prepare for Winter!!

Lassiter et Frankhouser
Glass Co.
Phone:
Located: Just behind Murray Datsun
Day 753-7117
1292 Johnson Blvd.
Night: 753-9434
Murray. Kentucky 42071
Awnings & Car Ports
All Types of Glass & Plastics
All types of Auto Glass
Store Fronts—Storm doors & Windows Made- Repaired

A

of vitamins and other natural
substances in the body.
This approach to mental illness, however,is regarded with
great skepticism by many scientists.
For.most people, the concern
about vitamins is simply one of
maintaining a state of general
health and well being.
Because vitamins are found
in small quantities in almost all
foods, a well balanced diet is of
great importance in maintaining good health. Indeed, it is
said repeatedly, that a well balanced daily diet is sufficient to
maintain normal health.
But it has also been pointed
out that there are millions of
Americans whose diet is a disaster due to poor eating habits
or poverty or other factors.
The soda-pop and potato-chip
emphasis in the diet of many
teen-agers, regardless of econontic level, has been cited
many times. And others, such
as pregnant women, must pay
special attention to their diet. A
physician's advice is necessary
in many cases.
In addition to inadequate
diets, there are vitamin problems caused by the failure of
the body, in some individuals,
to absorb nutrients properly.
Some people require more than
the average, some less.
The Food and Drug Administration's proposals on vitamins
A and D do not concern the
problems, but those of overdose. The agency said overdoses of vitamin A can cause
various complicatior.s, ranging
from growth retardation in children to headaches and cracked
skin. The possible complications from vitamin D overdoses range from high blood
pressure to kidney failure and
death.
"Widespread promotion of
both vitamins has resulted in
"excessive use for conditions
such as acne, night blindness
and arthritis," according to the
FDA statement. The FDA said
"Neither vitamin A nor D are
proven effective for these conditions in well nourished
people."

Shulamit's songs reflect
Israel's militant
By JOHN PINKifiMAN
Editor,Copley News Service
JERUSALEM — Visitors to
this Holy City and Israeli capital in search of a key to the
Jewish state's philosophy —
both public and political —
might find help in a visit to the
Khan Club, a cave-like establishment that passes for a
nightclub.
The featured entertainer at
Khan's is a sizable blonde
named Shulamit Livnat.
Shulamit, billed as an Israeli
folk singer, has seen bettea
days in the beauty department but she sings with enthusiasm and captivates her
audience into song participation. Her singing style and the
selection of her songs, however, are what count.
She frequently introduces a
strident, militant tune with
reference to the Six-Day War
of June 5-10, 1967
She refers to the Bible (the
Old Testament) when she is
ready to break out in a
mournful rendition of a tune
that is part of her plea for Israel's right to Jerusalem —
"Jerusalem of Gold" — and
others.
Her audience is split about
evenly between Israelis and
tourists from America, Holland, France — even some
from a Germany that no Israeli has forgiven for the
slaughter of six million Jews
in World War II. The tourists
listen with awe as the home
folks join in unified hand clapping and choruses of approval
when Shulamit leads them into a military air of defiance.
She makes a point also of occasional ridicule regarding
the Soviet Union.
Besides being a good entertainer, Shulamit knows her
politics well — and she knows
the mood of the Israeli public.
She reflects the official and
private views on Israeli attitudes regarding the United
Nations, disposition of Israeli
held Arab lands around Suez,
the Sinai Peninsula, the
festering refugee camps of
the Gaza Strip, the militarily
vital and strategic area of the
Golan Heights, the eastern
section of once-Arab Jerusalem and the West Bank that

In the case of vitamin C, Dr.
Pauling's claim about the common cold was niet with widespread skepticism in the scientific conintinity and great pubhe
Much of the
criticism centered on what was
said to be a lack of large scale
Andros to support his contention.
A recently reported study
from the University of Toronto
has been described as encouraging by the scientists who conducted it, enough so that they
have planned an even larger
trial this winter.
There were two major findings in the Toronto study:
—Of 407 volunteers who took
1,000 milligrams daily, 26 per
cent remained free of illness
throughout the study, compared
with 18 per cent of the 411 persons on dummy pills.
—The volunteers who got
vitamin C had 30 per cent fewer days of total disability than
those in the placebo group.
The 818 subjects were in the
program for at least two
months, according to the support.
"Further studies," the
Toronto researchers said, "will
of course be required to confirm this finding and establish
its magnitude more precisely,
but the high level of statistical
significance associated with it
encourages us to believe that it
is likely to be a real effect
rather than a statistical artifact."

When you are making
muffins do not beat until
smooth. The batter will be
lumpy but the lumps will tisappear as the muffins bake
National parks in Canada
cover approximately 48.000
square miles
If shelled nuts are refrigerated in tightly covered containers they will stay freshtasting for as long as nine
months.

Z

464

Reg. Price
25.50

NEW YORK i AP) — The
word vitamin comes from a
Latin word, vita, for life itself,
and indeed vitamins are of vital importance to growth and
health. But, like many of the
other things in life, they are
surrounded by controversy,
myth and misuse.
The misuse came into the
news in recent days when the
federal Food and Drug Administration proposed to restrict
the potentially dangerous use of
vitamins A and D in some
treatments.
The problem with vitamins A
d D illustrates the approach to
vitamins taken by many people
and cited repeatedly by scientists: "If these vitamins are
good for me, even vital, then
why won't more of the vitamins
be even better?"
In the case of A and D, the
answer is simple: It has been
proven that excessive or massive doses actually can be
harmful. Part of the problem
with these vitamins is that the
body tends to store them.
Further, according to one expert, there is very little evidence available on the effects
of massive doses of any vitamin. There is little evidence
available of the effects of massive doses over a long period of
time — of what the cumulative
effect might be.
The classic example of vitamin controversy is the contention by the two-time Nobel
prize winner, Dr. Linus Pauling, that a lot of vitamin C can
protect against, and fight, the
common cold.
Other claims for vitamins include those for vitamin E,
,. which is enjoying a relatively
new popularity. Vitamin E, the
claims run, can do many
things, such as ward off heart
disease and increase sexual potency. These claims are widely
discounted by vitamin experts.
There are some who believe
vitamins play a role in the
treatment of mental illness. Dr.
Pauling has coined the term
"orthonioievular psychiatry," a
method of treating mental illness by correcting the balance
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7:2-mile-wide stretch of land
extending roughly from
Jerusalem to the Jordan
River border with Jordan itself.,
Everybody tells the same
story — from Foreign Minister Abba Eban to U.S.-based
diplomat Asher Naim to the
nation's military leaders and
right down to the everyday Israelis.
It is a story of historical
sadness surrounding the fact
that Israel finally has all of
Jerusalem in its grasp, the
sadness perhaps based on the
question, "Why did it take us
so many years to win our
rightful hold to this City of
David?" (not the City of
Christ as Ctu-istians think of
this gem of the Holy Land).
Shulamit reflects this mood in
several of her Khan Club
songs.
The story of militance
comes through much louder
and much clearer. There is a
universal mood here that, in
effect, tells all the world,
"You mind your business,
send all the money you can to
build up this Jewish homeland, but don't meddle with
our Arab crises."
Particular contempt is reserved for the United Nations.
But, the mood is a mixture of
this attitude of contempt for
meddlers and an unbelievably
strong emotional tug of patriotism somewhat reminiscent of the national loyalty
that was once a part of daily
life in the United States.
So, these are the moods, but
what do they mean in terms of
politics — internal politics,
regional politics, world politics? They mean a great deal,
perhaps are overpowering, in
the context of eventual disposition of Arab territories
seized from Egypt, Syria and
Jordan in the smashing Israeli triumph in the Six-Day

War.
The Six-Day War, incidentally, is the landmark
from which Israeli modern
history seems to start. The
fact that this 1972-73 year is
the 25th anniversary of the
creation of Israel as a 20th
Century state is only of passing interest, partly because of
undisguised contempt for the
United Nations. Israel in its
present state was born in the
Six-Day War and everybody,
regardless of station, lets any
visitor know this.
In the matter of disposition
of onetime Arab sections of
Jerusalem, the Israelis never
will yield. They do riot consider it an "occupied" area as is
the case with other parcels of
land.
They have annexed East
Jerusalem and have spent
hundreds of minima of dollars
building apartments, roads,
an expanded Hebrew University and other permanent facilities for their own people.
The government speaks
vaguely of an "Arab role in
the holy places" of Jerusalem
— in the walled old city no
doubt — but any such role will
he more ceremonial than real.
So far as the Sinai Peninsula is concerned, Israel
would have no objection to returning much of it to Egypt
BUT any return will be in the
framework of retaining sufficient territory to prevent any
new Egyptian military adventure against this tiny nation.
It is pretty much the same
situation with the West Bank
lands. L.wael trusts King Hussein of Jordan more than any
other Arab but it still will
want a buffer to protect the
expanding urban nature of
this city and this might extend
most of the way to the Jordan
River, the Israeli-Jordanian
frontier of the moment.
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Save money!
Save Mommy!
On Mom's Niiht Off!

Hodgenville Plans A
Lincoln Day Festival
By Marianne Style Kohler
It was in a blustery Kentucky
February in the year 1809, when
pioneer men were kept busier
than usual cutting firewood to
warm their stark cabins against
the winter onslaught, that
Abraham Lincoln was born.
Today, at Hodgenville, the
Abraham Lincoln Birthplace
National Historic Site contains
an impressive marble-andgranite memorial, protecting
the tiny log cabin in which the
Great Emancipator was born.
On this ground, once part of
Thomas Lincoln's Sinking
Spring farm, you can see the
spring for which the place was
named, still flowing deep and
full. The Boundary Oak, well
over 300 years old, is the only
remaining living thing that was
alive when Abraham Lincoln
was born.
Some ten miles northeast of
the birthplace is the President's
second home, with another
cabin,surrounded by a split-rail
fence. It is called Knob Creek
Farm and is in a privately
operated park.
On February 10, 1973, there
will be a "first annual" Lincoln
Day Celebration filled with
activities to last all day. Plans
are, to have something of'interest for everyone, and the
public is invited to attend
A buffet breakfast will begin
the day, 7:30 to 9:00 a.m. at the
Woman's Club, on Lincoln
Square in downtown Hodgenville. Tickets are $2.00. There
will be an arts and crafts
display from 9:00 to 10:00, and
promptly at 10:00 a.m., a long,
colorful parade will begin, with
reminders of the past as well as
the present.Therewill be horses,
motorcycles, color guard, a
Cavalry Band and the high
school band, in addition to four
bands from other schools that
will join in. There Will be a
wreath-laying ceremony at the
birthplace.

Luncheon and the main
program will be at the LaRue
County High School, beginning
at noon. Advance tickets are on
sale for 85.00 at the Chamber of
Commerce office on Lincoln
Square, or may be reserved by
telephoning I 502) 358-3411.
Nine department stores in the
Lincoln Square area will turn
their display windows over to
arts and crafts exhibitors...some exhibits being conducted by persons dressed in
costumes of the period,
displaying the art of breadmaking, the making of dolls,
sewing and quilting.
There will be a puppet show
for the children, telling the
story of Lincoln's boyhood. The
show will last ten or fifteen
minutes and will be presented
every hour.
A visitor may see china being
hand-painted.. watch a costume
contest of bearded men and
bonnetted women...and later
participate in a square dance.
One of the most interesting
events is already under way.
Kentucky a artists have been
invited to enter a painting
contest protraying Abraham
Lincoln as a child, youth or
adult, in their preference of
water colors or oil.
There have already been
entrants from Elizabethtown,
Radcliff, Greensburg,
Lexington and Louisville. The
winning artist shall sell his or
her painting for the $300 cash
award to the Nancy Lincoln Inn
at Lincoln's Birthplace, where
it will be displayed to the
thousands of tourists who visit
the birthplace each year.
All paintings will be on
display at various points in
Hodgenville throughout the
celebration. At the .artist's
discretion, they may be purchased after the contest.
Anyone seeking further information should contact the
LaRue County Chamber of
Commerce, Hodgenville, Ky.
42748, or telephone 1502) 3583411 or 358-3100
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YOU BUY FOUR

Southside

4 + 2 DYNAGLASS BELTED
SILENT GUARD TIRES
E78-I4 Tubeless BlocIrwall

$0723
A

4for$1

ST TF F. E. To. por tiro

MOUNTED
GUARANTEED 40 MONTHS
Other sizes available at comparable low prices.
ALLSTATE PASSENGER TIRE GUARANTEE
Tread Life Guarantee
Gusrant•ed Against, All tire
I ailures from normal road haz
ards or detects in material or
workrnanshsp.
For New Cone: For the ble of
the original If end,
What Sears Will Do: In en.
change for the tire. replace it
charging only for the proporOon
OT Current setting once plus
Federal Excise Tax that represents tread used. Repair nail
punctures at no charge.

Tread Wear-Out Guarantee
Guaranteed Against: Tread
wear Out
For How Lone: The number of
months specified.
What Sears Wilt De: In exchange tor the time, replace it
charging the current selling
once plus Federal Excise Tar
less the following allowance!
Mos. Guaranteed Atlewance
18
10%
2s%
AO

CRUSADER - Sears lowestpriced new tire ... MOUNTED
6.00-13 Tubeless Biockwall

A sA

f

U60

for,

I.

up

Hign

VOlballe

SAVE $4.50 on
HIGH VOLTAGE
BATTERY

si695

SPECIAL FAMILY PRICES
MONDAY, TUESDAY & WEDNESDAY
DISCOUNT PRICES AFTER 4 P.M.
Take Mom out of the kitchen (she deserves it!)
and bring the whole family to Burger Chef.

Hamburger

15'
Cheeseburger 19'
Big Shef
39'
Super Shef
49'

For a double treat,
try one with a
ef_i
7

car warranty reqvirements. Ask for details.

BURGER
CHEF

S op in person or by phone diii 753-2310
ars SEARS CATALOG SALES OFFICE
Shopping Center Murray, Ky.
...,__,Southside

BURGER CHEF

/./ AS
521.45

ask for deto,ls at your
Sears Catalog Sales Office

SAVE 21% on 2 Sears Oil Filters.
NOW $2.98 ...were $3.78. Meet all NOW

Offer Good at
Murray & Mayfield

it '28, 19:-.!
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Rule in Ethiopia
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Ethiopia-is a land which
has been Christian for some
1600 years. The Ethiopian
Orthodox Coptic Church,
which has much in common
with other Eastern Rite
churches, such as the Greek
and the Russian, is the established church of the nation. In its interesting and
unusual customs, which are
a blend of Christian, Hebraic, and pagan traditions,
there are many unusual
rites and ceremonies, centering on the important
Church festivals of Christmas and Epiphany.

—nere's wishing all of you
a very special Merry Christmas!

Pool Office Equipment an

Supplies

its SOUTM 4TK STREET
"KOK. 7E3-1763
MURRAY KENTUCKY 42071

Today, in Ethiopia, customs of the Western celebration of Christmas are
beginning to find popularity, so that Santa Claus is
becoming a familiar figure,
Christmas trees are being
set up and decorated, and
gifts are being exchanged.
All this Is done, however,
according to the dates of
the old Julian calendar,
which is the one followed
in Ethiopia, so that they
celebrate Christmas on
January 7th.
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In this connection, it is
interesting to know that the
year in Ethiopia consists of
13 months, starting on September 11, when spring begins. There are 12 months
of 30 days each, plus a short
month of 5 days, known as
Pagumen. This comes just
before the New Year.

Carroll Tire Service
YOUR UNI ROYAL TIRE DEALER
1105 Pogue - 2 BIOCk E. of S. 12th - Phone 753- )4S9

As we celebrate the birth
of Christ, may we know
in our hers the holy
joy and wonder of
the Wise Men
long ogc

However westernized the
Ethiopian Christmas may
become, the people are not
likely to change their observance of important reli.gious festivals. In the month
of January, known as Tirr
the Coptic Church observes
4 festivals — the first being
Christmas, but even more
important is Epiphany, or
Tirnket. This has, as its
main feature,the blessing of
water and the sprinkling of
it on the assembled faithful — a re-enactment of
Christ's baptism by John
the Baptist. On the previous
day, all is made ready. Bells
ring, trumpets blow, and
drums roll as the priests
carry the sacred "Tabot"
out from the church to a
special carpeted tent, where
It remains overnight until
time for the priests to bring
it forth for the ceremony.
The "Tabot" is the most
sacred object in the church.
It represents the Ark of the
Covenant, which, according
to tradition, was brought to
Ethiopia from Jerusalem by
Menelik. son of King Solomon and the Queen of Sheba. The Tabot is really a
portable altar holding the
sacred vessels for celebrating the Eucharist, and is always carried concealed under crimson cloths, on the
heads of the priests.

Know What
"Wassail" Means?

Southside Shopping Manor

Phone 753-8339

This ancient word, familiar to us from song and
story, comes from the Anglo-Saxon words "Wes ha!"
— which means "be whole,"
or in more modern terms,
"Good Health." It was used
as a toast, before lifting
one's glass — and by extension came to mean a drinking song.

NILFIT candle features the words and music of
Photo from Hallmark
the famous Christmas carol.

Dutch Celebrate
FeastofSinterklaas
Patron Saint of Amsterdam Was Born in
Asia Minor; Famed as Child Benefactor
For centuries, the Feast
of Sinterklaas has been
unique' as a Dutch and
Flemish event, honoring St.
Nicholas' Calendar Day on
December 6, but celebrated
on the eve, December 5.
Why is St. Nicholas' influence so strong in Holland? Primarily because he
was the patron saint of
merchants and sailors. The
actual Saint lived from 271
A.D. to December 6. 342 or
343, so that his Calendar
Day honors the date of his
death. He became famous
as the Archbishop of Myra,
in Asia Minor, and performed many good and
saintly deeds. Legend tells
us he performed miracles as
well,such as calming stormy
seas, dropping dowries into
the shoes of penniless maidens, and. saving children
from dire harm. He is now
the patron saint of the city
of Amsterdam.
All Dutch children believe
that Sinterklaas, as the
saint is now known, lives in
Spain, where he spends
most of the year recording
the behavior of all children
in a big red book, while his
servant Piet iPete l stocks
up on presents for the next
December 5. After mid-November, Sinterklaas mounts

his milk-white steed, Piet
swings the sack full of gifts
over his shoulders, and they
board a ship to sail for Amsterdam harbor and a formal welcome by the Mayor and prominent citizens
Then comes a fabulous parade through town, watched
live and on TV by people all
over the country.
At night Sinterklaas rides
across Holland's rooftops
and Piet distributes gifts
and candy — in exchange
for the hay or carrot which
children leave for the horse
in each little shoe that's left
by the fireplace.
A Sinterklaas present is
not a bit like an early
Christmas present. Dutch
tradition demands that all
packages be camouflaged in
some imaginative way, and
that each gift be accompanied by a fitting poem. For
the essence of Sinterklaas
is sheer fun — with kidding
expected between all ages
and social groups. Presents
are often hidden all over
the house — and those who
get them must be willing to
work hard for their surprise. The poems that come
with the gifts are expected
to play good-natured jokes
on the giftees and they
must be read aloud. Afterward, each person says a
loud "Thank you, Sinterklaas!" — which is indeed
the way the Hollander feels
about this merry and very
special Christmas festivity.

Easy Way to Say
Christmas Thanks
Here's an idea for a wonderful way for youngsters
to say thank-you for Christmas presents — and much
easier than persuading them
to write thank-you notes!
Get someone to take a
picture of the youngster
showing him or her holding
or using the gift. Then get
him to write just a few
words of thanks on a piece
of paper or the photo itself.
Grandma, or Uncle, is sure
;to be doubly pleased!

NESDAY
4 P.M.
deserves it!)
er Chef.

Although it has been said
there was no candle to light
the manger in the stable at
Bethlehem, still from early
times people have placed
tapers in windows to light
the way for the Christ
Child and welcome Rim.
In many countries, anyone coming to the door at
Christmastime was invited
to enter. For some believed
that Christ Himself would
appear at a house with a
candle, concealing his identity, to learn the extent of
their kindness.
Candles have inspired
men throughout the ages,
linking their bright glow
with the beauty of faith.
Research by Hallmark candle expert John Sinjem reveals that candles were
generally used at Christmastime as far back as the
11th Century. Until the 18th
Century they were made
primarily from tallow or
beeswax The latter was
preferred, as an emblem of
Mary's purity, for wax is
the product of virgin bees
Many persons believed that
bees came from heaven, and
it was not unusual for religious institutions to keep
swarms of them. According
to an early writer, the wax
represented Christ's body:
the wick, His soul: and the
flame His divine nature.
The religious symbolism
of the candle grew through
the centuries after early
Christians, huddled in the
damp chill catacombs of
Rome, used lighted candles
as a source of comfort.

Christmas shopping is a breeze — if
you give electric gifts. There are
dozens of electric appliances to
choose from (large or small), so
you're certain to find an electric
gift that's just right for everyone on
your Christmas list. And with just

e're singing out our warmest wishes
to you for a Holiday richly rewarding in good cheer and happiness.

Grecian Steak House
Hwy. 641

Phone 753-4419

New Candle Materials
In 1750 a substance from
the head of the sperm whale
was found to be superior to
tallow and beeswax. Later,
in 1850, paraffin wax was
developed and combined
with stearic acid to make
candles of the modern type.
Bayberry candles with
their delicate scent are especially popular at Christmas, and they are said to
bring good luck to the home
The bayberry candle is
uniquely American. Bayberry bushes grew in great
abundance in the new
world, and after learning to
extract the greenish wax
from the wild bayberries,
the Pilgrims used it to make
candles.

Scots Celebrate
Hogmanay, Day
Of First-Footing
What's Hogmanay? It's
the Scottish name for New
Year's Eve -- and first footing is what they call the
tradition that dictates Scottish hospitality for the New
Year celebration.
The first person to cross
the threshold of any house
on that occasion is supposed to do so bringing gifts
to his or her host — gifts of
food or coal, both tokens of
warmth and friendliness. In
return, the first-footer receives a drink.
But that's not all People
used to compete vigorously
for the honor of being a
first-footer, and ran races
from door to door. Their
hosts might or might not be
happy to welcome the visitors. If the first-footer were
a woman, it meant bad luck
for the year But it was good
luck if the first person
across the threshold were a
man, especially one known
to have been born feet foremost—still better if he happened to be dark rather
than fair.
Why the word Hogmanay? That's a mystery still
— similar words occur elsewhere, but origins are uncertain, at best.
HAN ON MISTLETOE
Mistletoe is almost never
one of the greens used in
church decorations, because
it has always been considered pagan, as the badge of
the Druid.

Please stay tuned. We're
channeled to transmit wishes to
you for the happiest Yule, yet! For
patronage you've shown . . . thanks.

TUCKER TV
SALES and SERVICE

1600 Dodson Avenue

Phone 753-2900

ADELLA, LTD.
107 S. 4th St.

°FAMOUS BRAND
LADIES'SHOES
THE BIG ONE

ENTIRE STOCK
ONE PRICE
ONLY

$

ONE PRKE

&meowItafrfry
eat,

gk

•Dress Shoes
•Pant Shoes
•Sport Shoes
•Evening Shoes
•Saddle Oxfords
•Boots
•Pant Boots

one stop at your appliance dealer's
store.
An electric gift will give years of
pleasure, years of convenience, and
years of satisfactory service. This,
Christmas, give the nicest gift you
can give — an electric gift.

VERY SPECIAL!

HOUSE SHOES

1$

00

ONE WEEK ONLY
ELECTRICITY
DOES IT BEST!

?Id

May the sweet joys
of Christmas fill the hearts
of you and yours, now and evermore.

Murray Electric System
401 Ohve Street
A

Phone 753-5312

641 SUPER SHELL
Pho.ne 753-9131
Hwy. 641 So. (Hazel Rd.) Murray

107 South 4th St., Downtown Paducah

LADIES' SHOES

Pr.
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Saint
Children's Art Carnival
Nicholas Creates for Christmas
hailed
By RICH SEELEY
Copley News Service

Nichola, i..niiterklaas1 riding in the Ani-ierdam
parade, after arriving by beat. His horse is always white,
said to be in memory of the white horse of Odin.
Photo courtesy Netherlands Information Service

We wish you the merriest Christmas Day'

COMPLETE AUTO REPAIR
103 N 7th

Phone 753-8868

gettWWLPA
(Sat a, gellit,
cud meny
Olaortad
Here, beneath the lamplight's glow,
we gather to joyously sing out, "Hello,"
To you and all those you hold dear,
a holiday Riled with lots of cheer!

Trotter Gulf Service
Phone 753-7171

y you and yours be greatly ',les.* by the
Adaspiritual
radiance

of Christmas. to -knoll,—
and serve you is our sincere pleasure.

THE COLLEGE SHOP
214 No. 15th

Phone 753-3242

He is a folk hero. Children
see him everywhere. But few
people know his story.
We asked second graders at
an elementary school about
their favorite Christmas
stories. They named stories
with heroes like Rudolf the
Red Nosed Reindeer, Charlie
Brown, Snoopy, the Grinch,
Frosty the Snowman, the Little Drummer Boy and the Littlest Angel. But there was no
mention of the fifth century
bishop who symbolizes the
spirit of Christmas giving
throughout the Western
World.
Somehow his story never
made it on television.
With all the well-used modern Christmas stories maybe
there is room for the littleknown story of St. Nicholas of
Myra.
It has been passed by word
of mouth from generation to
generation in Europe for almost 1,600 years.
St. Nicholas, who is known
as Father Christmas in England and Santa Claus in
America, was famous for his
generosity.
He was born to wealthy parents in 400 A.D. and grew up
in the city of Patara in Asia
Minor.
His parents died when he
was a young man and they left
him their entire fortune. He
could have settled down and
enjoyed all the things his
money could buy, but he
didn't. He could not be happy
with his riches while other
people lived in poverty. So he
spent his fortune and his life
helping others.
Whenever he heard that
someone needed money he
would give it to them. But he
did not want people to feel bad
because they had accepted
charity, so he always gave the
money secretly.
That tradition is carried on
even today. When Santa Claus
makes his rounds with toys
fcr children, he comes late at
night on Christmas Eve so no
one ever sees him as he leaves
presents under the tree.
Legend tells us that the first
time St. Nicholas gave a secret gift, he did it to save
three girls from slavery. He
heard that a poor man was
planning to sell this three
daughters into slavery because they did not have
enough money to marry anyone.
In those days, young ladies
had to have money before
men would even consider
marriage.
Late one night, St. Nicholas
went to the girls' home and
through an open window he
dropped a bag with enough
gold in it for one of them to be
married.
On the next two nights he
made secret trips to the
house. Each time he left a bag
of gold for one of the
daughters. And so the
daughters were all able to
marry.
St. Nicholas was as famous
for his courage as he was for
his charity_ He was never
afraid to stand-up to powerful
men when he knew he was
right. And he was never
afraid to help people in trouble.
Once, three innocent men
were sentenced to death by
the governor of the city of
Myra which was near St.
Nicholas' home in Patara.
The people of Myra had called
him to their city to be bishop
of their church.
When the bishop heard
about the three men he was
very angry because he knew
that the governor had been
paid by the enemies of the
three to pass judgment
against them.
St. Nicholas went to the
prison where the men were
being held. -You must free
these men," he told the prison
guards. "They are not
guilty."
The guard knew he was
right and so they released the
condemned men.
Boldy, St. Nicholas went
with the three to the palace of
the powerful governor. He
went up to the governor and
said,"How dare you sentence
these men to death and take
money from their enemies."
No one in Myra had ever
challenged the governor before. But the governor could
not look St. Nicholas in the eye
and deny that he had wrongfully convicted the men. He
had no choice but to admit
that the three were innocent.

C-1-IRiSTMAS REETiNqg
Just clashing

The Children's Art Carnival in Harlem, in New
York City, is a lively art
center teeming with activity—ringing with the sound
of children's voices, bursting with the color and form
of their creativity. Sponsored by the Museum of
Modern Art, it works with
about 750 children each
week, from kindergarten to
high school ages, as they
come to take lessons in
painting, collage, sculpture,
figure drawing, film making, and sewing. Some 45
public schools and 75 community organizations are
participating in the program of the center.
What the children paint
and create is directly related to their feelings about
themselves, their family,
and what goes on around
them. So it is natural that
the weeks prior to Christmas bring forth paintings
that show Santa Claus,
Christmas trees, snow
scenes, and so on. They also
make ornaments to hang on
their own Christmas trees
and decorations for the big
Christmas party — for example. the creche made by

Have You Ever
Seen a Galanty?
This was the old name
for the shows put on at
Christmas time by traveling entertainers, who projected shadow shows in
pantomime, using silhouetted figures, by means of a
magic lantern. The galanty
shows were projected on a
white sheet, or on the ceiling. But before long, magic
lanterns became cheap and
plentiful, so people had
them in their homes, with
an array of colored slides —
and this became a popular
home entertainment.
Now, many years later,
and in spite of the attractions of television, the lineal descendants of those
early magic lanterns continue to fascinate us. Who
hasn't seen a series of color
slides, usually the wellknown "pictures of our
trip," proudly shown by
photographer friends?

off to wish
a joyous
holiday
season
to all.

Dor-Mae Fashions
Dixieland Shopping Center

.
Casein and its makers, all three boys being students at
the Harlem Art Carnival. Their materials were doubleweight cardboard, paint, and glue. A bit of collage was
part of their technique in creating this traditional
Christmas decoration.
Photo from Harlem Art Carnival
the three teen-age boys
as possible This freedom of
shown in picture.
action seems to be a real
contribution to creativity.
At the Carnival, they
have discovered that the
The Executive Director of
most exciting art activities
the Carnival is Mrs. Betty
for young children are those
Blayton Taylor, herself a
where materials are availwell-known black painter,
able for the child to use as
who would like to see prohe wishes, with as little ingrams of this kind adopted
terference from the teacher
on a national basis

Phone 753-7441

lere's h
dri
whose pat
the C

Hutso
W. Railroad

ilere's hoping everyone, everywhere
enjoys a very happy holiday!

Saucy Bar-B-Que & Pancake House
1409 Main

Phone 753-7641

They Still Speak
Aramaic, The
Language of Jesus
In the village of Malula
in Syria, where the houses
of heavy native stone are
tinted blue, one would hardly notice the passage of time
since the birth of Christ,
over 2000 years ago. The
people have changed little,
in dress and habits, and
more importantly in their
speech. For It is here in
Malula, as well as in two
other villages in Syria, Jebadeen and Bakhaa, that
one can hear the Aramaic
language Christ used during His life on earth
Aramaic was spoken
throughout ancient Palestine, and the lands that are
now Jordan,Lebanon,Syria,
southern Turkey,and northern Iraq. But after the Arab
conquest of these lands in
the seventh century, Aramaic was gradually replaced
by Arabic. In Syria. only
those three villages, all in
the Qalamon valley not far
from Damascus, have preserved the ancient language
of Christ to the present day.
The population numbers
only a few thousand, twofifths of them Greek Orthodox, another two-fifths
Greek, and the rest Moslem.
Philologists of the University of Beirut tell us that
while the Aramaic dialect
of these three villages has
been intermixed with Arabic,the villagers would have
understood, and been understood by, Christ and the
people of His time.
Naturally, the people of
Ma'lula are very proud of
their Aramaic language and
take pains to keep it alive
and flourishing. Many families speak only Aramaic to
their children until the
youngsters are five years
old and must go to school,
where they learn Arabic,
the national language.
. Outside Syria. Aramaic is
spoken at Urmia, In Turkey
. by the Chaldean Catholics of Bartelle in northern
Iraq .. and by the villagers
of Malabar in southwestern
India. And Aramaic is still
used in the liturgy of certain churches which began
in the Middle East, such as
the Marionites and Syrian
Orthodox groups.

Jbr

CMUSIMA
As an expression of our thanks and

GIFT-GIVING VARIES
In most European countries, families give presents
either on St. Nicholas' Day,
December 8, or on Christmas Eve, or at Epiphany —
January 6 Only the English
and Americans customarily
choose Christmas Day itself
for gift-giving.

SYLLARUB„4NYONE?
That popular holiday party drink known as eggnog Is a modern version of
an old English drink called
syllabub, which was a spiced
mixture of wine and milk.

REONGS.
good will, we are extending to all our
friends and neighbors our very best wishes
for a joyous and memorable Yuletide season.

GUY SPANN REALTY

901 Sycamore Street

Phone 753-7724
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POWs never have a nice (Christmas)day
By FRANK MACOMBER
Copley News Service

diere's hoping that all of you
whose patronage we value so highly enjoy
the Christmas season to the fullest.

Hutson Chemical Co.
W. Railroad Ave.

Phone 753-1933

how they will be delivered to
the prisoners by Christmas
day.
Additionally, religious leaders and clergymen of all denominations across the nation
are being asked to conduct
Christmas prayers among
their congregations for the
prisoners and those missing in
action.

"What can we do at Christmas time but pray for them .
and their return to their families if they are alive?"
The question was a sad one,
uttered by Thomas Nellist, director of Concern For POW's,
Inc., an organization dedicated to learning the true
"There is no guarantee that
story of what has befallen
even the single packages and
nearly 1,800 Americans either
letters will be delivered,"
held as war prisoners in North
Nellist emphasizes. "All we
Vietnam or listed as missing
can do is pray that they will
in action.
be The only indication that
For the families and friends
there might be Christmas deof these men, Nellist can offer
liveries is the recent Commuas a Yuletide hope only the
nist edict that packages now
continuing efforts of the orgamay weigh up to six pounds.
nization to break the stubborn
Previously they had been Limsilence of the Communists in
ited to 2.2 pounds."
Hanoi.
Nellist says his organization
"Sadly, there can be no nais "most gravely concerned"
tionwide effort this year to
over the cloak of secrecy sursend Christmas packages to
rounding the 1,400 Americans
American prisoners of war,"
about which the Communists
Nellist said in an interview.
refuse to talk.
"A deluge of packages or even
"We now have proof that
letters simply angers the
there are many more war
Communists. The result is
prisoners in the camps than
that the prisoners receive
the 400 listed by Hanoi," he
none of them."
explains. -Many of the men
This year, Nellist says, the
not on the list of 400 are known
wives or parents of known
to be in prison camps. We
war prisoners are being
have seen photos of them. Yet
asked to send a single sixthe Communists refuse to
pound Christmas package to
confirm that they are even
Hanoi, along with a single
alive.
letter, in the hope that some"It is only realistic to as-

some, however, that many of
those still listed as missing in
action are dead. The great
task before us is to find out
how many of the missing actually are prisoners and how
many have died."
Because of the Communists' consistent refusal to allow the American Red Cross
to inspect their prison camps,
there will be no new inspection requests for the Christmas holidays, Nellist says.
"It would be a wonderful
Christmas gift for many
American families at home,"
he concedes. "But it is hopeless at this time to ask again
for a Red Cross inspection and
an accurate check of war
prisoners and those missing.
Hanoi simply won't talk about
it."
The brightest glimmer of
hope, in Nellist's view, is that
when Hanoi eventually liberates American war prisoners,
many more than 400 are likely
to return home.
Yet against this grim backdrop, even the birthday of a
seven-year-old boy can be a
saddening event, according to
Nellist.
"The other evening we attended the birthday party of a
little fellow who was born after his father was captured by
the North Vietnamese," he

recalls. "Everybody tried to
make it a happy occasion for
the boy, and for his mother,
too. But 1 can't believe that
anybody was not saddened
when they went away."

A bit of Good Cheer
we're sending
'specially your

Preparing a package for
American war prisoners,
even for wives or relatives

way. A Happy
Season to you,

who know them, is a problem
in logistics, according to
Nellist.
-Most of the prisoners seem
to want ketchup and peanut
butter and things like that,"
he points out.'The problem is
to pack as many of these
items into six pounds as possible. Until the weight limit
was raised, it was almost impossible to send enough items
to make the package a palatable one.
"Now there is more hope
that the packages, if they
reach the prisoners, will
brighten their days a little."
Tom Nellist and members
of his family will celebrate the
birth of Christ with all the joy
and enthusiasm they can
muster. Yet over their holidays will hang the shadow
cast by the plight of so many
Americans for whom the Yule
season will bring no joy.
"All we can do now is pray
and hope that the prayers will
be answered," Nellist says.
"And that we all must do."

to yours,
to all,
we merrily say.

ci

Campus Casual Shop

100 No. 15th Street

Phone 753-2895
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Old Pagan Iraditions
Still Iloilor 12th Night
Twelfth Night is the popular English name for the
Feast of the Epiphany,
which falls on January 6.
just 12 days after Christmas. The word "Epiphany"
comes from a Greek word
meaning "appearance," usually used in reference to
the appearance of a deity
in visible form.
The earliest reference to
the festival, according to
the editors of the Encyclopedia Americana, was in the
later years of the 2nd Cen-

tury, when Clement of Alex-

(Day
the spirit
of the
Christmas
season linger on
and brighten all your days.

South Central Bell
Telephone Co.
Phone 753-9011

604 Olive Street

its date coincides with
many ancient pagan customs, it was often celebrated with strange ceremonies
In which those customs mingled with Christian rites.
Some of these old ceremonies still exist in parts of
Europe, where fixed rituals
may have origins, often
with an overlay of magic,
that are lost in the past.

Up-Helly-Aa Is Norse

Viking costumes, complete
with high horned helmets,
tow a huge 30-foot Norse
longboat through the town,
In a torchlight procession...
then the boat is set ablaze
on the beach.

Arrival of the Magi

Haxey Hood Game

In the West, however, the

means "end of the holiday,"
indicating that the event
comes some time after
Christmas, actually at the
end of January.
The ceremony itself is
very dramatic,since it takes

,

1:Acr

We

'
welcome this opportunity

to thank all our customers
for their fine support.

Just Received!!
In Time For
CHRISTMAS
Bulova Accuquartz
for Men
all our
wishes
,reson.

vo Mini Accutron
for Ladies
tottatiNete

Furches Jewelry

TY

e 753-7724

113 So. 4th Street
Murray, Kentucky

tetteet

liii

•

1.64?)CZAO"Of7At44
"* a. el

ROBERTS' REALTY
505 Main Street

Phone 753-1651

4111

TRENHOLM'S RESTAURANT
1206 Chestnut

Phone 753-2997

place at night, by torchlight. Men in the old wild

Haxey is a place in Lincolnshire, where they still
play this famous old hood
game, on January 6. Its origins hark back to pagan
times, and the "hood" itself is thought to represent
the head of a bull.
In the game. 13 men take
part, one called the "fool,"
another the "lord," and the
eleven others, "boggins." A
two-team scrimmage takes
place, the object being for
each man to succeed in
placing a folded canvas
hood into a particular goal,
one after the other. The
very last hood, the 13th,
called "The Haxey," has to
be fought towards the final
goal -- an inn where there
are drinks for all

Wassailing the Trees

ettatteteettottettttecetttee

MO11

Hearty
Christmas
Greetings

The world is
bright and
gaily
decked..
Christmas
has come.
Spend it in
joy and in peace.

Still celebrated in the
Shetland Islands is an old
Viking ceremony known as
"Up-Helly-Aa" The name

andria, in Egypt, spoke of
certain Christians observing the 6th of January in
memory of the baptism of
Jesus. The actual date
seems to have been chosen
in order to rival some of the
Popular pagan festivals of
that day.
By the beginning of the
4th century, orthodox
Christians in the East were
observing the festival as a
triple celebration. It became
an all-inclusive feast, honoring the birth and baptism
of Christ, and His first miracle at Cana of Galilee.

particular commemoration
assigned to Epiphany was
the visit of the Magi During the Middle Ages, the
Epiphany festival was widely observed by the performance of miracle plays in the
churches about the Three
Kings or Magi. Particularly
in England, the day was
marked by dramatic productions, though not neces sarily religious ones, and
this custom sui vived into
the Elicutbethan period.
Shakespeare took the popular name of Twelfth Night
for his play of that title,
which was written to be
performed on that date
Since Epiphany concludes
the Yuletide festivities, and

&u,sA2Atzt

This unusual torchlight
ceremony still is observed
in certain parts of England
on January 17, which is the
date of "old 12th Night." It's
another survival from very
ancient times, when prayers
were made to the god of
trees and fruit.
A glass of cider is thrown
on the trunk of an old apple
tree, while toast soaked in
cider is fastened to the tree
branches. Then guns are
fired through the branches,
while the old invocation, or
prayer to the tree, is sung.
Once the evil spirits have
been frightened away by
the guns, says the old tradition, one can settle down
to the business of drinking
cider— a real "wassail."

Christmas Dinners in

The Good Old Days
How many people today
could manage such a menu
as this one" Here it is, right
out of the diary of a Dixie
plaIntation owner:
had for dinner oyster
besides boiled mutton,
ham, boned 'turkey, wild
ducks, partridges, plum
pudding, sauterne, burgundy, sherry. and Madeira"
And what gourmet cook
would care to cope with this
one? It was served to
hearty -eating miners in the
Rockies in 1858. After oysters and pork, which were
conventional "openers," the
menu went on to elk, antelope. buffalo "smothered"
and grizzly bear a la mode.
In addition, there was Black
Mountain squirrel, prairie
dog, and mountain rats -followed with swans,cranes,
and quail -- - the whole lot
accompanied by wines.
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IT'S EASY

Just Dial A
Friendly, Experienced
Ad-Visor at . ..

WANT-ADS

To Place Your
Ledger & Times...
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753-191
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Answer to Yesterday's Puzzle

Crossword Puzzle

0012 MOM OMB
ORO OM000 MOO
OGIO =MOO MOO
MOM MOOR
020O GOO MOO
GOO MOM 2OOMO
BOOM WOMOO
DOWD COO MOO
MOO OMO MOMO
BOOM GOO
mon GOMM MOM
CIOU COMO 01212
OM 60000 MOO

5 Al.ohilt

ACROSS

6 Legal seal
(ab&)
7 Exclamation
8 Dine
9 Blemish
10 Lawmaking
body
11 One who
believes in a
personal God
13 Church council
16 School dance
19 Seasoning
21 Man's name
22 Locations
25 Dinner course
27 Body of
soldiers
30 Is defeated •
32 Harvests
34 Amount owed
36 Pursue

1 Explosion
6 Clayey earth
11 More beloved

12 Forms

14 Latin
coniunction
15 Retain
17 Man's
nickname
18 Possessive
pronoun
20 Challenges
23 Sunburn
24 Soaks up
26 Bracing
medicine
28 Preposition
29 Test
31 Went
automoPile
33 Lump of
earth
35 Withered
36 Folded
39 fora
42 Pronoun
43
the
account of
45 Quarrel
46 Girl's name
48 Take
unlawfully
50 Transgress
51 Indefinite
amount
53 Bound
55 A continent
(abbf )
56 Kite
59 Dippers
61 Subiect
discourse
62 Haste

by

1

7

3

Uprising
Food program
Showered
Small stoves
Caudal
appendages
47 Oriental nurse
49 Jump
..6
7
A
37
38
40
41
44

I

9

10
13

eharge

iA2

1A

I

20

16 I •
I

17
111

IMINIMI"
7,
111. I
I
Id.4 1
n3, a Mg
.•11111
liMMIIII3s
XII
..
18

1
'

1

40 41

al39

1.9

'

1N 55

'53
•

DOWN
1
2
3
4

52 Compass
_
point
54 Initials of
34th President
57 Pruners
measure
58 Symbol for
tellurium
60 French article

Wagerer
Note of scale
Wooden vessel
So.

MI
S'andic In. Inc

FOR SALE

COOKING
IS FUN

FOR SALE

FOR SALE

FOR SALE

BUFFET SUPPER
Spoon Bread
Baked Ham
Green Peas Stuffed Mushrooms
Cookie Bars
Fruit Compote
STUFFED MUSHROOMS
Toasted walnuts add elegant
flavor.
1 pound large fresh mushrooms
112 to 14
6 tablespoons butter
1/4 cup minced onion
1/2 cup soft bread crumbs
1/2 cup chopped medium-fine
toasted walnuts
3/4 teaspoon salt
1/8 teaspoon pepper

Christmas Trees
:

Adjustable SHELVES, BOOK
CASES and STEREO STANDS

*Cut Green * Flocked * Live

:Wreaths & Centerpieces

Many

Murray Nursery Co.
On Highway 121

Rinse, pat dry and trim
(Mayfield Hwy.)
stems of mushrooms. Remove
and chop stems - makes about A
I cup, reserve caps. In a me- REGISTERED IRISH setter
dium saucepan melt butter. male I year old. Phone 328-8275,
Brush outside of caps with Sedalia.
D22P
some of the butter; set in a
shallow buttered baking dish. ARC REGISTERED beagle
To remaining butter in sauce- puppies. Hunting stock or expan add onion and reserved cellent pets. $25.00 each. Phone
chopped mushroom stems; 753-9773.
D2IC
saute 5 minutes. Add crumbs,
walnuts, salt and pepper; mix 8.x45' TRAILER valued at $1400,
well. Spoon stuffing (about 1
will sacrifice. See at 10 miles east
tablespoon for each ) into the on 94,
1 2 mile past 1551, or write
mushroom caps. Bake in a
Box 513 Univ. Sta.
D23P
preheated 350-degree oven
about 20 minutes. Makes 6 to 7 1964 FORD GALAXIE XL. Motor
servings-2 mushrooms per and transmission like new.
Phone
portion.
753-6637.
TFC

BLONDIE
ARENT YOU
EvEw GOING TO
KISS ME
GOOD NIGNT?

GEE I DIDN'T
REALIZE
THAT GAME
LASTED
SO LATE

71 Datsun 510,
$1795.00.

-grrti!-•

SALE

Styled to
tit today's stereo
market The contemporary
touch in home entertainment centers.
The luxurious look of wood captured in steel
to create a clean, rich appearance in any setting.
Walnut woodgrained shelves and posts.

Pianos & Organs
BALDWIN
KIMBALL
We've got the finest
selection and best prices.

Pianos & Organs
Paducah, KY
Ph. 443-6453

: NEVER
&UN'
0Ea:

CALL
About Our
mo
i

Aluminum Sheets

p,

256 each

air -

BEATLE BAILEY
I CAN'T STAND
LOP-5I2E0 MEATE4A1.15

i011 LAE
THE vi•AY
IT
TASTES,
DON'T

The Ledger & Times
103 N. 4th Street
Murray, Ky.
Phone 753-1916
WANT TO BUY

HOW DID YOUR DOG
MAKE OUT AT THE
DOG SHOW?

THEY TIED ONE ON HIM
TO KEEP HIM QUIET

HE GOT A
RiESBON

..."1-LAW„,
/54/34
,
•

•101

or, 000.,
00.d0 100..

LIL' ABNER
A MAN WHO HAS
SENT HUNDREDS
TO THE CHAIR
ISKIT SQUEAMISH
ABOUT GRINDING
URA LW PIG-

Sob!!- I CAN'T DO IT
EITHER. WE'LL NEVER
KNOW WHAT IS THE.
ONE INGREDIENT
THIS PIG HAS-

VO'ALREADY
KNOWS,YORE.
HONOR-

69 VW, good e
65 Mustang, •
63 Chevy, 4 di

Murr

Posts, plus Antique Black
Finials, Cornices, Panels, Floor

South 12th

Guards and Hardware.
1969 TWO door 01
ovver brakes,
conditioned, radi
good tires, exce
Phone 753-3431.

TV SERVICE CENTER

NICE BUT cheap, 1967-10'x52'
Regents mobile home. Central
gas heat with air. Phone 753D21C
E852

FISH NET
Corner of 4th & Elm

71 Vega, clean

Woodgrain Steel
4-36" Antique Black Steel

CONRAD'S

Choose from tropical
fish, Gerbils, Guinea
pigs, Parakeets, mice,
turtles.

72"1"ix30"Fix16"D

G71225

10"x30" Antique Red

includes bench & delivery

6198wv

71 Datsun 510,
roof, $1695.00.

Model 5E105

Prices Start at
'444"

Give a Gift
That Lives

4, ir

71 Datsun Statio
from

24"Wx30"Hx16-0

G31225

For Christmas

THE PHANTOM

72 Datsun Pick-

Phone 753-5787

ARC REGISTERED German
,shepherd puppy, female, black
and silver, 7 weeks old. Phone
D21C
753-8351.

____.."--N......_

72 Datsun Steil
combination, if
$2,395.00

HOME ENTERTAINMENT
CENTER

t481BetataieWfilaM10111eMifit4101MMIW

.01.,.....,......,..,....„.........,....
t..

1

New

Models to Choose From in Many Colors

GIVE A wig for Christmas. Only
4 left. All brunette. $25.00 each.
D21NC
Call 753-0961.

e4"
AT Ir44L64 PA55-- THE czoir Amp ow.44,

AUTOS FOR

Poinsettias

(

A' I. de
4r
4
COME,QA67-A
AAN0-1-04ouio Barra'
MAt 7ttf BEST MAN WIN'

•

'
3

THAT MAKES ME FEEL)
LIKE A 573.01,
cx3

4.

FOR SALE

Central Shopping Center
91 ARGENTINE Mauzer, 300
Savage. Also electric range.
Phone 753-9050 between 4:00 a.m.
and 5:00 p.m.
D22P

elite)
HER

Phone 753-5865

tfnc

1971

HONDA CB100

FIREWOOD:-$6.-00 for rick on
ground. If delivered, $8.00 per
rick. Phone,437-4548.
D22C

• Two

Helmets
KNIT

One Used and One New

1971 HONDA SI, 100, runs good.
Fair condition. Phone 43E2236.
D22C

Reg.

Great Christmas Gift!!

SEAMLESS ALUMINUM gutters
manufactured and installed by
Atkins Gutter Installation,
Murray, phone 753-8407 (Pr 7538992.
January25C

Now

MUST SELL!- $250.00

Phone 753-6213

TWO REGISTERED Cocker
Spaniel puppies, male, three
ionths old. Phone 489-2592. D22C
ARC BLACK toy poodle, 8 weeks
old. Bargain priced. Apricot line
bred, one year old. Will sell or
trade for antiques. Phone 7537941.
ITC

FOR SA

-?

;
..;

USED BALDWIN Spinet pianos.
Used Baldwin organs. Used
Baldwin grand pianos. Lonardo
Piano Company, across from
Post Office, Paris, Tenn.
D22C

BOUGHT WEEKLY
Monday through Friday at
my home on Highway 641, 3
miles south of Murray

LARGEST VARIETY of pistols
in Kentucky. No increase in
prices. Country Boy Stores,
Army Surplus, 9 miles from
Hopkinsville, Junction 117 and
164. Open Sunday until 4:00
11.111,
D22C

DOUGLAS SHOEMAKER
Phone 753-3375

PORTABLE TELEVISION, good
audition,$60.00. Phone 753:3655.
ITC

i
.
KINGS DEN _.
Men's Clothing

808 Che

...
Ill

_ Southside Shopping Center So. 12th Street
* FIRST LINE
* NAME BRAND

...

WI
Sizes 36

SAfp.m.
pt

_

SAVE 40%-50% Suits ., ,,
,,... . s. -_.,
,c0
0,
spo
6. s

Pants (Baggy too!)
ITItliltItlitilirfrrITITITIN,ITITITITITITI ri
Gourmet food at Piggy Bank
WHIRLPOOL WASHER and
Prices 10 a m. to 2 p.m..
dryer, harvest gold. Used 6
Monday thru Friday Meat, 3
vegetables and roll. $1.15,
weeks. Save $150.00. Phone 4742257 after 4:00 p.m.
D21C
Triangle Inn

753-4953
WANT TO BUY, used color TV BASSETT HOUND puppies. AKC
1947 FORD Ferguson tractor.
registered.
Also
ARC
registered
Antenna with mast and rotor
German shepherd puppies. Will THE BEST Frigidaire range, with plow, disk, and cultavors,
Call 436-2289.
D2ONC
make nice Christmas gifts. coppertone, with self cleaning also 2 seater go-cart. Phone 489Phone 753-6897.
D21C
D22C oven. Phone 753-8908.
021C 2156.
WANT TO BUY old furniture,
attic junk, or anything of value. GRANDFATHER CLOCK with
CREOSOTED POI,ES and penta CLEAN rugs, like new,so easy to
Phone 436-2135.
December28C Westminster chimes and moving treated lumber.
Also styrofoa do with Blue 1,ustre. Rent
lotion dial. A bargain at $335.00. logs for dock flotation. Murray electric shampikier El. Big K.
See it in the window at Town & Lumber
Company, 104 Maple • Retain)Shipping Center. D2:3C
Antique Clocks
Country Shop, 1304 Chestnut Street.
D20C
Street. •
D22C
Gill1:5 20" bii•ycle, excellent
We buy and sell old clocks,
ciindition,$20.00. Phone 753eases, works and parts
BALDWIN PIANOS and organs. itErri)NE FACTORY fresh 9385.
D2IC
Over 150 in stock. We
Rent hi purchase plan. !Amara() hearing aid batteries for all
repair clocks. J & B Music
Piano Cl'Ii
acriiss from make hearing aids. Walks
IONDA SI,7Q, shou bike u inner.
Center. 753-7575.
Post Office, Paris,Tenn.
D22C 1/rugs.
•
1121C
D'20C Call 753-9381.

tot 110

RED GIBSON
Zenith
bla
television.A1
television. Ph
THREE BEA
female germ
1/tonths old.
43E-5624.
THREE SP
bicycle, butt
banana seat,
needs is tie
4800.
THREE NE
two dutch g
diamond;
Call ( Benton

CHRI

on Fam
Compo
Morse;
to EWE.
discoun
25 year
payme

Why do you get a cold wire
when you haven't a cokr
Having a cokl is just one reason
for cokl sores. They can also he
caused by fever, sunshine,
physical or emotional stress.
Medical authorities say that althimgh cold sores generally
appear on the lips or around the
mouth, they could conceivably
appear anywhere on the skin. If
cold sores don't heal within Ill
days, better we a doctor.

HOT COMB

Guaranteed *
*
*Perfect for Long Hair *
Side
I Barber Shop re
105 N. 15th
41
**********1
re

West

HOLSTEIN CALVES
I Irive
less a

- BULLS or HEIFERS

From 1 Week to Weaning Age
For Further Information

Phone 489-2161
-

After 5:00 p.m.
*e'

DIS
Haz

Lit
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AUTOS FOR SALE

AUTOS FOR SALE

New Car Trade-Ins
72 Datsun Station Wagon, air conditioner, radio & tape
combination, vinyl roof, rack, oversized tires, like new.
$2.395.00
72 Datsun Pick- Up,7,000 actual miles,Save $$$$
71 Datsun Station Wagon,automatic, $1795.00, 2 to choose

from.

71 Datsun 510, 4 door sedan, 4 to choose from, 2 with air,
$1795.00.
71 Datsun 510, 2 door, automatic, air conditioner, vinyl
roof, $1695.00.
71 Vega, clean car, $1395.00.

Cail
753-1916

•

•••••1114110111104,004104141411411414,00011101111111111004,1100

LOST & FOUND

I

•

LOST: BLACK leather purse, at
the Bake Sale in front of Big K,
Saturday. Please return keys,
drivers license and contact lens
ease if found to Gail Herndon,
D20C
phone 753-2972.

NOTICE

NOTICE

NOTICE

N-0-T-I-C-E
TVs and Stereos are sold in drug stores, discount and
variety stores and even dry goods stores . . .

IF YOU can't find anything to
give your family for Christmas,
why not try giving cablevision?
Rest assured it will be very much
appreciated. Sign up before
December 22 and receive your
installation for only 99 cents, Call
Murray Cablevision at 753-5005
D22C
today.

BUT.. .

Where and When can you get service on them?
Be a wise Buyer and ask about your service!

TV SERVICE CENTER

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY
HEALTH CLUB and figure
control studio. No investment
necessary. Operating capitol
needed. Interested parties phone
D26NC
753-2962.

Phone 753-5865

Central Shopping Center

"We Service What We Sell"

FOR RENT
e
,
REAL ESTATE FOR SALE
FURNISHED APARTMENT, T.
0 197,
,
U noer3 Few,. S.r.d.cote
Si6C-9
living room, kitchen, bathroom ,
ti5 Mustang, automatic, nice car $695.00.
BY OWNER; four bedroom
with shower and bath. One or two IIMV EARS ARE BURNING loo, SENATOR, DO
,home, with large den, large
ApartZimmerman
bedrooms.
$295.00.
63 Chevy, 4
401) SUPPOSE THAT NIXON IS ALSO PLANNIN6 private patio, large utility room,
ments, South 16th Street, 753Hwy. 641 North
Almo, Ky.
TO REORGANIZE US?
maple cabinets, dishwasher,
J14C
6609.
Phone 753-0880
garbage disposal. Close to Carter
SERVICES OFFERED
BEAUTIFUL spacious Valarah
SERVICES OFFERED
and Middle Schools. Priced to
For: • AWNINGS • UNDERPENNING
Lee Apartments, S. 16th. Unsell Bank loan available to right
furnished,- modern. 2 bedroom.
person. Phone 753-1822 days, or
Paris, Tenn. 753-6342 nights.
• PLUMBING • PARTS • COLEMAN,
Carpeted, dishwasher, No Joints 1
TFC
Phone 753-7114
South 12th
refrigerator, stove, garbage No Leaks
DUO-THERM & INTERTHERM
disposal, air-conditioned. $150.00
\ per month. 753-3865 or 753FURNACES PARTS
4974.
D20C
1971 PONTIAC' Grand Prix
owner
Paint
one
Enamel
Olds
98,
On
1969 TWO door
White 5" Aluminum Baked
It has become essential for Mobile Homes to be
apartment. Fully
power brakes, steering, air- Sharp!! Low mileage, all power. 1 or 2 bedroom
tied down. See us for.
By Owner: 3 bedroom
Painting!
Phone 753-8818 or 753-9997. D27C furnished, available. , January 1,
Needs
Never
conditioned, radio. Low mileage,
brick near shopping
1973. Embassy Apartments. Call
good tires, excellent condition. 1959 FORD, four door. Good
HURRICANE STRAPS and ANCHORS
center and elementary
TFC
753-6127.
753-4331
or
753020C transportation, $90.00. Phone
Phone 753-3431.
school, has carpeting,
D22C HOUSE NEAR college, with
0944 or 436-5800.
large tile bath and
rooms and kitchen for several
shower, garage, patio,
girls. Second semester, $140.00
FOR SALE
fenced backyard, paved
FOR SALE
each. Phone 753-9773.
D21C YOUNG'S SEPTIC Tank Service. GENERAL HOUSE wiring.
drive, kitchen equipped
We clean septic tanks, grease Installation or rework. No job too
with
range,
I 11i
FURNISHED APARTMENT, traps, all kinds of waste big or too small. Call for estimate
refrigerator. garbage
living room, bedroom, bath and disposals. Phone Mayfield 247- 436-2159, Jim.
January4P
disposal, dishwasher.
December21C
kitchen. Private entrance and 7048.
Utility equipped with
drive. Utilities paid. Couples
washing machine.
BULLDOZER WORK, trucking,
only. Phone 753-5619.
D21P FREE ESTIMATE on septic tank also bank gravel, fill dirt and
Phone 753-5763 or 753installation. Phone 753-7850. TFC topsoil. Phone Hardin, 354-8138,
1323.
TWO BEDROOM house, 104
TFC
or 354-8161 after 5.00 p.m.
North 9th Street. Key at 102 North PIANO TUNING and Repair.
4 ACRES at New Concord; five
91h. Write Harding C. Williams, Jfrry Cain, 753-8712. Registered
The City of Murray is accepting applications for the
bedrOoni brick veneer hbuse, all
236 Locust, Mononk, Illinois craftsman Piano Technician
electric, insulated, air conposition of Building Inspector. Application forms may be
TFC
61760. Owner may be contacted at Guild.
ditioned. wall to wall carpeting,
Holiday Inn the afternoon of 27
Polyester & Cotton
KNIT SHIRTS
obtained at the City Clerk's office, City Hall Building.
carport,garage, utility, Priced to
December or morning of 28 JOHN'S REPAIR Service.
SHIRTS
sell.
Call
for
appointment,
Gardie
December,
D21C Plumbing-electrical-rOofing and
Reg. 19.95
Jones 436-2353.
D26P
Reg. '6.50 & 17.00
carpentry. Phone 753-.5897 days or
TWO
BEDROOM
8'
wide
trailer,
TFC
753-7625 nights.
Now $800
$500
located within walking distancE
BEAUTIFUL LOT for immediate YOU CAN drive a few miles and
Now
of college. Phone 753-5375. D21C
building, Sharp St. near city park save a few dollars on furniture at
If You
HELP WANTED
shopping center, city, school Uncle Joe's Dover,Tenn. D21P
- 1 RACK
TWO BEDROOM trailer,
hospital, university. Phone 606baths, central heat and air. Fox MALE or FEMALE; positions
549-2494.
TFC
FREE
Please Phone
Meadows Trailer Court. Couples open for full time day, full time
ESTIMATE
only. Phone 753-2744.
D21C night. Must be neat clean and 18.
Your
163 ACRES near
Sizes 36 to 46
OFF
Apply in person 2:00-5:00 p.m.
pit, timber, tobacco barn, stock
.1
10'x52' LIBERTY Trailer, all Monday, Tuesday and Wedbarn, rental house, pasture, and
electric. Near University. Phone nesday to Mr. Dailey at Burger
corn
tobacco,
crop land, dark fire
474-2257 after 4:00 p.m.
D21C Chef.
753-0961
D20C
Uncle Willies Trading
base, only $26,000, call owner,
Post extend the Seasons
Murray, Ky.1ONE BEDROOM furnished
If No Results:
Mayfield 247-7132 or 247-1285. TFC
808 Chestnut
81041(AAIERICARD
Greetings and heartfelt
apartment, living room and
Phone
KELLY'S TERMITE and Pest
thanks to our many
ererreett
lul 110 tett It
kitchen. Private bath and enMUSIC
Control, phone 753-3914, 100 South
customers
and
friends
trance. Couple preferred.. All
13th Street. "Every day you
RED GIBSON guitar with case. CABLEVISION INSTALLATION utilities
throughout the year:
furnished. 411'2 South 8th
Before 5:00 p.m.,
Pianos-Organs
white
and
*lay lets bugs have their
Zenith
black
wishing you a Merry
for only 99 cents. What an out- Street. $70.00 per month. Phone
TFC
way."
a
television.Also one color console standing Christmas gift for your 753-8294.
and
.1 Christmas
See why more people buy
Then
D20C
Wurlitier than any other
television. Phone 753-2748. D21C family. Call Murray Cablevision
prosperous and happy
Monthly Starting
Sales-Service Rental
piano
After 5:30 p.m. and
New Year, We apat 753-5005 before Dec. 7/ and
FOR ALL your additionsPurchase Practice piano and
Salary
representa
poration.g
ae 21a
S
Music center,
J&B
r
studios
preciate
THREE BEAUTIFUL golden tan take advantage of this exciting
remodeling, residential or
Until 6:30 p.m.
Murray, Ky 753-7575. - Two representatives to
female german shepherds, 3z offer.
1J22C
commercial. New or old. Free
corGarton & luta
months old. Reasonable. Phone
estimates. Call 753-6123.
TFC
A
1 and over,
Hutson
•
D21P
TUNING -RepairPIANO
436-5624.
WEIMARANER puppies, ARC
•
resident.
No
established
"•••
rebuilding. Prompt expert serD22C
753-4647.
Phone
litter.
overnight travel. Our plan
SPECIALIZES IN WOOD
THREE SPEED Roadmaster
vice. 15 Years experience. Rebuilt
THE RED Geranium Christmas
AND
includes group hospital and
bicycle, butterfly handle bars,
pianos for sale. Ben W. Dyer,
botique, located 2 miles West of
CARD
$50.00;
OF
THANKS
COMPOSITION
ROOFING
SUITE
life insurance, coverage for
Murray, Kentucky. Phone 753banana seat, hand brakes. All it BEDROOM
Barkley Lodge on Hwy. 68 will be
$50.00; Coucn, $50.00.
you and your family. Also
OOPER CONSTRUCTION CO 8911.
December28C
needs is new tube. Phone 753- Dinette Set,
We would like to thank those open from 10:00 a.m. to 8:00 p.m.
AUTO
WESTERN
condition. Phone: 753vacation
plan.
good
and
pension
All
Building and remodeling.
D21C
4800.
who were such a great comfort to daily for those who wish to give
D22C
Must be able to assume
3234
ATTENTION CHURCHES: like
Phone 354-6567
of
Home
us during the short illness and the most discriminating of giftresponsibility. Contact Mr.
new -Hammond Organ. Save
641 PET SHOP. Specials on fish-I
D22NC
passing of our loved one. Ti
from
Dec.
20
THREE NEW handmade quilts: tanks, supplies, fish and birds,
Smiley,
Wed.
The
Wishing
VISITS FROM Santa Claus, $800.00-phone 618-745-6195. D23C
Well
floor
the
2nd
Houston
and
Hugh
star
81
'UNCLE JOE'S Discount, Dover
two dutch girls; light (
1 p.m. to 7 p.m, at Mid
Christmas Eve only, $3.00 per
toy Poodle puppies and Cockers.
nurses, we say many thanks for Tenn., has over 99,000 items,
diamond; sailboat, $25.00 each. Phone 753-1862 or 753Towner Motel Murray.
visit. Forfurther information
concern shown mania and to including fire works, of all
D21NC
Call 1 Benton)527-8819.
December23C TWO BEDROOM trailer, newly
Music Lessons
D21C
phone 753-3805.
9457.
the family.
kinds.
D21P
decorated and carpeted. Phone
Professional teachers of
To Revs. Jack Jones
Piano, organ, voice, guitar,
753-2748.
D21C IF YOU want help deciding on a
band
and
accordion, drums
words of
Christmas gift for your family
instruments J & B Music
consolation will always be GERALD WALDROP wishes his
7S3Center, Murray, Ky
GARAGE APARTMENT, $75.00 Murray Cablevision is at your
7575
remembered. To the choirs of many: friends and customers a
per month, water furnished. service. Sign up for Cablevision
1.4icust Grove and Poplar Spring Merry Christnias and a Happy
receive
22
and
December
before
Phone 753-7681.
D21C
D20NC
Baptist Churches. Mrs. Gale New Year.
your Installation for only 99
SITUATIONS WANTED
- SPECIAL DISCOUNT PRICES Churchill
Max
Vinson,
and
to
the
Cablevision
at
Murray
cents.
Call
ALL ELECTRIC 10'x50' two
Funeral Home, we appreciated
D22C
on Famous Morse and Electrophonic Console and bedroom mobile home, nice lot, 753-5005 today.
the comfort you gave us with the
good
$70.00
per
neighborhood.
Component Stereo Sets
excellent singing and the commonth. Also one smaller mobile
Young man, 33. married with
petent service.
Morse automatic sewing machines discounted from $50.00
family;--seeking employment
home, 2 bedrooms, $45.00 per SEMI-DRIVERS needed. Local
Most of all, to those who sent
in Murray area. Born and
to $100.00 & Hallmark sewing machine cabinets, also
company's
need
Certified-Semimonth. Phone 489-2595.
D21C
raised on Murray Must be
food,
flowers, cards,called at the
discounted.
Drivers. Earn $300-$400 per week. Chestnut St.
Murray
steady at reasonable wage
Gift Suggestions
funeral !ionic, and remembered
Money will be paid to lob
No
experience
necessary,
will
down
machines.
No
25 year guarantee on all new sewing
eat Baskets
con.
replies
All
accepted
us in prayer, we say a special
HORSE TRAILERS for rent and train. For application call 317lidential Write P.O Boa 145,
payment and easy monthly terms on any item in our store.
Dog sweaters, collars
-thank
bless
you.
sale at 641 Super Shell, Murray, 636-2675, or write Coastway 7,MALL WORLD ELECTRONICS
you."
God
Clawson, Mich.
bones, toys
Charlie KO lair(' and
Kentucky. Phone Max at 753American Systems. P.O. Box
307 N. 4th 753-6091
YOU PAY NOTHING UNTIL NEXT YEAR.
ITC
9131.
ITC 11125, Indianapolis, Indiana.
TELEVISION
RADIO
SMALL APPLIANCE
AUCTION SALE
46201.
January25C
Corner of 4th & Elm
Drive a little and save a lot because you'll get the best for
SALES & SERVICE
FURNISHED APARTMENT.
ry Friday
\UCTIO
CAR
NSetE
SPECIALIZING IN CB &
PEST CONTROL
less at...
Near College. Phone 753-4723 or
RADIO REPAIR
night on Hwy. 641, three miles
753-5263.
D22C REAL ESTATE salesmen. Will
north of Paris. This week one of
Pay draw plus conunission. Must
the best real good loads from St. AVERAGE HOME sprayed for
NEW THREE bedroom brick have Kentucky license and be HAULING DONE; including Louis. Lots of old glass, china, $15.00. Six month guarantee. No
The only nickle cup
Ph. 492-8812
Hazel, Ky.
apartment, carpet, central heat available to start immediately. garbage in county. Lowest furniture, picture frames, silver, monthly contract required.
of coffee in town.
and air, range, disposal, washer Telephone 502-522-8765 or mail prices. Also newspapers from brass and iron. Lots more.
We Deliver And Service Anything We Sell
Phone 753and dryer hook up, large lot. resume to P.O. Box 329, Cadiz, residences hauled free, if bun- Auctioneers Shorty McBride-247i
The Ito ill Club
D20C and,Janies E.Travis-278.
.266.
D29C dled. Phone 753-7450.
January 1 IC
$150.00. Phone 753-7550.
ITC!7
TFC Ky. 42211.
69 VW, good economical car, $995.00.

rirtrairr„

teat-two

0

.Bill's Mobile Home Repair 2

door,

Murray Datsun, inc.

TEDFORD'S 1 901-642-7229
Seamless Gutter

Real Estate
FOR SALE

Cali Now for Lower Winter
Prices!!

Your Complete Mobile Home
Parts and Service Center

to It tot tt

HERB HELP
kride..vp
•

100
if
00
After
5 p.m.
fiormlow.-ww,
-14,L,11.1,..1.1 JJ

N-0-T-I-C-E

SHIRT SPECIAL

Papering
Painting
Canvas
Ceiling Tile

WINTER JACKETS
20%

Shop at Home

Kirksey, grx.vel

50%

:oo

01. WASHER and
rvest gold. Used 6
ye $150.00. Phone 474D21C
4:00 p.m.
D Ferguson tractor.
, disk, and cultawrs.
ter go-cart. Phone 489D21C
-ugs, like new,so easy to
Blue .Lustre. Rent
shampooer $1. Big K.
16'pang ('enter. 1)23C
20" bicycle. excellent
i. $20.00. 111111)e 753-

1)2W
biltliet
1)211'

LVES

753-1916

patronage.

Rent A New
Blue Luster
SHAMPOOER

yo

753-7278

Dr.

the

CHRISTMAS TRUCKLOAD STEREO
& SEWING MACHINE SALE

Harold Lassiter, yipur

Radio, TV &
Stereo

and

In-Store Repair on
All Brands
Murray Home
& Auto

Don't Forget
Your Pet at
Christmas!

Reward - 3500"

Dog or

FISH NET

to Weaning Age

DISCOUNT SEWING & STEREO CENTER
Of en from 9-8

ter 5:00 p.m.
-

Paper Carrier
First

'540 tos650

AME BRAND

SI. 7Q, show bike

a‘

Help Wanted

2th Street

9:181

alairoc GOA

Bill Houghton

FASHION MART

ng

Miss Your Paper

A\

Superior Exterminating
Coiiipany,

KENTUCKY
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Guards Shot While
Searching Suspect
At Kennedy Airport
NEW YORK( AP) — A young
man, taken aside after an airport X-ray machine spotted a
"questionable object" in his
briefcase, shot a sky marshal
and a customs agent today and
then was captured in a chase
the Kennedy Airport field,
an airport spokesman said.
An examination later showed
the attache case contained a
spiral notebook, according to
The sky marshal and the customs security man were reported in satisfactory condition at
Peninsula General Hospital in
Queens. They were shot when
the man grabbed one of their
guns, the spokesman said.
The hospital identified the
sky marshal as Anthony Petrucci Jr., 34, of Bloomfield,
N.J., and the customs man as
Gerald T. McCarthy, 41, of
Conimack, N.Y.
The young man was identified tentatively as Robert J.
Dobbelaer.
The airport spokesman said
Dobbelaer was preparing at
7:55 a.m, to board a flight for

San Juan at Gate 4 of the Pan
American World Airways passenger terminal when an X-ray
machine spotted what "appeared to have a questionable
object inside."
The agents then took the man
(room Gate 4 to another gate
without passengers, "where
they prepared to search him,"
the spokesman continued.
At that, he grabbed one
agent's gun and shot them
both, then ran onto the rainsoaked tarmac, the spokesman
said.
He also dropped the briefcase, the gun and other baggage he was carrying, according to a Pan American spokesman.
Two policemen from the New
York Port Authority airport
squad captured him.
One of the wounded men was
shot in the leg and the other in
the groin.
The Pan American sokesman
said that "at this point there is
no indication that the man was
a skyjacker or was carrying
any explosives."

Kentucky Roundup
PADUCAH, Ky. ( AP i—McCracken County residents have
voted not to extend a special 13-cent tax for 20 years.
The money would have been used by the school system to retire
a $1.9 million building indebtedness and to construct new school
facilities.
Tuesday's vote, the second rejection of the measure this year,
was 2,344 to 1,604.
School Supt. David Stewart had called approval of the tax
"critical" saying a veto of the levy could result in "a significant
loss of academic quality."
RICHMOND, Ky. (AP)--A 10-year-old Madison County boy
drowned Tuesday in a pond at Richmond.
Authorities said the victim, Benjamin Earl Turner, the son of
Mr. and Mrs. Bennie Turner of Richmond, and some friends went
to the • a d area to play and the Turner Boy fell into the water.
His • a y was recovered by the Madison County Rescue Squad.
LOUISVILLE. Ky.1 AP -The Louisville-Jefferson County Air
Board has received a 124,000 grant from the Federal A vation
Administration to analyze one of four sites under consideration
for construction of a proposed new Louisville-area jetport.
The grant will finance a more detailed study of a site south and
east of Simpsonville in Shelby and Spencer counties.
The board already has money to study the other sites selected
last October

People In The News
HOLLYWOOD( AP)—Bobby Sherman. a television and singing
star with a teen-age following, was married more than a year ago
and is the father of a newborn son, a teen magazine has disclosed.
Sherman has called a news conference for Thursday to explain
why he kept the marriage a secret. A spokesman for the singer
has confirmed the magazine's disclosures.
Sherman listed his age as 28 when he obtained a marriage
license in Ventura County to marry Patricia Camel, then 20, on
Sept. 26, 1971. The Roman Catholic ceremony was held at Encino.
The couple had a son, Christopher Noel, born at Hollywood
Presbyterian Hospital on Dec. 13.
Sherman was in the television series' Here Come the Brides"
and ''The Bobby Sherman Show." Cafol BeCk, editor of the
magazine Flip, said she had a copy of the Sherman marriage
license.

WASHINGTON (API—President and Mrs. Nixon will fly to
their Key Biscayne, Fla., home late today for the Christmas
holidays. The visit will mark the first time the Nixons have spent
Christmas Day away from the White House.
Press secretary Ronald Ziegler said Tuesday he did not know
when the Nixons would return to the capital. Normally, the chief
executive resumes work after the New Year's celebrations.
The President's daughters Tricia Cox and Julie Eisenhower,
and their husbands will celebrate Christmas Day in Geece.
HOLLYWOOD ( AP—Actress 7.sa Zsa Gabor has filed a 81.5
million breach of contract suit, saying she was "scandalized" Oy
the "racy" dialogue written for her in the movie "How to Seduce a
Woman."
Miss Gabor said in her suit she agreed to take the part if the
script were redone. She said that after she had appeared in a few
scenes she received a final version of the script in which the
dialogue was "improper, lurid, profane, objectionable and
vulgar."
Attorneys who filed the suit Tuesday for the actress said it
stopped filming by producer Charles Martin and Forward Films,
Inc. However, a spokesman for Martin said, "We didn't lose five
minutes of filming."
Miss Gabor seeks $5,000 for alleged breach of contract. $500,000
in general damages and El million for alleged conspiracy to
defraud.
WASHINGTON (AP )-.Former Prime Minister Eisaku Sato of
Japan is planning a private visit to the capital and will attend the
inauguration of President Nixon on Jan. 20.
Deputy press secretary Gerald Warren said on Tuesday that
Nixon wants to meet with Sato while he is here. Reports from
Tokyo indicated the meeting will take place on Jan. 17.

PUT
TO WORK FOR YOU
Vag

Funeral Services
Held At Benton
For Claynon Smith

Dr. Rainey T. Wells ...
U.S. Reports Loss Of Another
B-52 After Heavy Bombardment
(Continued from Page II

Funeral services for Claynon
Smitty 1 Smith of Benton,
SAIGON (AP) — The United
brother of Mrs. Lizzie Burkeen States kept up the war's heaviof Murray, were held Tuesday est bombardment of the Hanoiat two p.m. at the chapel of the Haiphong heartland of North
Filbeck and Cann Funeral Vietnam today and the U.S.
Home, Benton, with Rev. Max Command reported the loss of
Anderson officiating.
another B52 heavy bomber, an
Burial was in the Armstrong A7 fighter-bomber and seven
Cemetery in Marshall County. more fliers.
Smith,age 65, died Monday at
A report from Warsaw said
2:15 a.m. at the Benton three Polish sailors were killed
Municipal Hospital. He was a when U.S. bombers hit a Polish
retired restaurant operator.
cargo ship in Haiphong harbor.
Survivors are his wife, Mrs.
The admitted U.S. losses
Eulala Smith of Benton; two since the bombings began Monsons, J.B. Smith of Paducah and day rose to three B52s, two
Clifton P. Smith of Benton fighter-bombers, including one
Route Seven; two brothers, of the Air Force's $15-million
Levi Smith of
Hardin and swept-wing Fills, and 15 fliers
Tommy Smith of Calvert City; missing.
five sisters, Mrs. Burkeen of
Hanoi asserted two more
Murray, Mrs. Gertie Edwards
of Benton Foute Five, Mrs.
Victoria Hicks of Paducah, Mrs.
Suzie Davis of Little Cypress
community, and Mrs. Audie
(Continued from Page I)
Dismore of Calvert City; twelve
grandchildren; two twelve coaches in the south to
receive the "Distinguished
greatgrandchildren.
Service Award." He served for
eight years, from 1961 to 1969,
on the Kentucky High School
Athletic Association's Board of
Control and was president of the
association in 1968-69.
Before coming to Murray
High in 1928, Holland coached
for a year at Alm School.
Holland played football at
Murray High School, graduated
KANSAS CITY AP) — More
in 1923 and then attended
poison is entering former PresiMurray State Normal School
dent Harry S. Truman's blood
(now Murray State University)
stream, even though his kidney
where he also was a member of
output is greater, doctors said
the football squad as well as
today. He remains in very
basketball and baseball.
serious condition.
He installed the single-wing
At a 10 a.m. EST briefing,
offense at Murray High during
the hospital reported Truman
his first year of coaching duties,
was somewhat less responsive
and offense which is still being
during the night but that
used by Murray High teams.
around 9:45 a.m. he became
"An era in the history of
more alert. Doctors said his
Murray High School has come
over-all condition was unto an end with Holland's anchanged from Tuesday and that nouncement,"
City School
he remained very serious.
Superintendent Fred Schultz
A spokesman said Truman's
said.
kidney output for the past 24
"He has served the youth of
hours was 645cc. A hospital
most
this community in a
spokesman quoted Dr. Wallace
unique way," Schultz added.
Graham, Truman's personal
"His total commitment has
physician, as saying that more been to
the youth of this compoison is entering the blood munity and he has given of his
stream even though kidney out- time, talent,
and even financial
put is greater.
resources to build a well
His doctors have said that he rounded athletic program for
cannot last indefinitely with his the young people in
the Murray
kidneys
performing
in- community. Truly, he is a
adequately.
legend in his own time," Schultz
Truman's critical kidney said.
function improved slightly
Tuesday, but a spokesman for
Research Hospital and Medical
Center said the organs still
were performing with less than
10 per cent efficiency.
"He is on sort of a plateau,"
said John Dreves, the hospital
A 10-)ear-old Mayfield boy is
spokesman. "The doctors say a
person cannot stay this way in- dead and two Mayfield men
definitely ... They can't keep have been arrested as the result
them ( patients ) functioning ... orahlt-and-run traffic fatality
without adequate kidney func- about 3:30 p.m. Monday in south
Mayfield.
tion."
The 88-year-old Truman was
Dead is David Wayne Orr,
admitted to the hospital 16 days Jr., son of Mr. and Mrs. David
ago, suffering from lung con- W Orr, 809 South 8th Street,
gestion and bronchitis. His con- Mayfield, and grandson of Mrs.
dition deteriorated as com- Eufaula Orr Sanders of Murray'
plications of age contributed to Route Four. t.
the problems of damaged kidThe youth died about 8:30
neys and a weakened heart.
am). Tuesday in Western
Doctors have described his Baptist Hospatal in Paducah
condition as very serious for after being struck by a car at
thelast eight days.
Mayfield Monday afternoon.
Truman was reported comArrested in connection with
fortable and Dreves said, "He the case were H. C. Britt, Jr.,
is slightly elevated, he moves 24, of Mayfield, charged.as
his hands about and he follows being the driver of the car, and
people around with his eyes."
Kenneth Martin Arington, 22,
The failing kidneys were the resident of Sutton Lane,
major concern of Truman's Mayfield, alleged owner of the
doctors. Because of his wea- car.
kened heart and the hardening
With Britt driving the car, the
of his arteries, caused by age, two men allegedly left the scene
the kidneys were not receiving after the car struck the Orr boy
a sufficient supply of blood.
as he walked with two other
The 33rd president's daugh- companions near the corner of
ter, Margaret Truman Daniel, South 10th Street and Central
returned Tuesday to her New Avenue.
York home. Dreves said he did
The victim of the hit-and-run
not know whether she plans a
incident was carried to Comreturn trip to Kansas City.
Bess Truman, 87, visited her munity Hospital, Mayfield and
husband for about five hours later transferred to Western
Baptist Hospital in Paducah
Tuesday.
where he died earlier Tuesday
morning as result of injuries.
Mayfield police obtained a
description of the hit-and-run
car from the two witnesses at
the scene. The witnesses
described the car as a 1966
Some 30 per cent of the cars
black-and-maroon Pontiac.
now operating on the roads of
Shortly after the accident,
Sweden emit higher concenBritt was- arrested on a public
trations of harmful exhaust
drunkness charge as lie was
fumes than the limits set by
walking on West Broadway. At
law, according to a government report.
the time of Britt's arrest on the
The report proposes tighter
drunkness charge, the police
emission controls on massed
did not know he was connected
produced new cars to meet
with the incident.
emission limits established
Through police investigation,
for the type, continued emisthe hit-and-run car was consion tests on used cars and
nected with Arington, according
stricter rules for idling tests.
to Mayfield Police Chief Cletus

Holland . ..

TrumanRemains
In Very Serious
Condition Today

B52s and four more fighterbombers were shot down
Tuesday night and early today
in the second night of the attack. Earlier it announced the
names of six B52 crewmen it
said were captured Monday
night and Tuesday.
The U.S. Command reported
that two U.S. sailors were
killed when a North Vietnamese shore battery put a fivefoot hole in an upper deck of
the destroyer Goldsborough on
Tuesday. Three crewmen were
wounded and a crew berthing
area was heavily damaged but
the Navy said the destroyer
kept on firing.
The North Vietnamese radio
said the Polish ship Joseph
Conrad was hit by U.S. bombers in
Haiphong
harbor
Tuesday morning, damaging
the loading cranes on the stern,
blasting a big hole in a lifeboat
and wounding four crew members.
The ship's owners said in
Warsaw, however, that three
sailors were killed. A spokesman for Poland's state-run
Ocean Lines said the Joseph
Conrad had been held in Haiphong since the harbor was
mined by the United States several months ago and only a
maintenance crew was aboard.
The Conunand gave no details on the second night of attacks on the Hanoi-Haiphong
region, maintaining one of the
densest news blackouts of the
war. But U.S. officials said
scores of B52s pounded the
Hanoi-Haiphong corridor during
the night, and there appeared
to be no letup in the raids. Hundreds of fighter-bombers also
are taking part.
Radio Hanoi said U.S. bombers -again bombed several densely populated areas of Hanoi
and Haiphong."

Paducah Man Dies
In House Fire Today
PADUCAH, Ky. (API — A
Paducah man died today when
fire damaged his one-story
frame residence.
The coroner's office said 011ie
James Fiser, 63, died from suffocation. The fire was confined
principally to the bedroom
where Fiser's body was found.

David W. Orr, Jr., Dies
After Being Hit By Car

Sweden moves to stem
rise in auto exhausts
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Sullivan.
Mayfield City Police and
members of the Graves Co.
sheriff's department arrested
Arington at his home on Sutton
Lane Mayfield about 5130p.m.
following the hit-and-run incident.
Britt, who had no driver's
license in his possession, has
been named as driver of the hitand-run car, Chief Sullivan
said. At the time of Britt's
arrest as he walked on West
Broadway following the accident, he was charged with
public drunkness. An additional
charge of driving while intoxicated has been filed against
Britt, Chief Sullivan said.
Mayfield
After
City
authorities learned about the
child's death, the case was
turned to Graves County
authorities. Graves County
Judge Dick Castleman said the
charge against Britt has been
changed from DWI to involuntary manslaughter, Britt
is in the Graves County jail
being held without bond. Judge
Castleman said a preliminary
hearing for Britt would be held
probably today in Graves
County Court.
Arlington was charged with
permitting an unlawful person
to operate his vehicle.
The Mayfield youth is survived by his parents; one stepbrother, Robert McDermott,
Mayfield;
three
sisters,
Clayetta Orr, Mary Ann Orr,
and Cindy Orr, all at home; one
step-sister, Debra McDermott,
at home; grandparents, Mr.
and Mrs. Harry Sanderson of
Mayfield and Mrs. Eufaula Orr
Sanders of Murray Route Four.
Funeral services will be held
Thursday at 2:30 p.m. at
Roberts
Funeral
Home,
Mayfield, with Rev. Don Young
officiating.
Burial will be in the
Maplewood Cemetery,
Mayfield. Friends may call at
the funeral home.

Hanoi reiterated that the
bombing, despite its devastation, would not force it to accept President Nixon's peace
terms.
While the U.S. Command has
refused to disclose any of the
targets being attacked, other
sources indicated they included
radio transmitters, power stations and the two rail lines between Hanoi and China.
Some of the targets had never been attacked before, U.S.
officials said.
The Goldsborough was hit a&
it was bombarding the coast
just south of the 20th parallel.
A spokesman said the ship
"continued its combat mission"
despite the casualties and damage.
Meanwhile, the South Vietnamese command reported more
heavy fighting in Quang Tri
Province below the demilitarized zone. A communique
claimed South Vietnamese marines and paratroopers and
U.S.fighter-bomberssupporting
them killed 154 North Vietnamese in two battles north and
south of Quang Tri City. Eight
South Vietnamese were killed
and 48 wounded, the CO(1111111nique said.

World
News
Briefs
Pope Paul VI today expressed "doleful upset" at the
renewed American bombing of
North Vietnam. The Danish
government was preparing an
official protest against the U.S.
action, and condemnations also
came from the Swedish, Soviet
and Chinese governments.
The Pope told a crowd of 3,000 at his weekly public audience in St. Peter's Basilica he
had hoped peace would return
to Vietnam by Christmas.
WASHINGTON (API — The
chief of the Los Angeles Times
Washington bureau, jailed
briefly for refusing to surrender tapes he said were confidential, goes before a federal
appeals court today in a test of
First Amendment freedoms.
The Times' John F. Lawrence was held in contempt of
court Tuesday by U.S. Dist.
Judge John J. Sirica who ordered the newsman jailed "until he purges himself of contempt" by turning over the subpoenaed tapes. Lawrence was
held for about two hours until
the U.S. Circuit Court of Appeals ordered him released
pending today's hearing.
The material Lawrence acknowledged possessing but refused to turn over to the court
is a tape recording of two
Tinies reporters' interviews
with Alfred C. Baldwin III, a
key figure in the allged bugging
of Democratic National Comniittee headquarters earlier this
year.
USS
ABOARD
TICONDEROGA (AP) — Back
from the moon, their adventure
behind them and history made,
the men of the last Apollo are
sailing toward home and a reunion with their fannies four
days before Christmas.
Apollo 17 astronauts Eugene
A. Cernan, Ronald E. Evans
and Harrison H. Schmitt rode
the command ship America
through a fiery entry into the
earth's atmosphere Tuesday
and a bobbing parachute fall to
a perfect landing within sight
of recovery ships.

Purchase Area
Hog M
Federal State Market News
Service December 2a, 1972
Market Report Includes 9
Buying Stations
Receipts: Act. 549 Est. 700
Barrows and Gilts 25 cents
higher Sows steady 50 cents
lower.
US 1-2 200-230 lbs., 32.00-32.50
US 1-3 200-250 lbs., 31.25-32.00
US _2-4 240-260 lbs., 30.50-31.25
US 3-4 260-280 lbs., 29.25-30.50
Sows
US 1-2 270-350 lbs., 24.00-25.00
US, 1-3 350-650 lbs., 23.00-24.00
US 2-3 450-650 lbs., 22.00-23.00
Boars 20.00-22.00

spend Christmas?" His answer
was: "I don't intend to spend
Christmas, but I plan to keep
Christmas in all its loveliness in
my heart and 'On Earth, Peace,
Good Will toward Men'."
A meniber and official of the
Murray Methodist Church, he
served as Sunday School
superintendent for many years.
As president of Murray State,
"chapel" was held every school
day, in the old Administration
Building which was built with
funds subscribed by Murray
and Calloway County. In the
chapel exercises, Dr. Wells
would frequently deliver an
inspirational address based on
quotations from the Bible. Bible
reading in those days was not
deemed detrimental to the
education or intellectual free
doom of college men and women.
Before Christmas, he would
admonish his students in
chapel: "Write your parents a
letter. Tell them you'll be home
for Christmas." And he would
conclude, almost invariable,
addressing
the attentive
students and the respectful
faculty, "I want you to be
happy."
Christmas was a big event for
Dr. and Mrs. Wells and for their
children and grandchildren.
The grandchildren recall that
for dinner they had the birthday
cake,a huge turkey and country
ham. Even when "real small,"
the children sat at the big table.
Dr. Wells once told this writer
that his favorite food was
"country sausage, gravy, and
hot biscuits." His favorite
Biblical passage was the
Twenty-Third Psalm. He
especially liked to quote the last
verse of Edna St. Vincent
Millay's poem, "Renascence."
His favorite hymn was "The
Battle
Hymn
of
the
Republic," the song that wac
sung on the day they opened
Murray State Normal School on
September 24, 1923.
Probably more than half of
Murray's 18,000 alumni never
had the opportunity of knowing
Murray State's founder, Dr.
Rainey T. Wells. But they have
heard from others what a great
man he was.
His friends and relatives
today remember him as a welldressed, polite Kentucky
gentleman, who walked with a
barely perceptible limp. His
voice was clear and vribrant.
Being a lawyer, he would
often reply to a request for an
opinion with the phrase, "My
judgment is
," and his
"judgments" were always
forthright and perceptive. He
was a man of vision and
tremendous drive.
A very practical, down-toearth executive and lawyer, Dr.
Wells was an astute student of
political affairs. The creation,
location, and establishing of a
great State university in his own
community attest to his
political sagacity.
When he went to Omaha,
Nebraska, to become general

McCuiston
Dies While
Hunting

counsel for the Woodmen of the
World, Dr. Wells demonstrated
brilliance in Constitutional law.
His foresight and legal acumen
saved millions of dollars for
ft Iternal insurance agencies.
Ce firmly believed in his
stuoents, his faculty, his staff.
He named the varsity players,
—1'horoughbreds" and at pep
sessions he would tell the head
coach: "Let the Thoroughbreds
go" And they did, defeating the
University of Louisville 105-0 on
one occasion.
Old friends of Dr. Wells, as
they enjoy the Christmas
season, will again this year
quietly remember that the day
is also the birthday of Dr.
Rainey T. Wells, founder of
Murray State University.
They may drive out Main
Street to see "Oakhurst" again,
the birthplace of the University.
It was known as "Edgewood"
when it was the home of Dr. and
Mrs. Wells as they dreamed of
the University they were to
build together.
The holiday season also
commemorates the wedding
anniversary of Dr. and Mrs.
Wells, for they were married
Dec. 31, 1896. She was the former Tennie Daniel of Murray.
Some alumni and friends of
Dr. Wells often express the
regret that his likeness does not
appear on
the campus
monument or on the Anniversary medallion. Some
think that the birthplace of the
founder of Murray State
University should be recognized
by a state marker. Dr. Wells
died June 15, 1958.
Mrs. Helen Wells Lassiter, 109
S. 10th Street, Murray, is a
sister of Dr. Wells. She is the
only surviving member of the
immediate family of Mr. and
Mrs. J.K.P. Wells. Mrs.
Lassiter said her brother,
Rainey Thornton Wells, was
born on the old home place on
the Old Concord Road in the
New Hope community, "three
or four miles" from Murray.
The birthplace of Dr. Wells
was a frame and log house with
a large downstairs room, a
frame addition with two small
rooms, and a room upstairs
over the central log room. Mrs.
Lassiter was not born in the old
home. She said the old home is
gone, but she is certain she
could point out the spot. The
home of Wendell Allbritten is
just west of the site of the old
home of Dr. Wells.
"I remember the old apple
tree and the cistern," she
reminisced,as she said,"Merry
Christroas."

Eddyville . . .
(Continued from Page I)
The body of the other victim,
identified as William C. Holland, 37, was found in the ashes
of the fire after it had been
brought under control. Holland
had been serving a five-year
sentence from Woodford County
for storehouse breaking and
grand larceny.
Cowan said there were no
other injuries.
At the time the fire broke
out, prisoners and prison personnel were entertaining 19 orpahns from a Graves County
home in a Christmas program
at the prison's main dining
room—just 200 yards from
where the blaze erupted.

Orien McCuiston of Murray
Route Five, New Concord Road,
died this morning about ten
o'clock while squirrel hunting
The Christmas program for
near the Willie Smith home, two the orphans was completed as
miles northeast of New Concord the prison fire department
off Highway--444.
fought the flames, and _ fireCallow0T County Coroner fighters arrived from PrinceMax Churchill said he was ton, -Kuttawa and Eddyville. A
called shortly after ten o'clock helicopter was dispatched from
this morning to make an am- Ft. Campbell, but the fire was
bulance call, but when he under control when it arrived.
arrived at the scene found that
In addition to the flames,
the patient, McCuiston had
expired. Churchill said he ruled vats of cleaning fluid and neuthat McCuiston died of an ap- tralizing fluid exploded, ripping
down about half the section
parent heart attack.
Churchill said McCuiston was that was ablaze.
hunting with Joe Meador and
Cowan, who noted that the
Mac McCuiston. The.other two
blaze was the first structural
men said they had started fire that
officials and long-term
down a hill to cross a ravine to inniates could recall,
said damwhere their dog had treed a age would
probably run in exsquirrel. ,Orien McCuiston told cess of $100,000.
the other two to go ahead as he
Corrections
Coinmissioner
felt "short winded" and was Charles
Holmes said at Frankgoing to stop for a moment.
fort that the damage would be
Meador and Mac McCuiston at least partially covered
by insaid when Orien failed to come surance.
on with them, theat they went
Cowan said property lost inback to check on him and found cluded furniture
already built
hint "slumped over." The men
or being built, furniture rewent to the Willie Smith home finished ..for
other state
and called for. an ainublance agencies,
hand tools, and all
and the Sheriff Clyde Steele who the filtas for the
project.
was at the scene along with
He said about half the buildDeputy Sheriff Maurice Wilson. ing was saved,
and that the
Coroner Churchill said Mc- section saved contained
much
Cuiston had unloaded his gun of the large
machinery of the
before he became unconscious. plant.
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